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Abstract

The effect of primary particle polydispersity on the structure of fractal aggregates has

been investigated through the salt-induced, diffusion limited aggregation of mixtures of

haematite, and with diffusion and reaction limited cluster – cluster aggregation (DLCA

and RLCA) simulations with multiple primary particle sizes.

The fractal dimension was determined experimentally using three independent methods:

static structure factor, kinetic scaling and a new technique correlating aggregate mass

and size both determined from the Guinier scattering. The fractal dimensions Df

obtained were 1.75±0.03, 1.76±0.03 and 1.70±0.05, respectively.

In both the experiments and computer simulations, the primary particle size distribution

had no effect on the fractal dimension of the resulting aggregates. It did however have

an effect on scattering from the aggregates, a pronounced deviation from q-Df evident in

both cases. This deviation was shown to be a result of the partial scattering function of

the larger particles, diluted within the fractal network of the smaller particles. The

deviation was a function of the particle size and optical properties distribution, but no

obvious effect from homoaggregative or heteroaggregative preference was observed.

The concept of a Dw weighted, Df space filling mean particle size rDw,Df, was introduced,

which is the mean primary particle size that produces an aggregate with the same Dw

measure and the same linear size as the aggregate of polydisperse particles. This

concept is of wide use and has important immediate applications such as allowing the

calculation of the packing density of fractal aggregates of polydisperse particles. Its use

does not depend on any assumptions about aggregative preference of the primary

particles. Its utility is demonstrated in allowing data collapse to master curves for both

the experimental and simulation data.

The cutoff function describing the breakdown of fractal scaling due to the finite size of

aggregates was examined and found to be independent of the primary particle

polydispersity. Several forms of the cutoff function proposed in the literature were

compared to the simulation data. It was found that the overlapping spheres form and a

new (also polynomial) form derived in this work were the best. Analytical solutions for

the structure factors corresponding to such polynomial cutoff forms were derived.

Although the mean coordination numbers of polydisperse particles in DLCA

simulations is equal to two as for the monodisperse case, the partial mean coordination

numbers depend on the particle size distribution. The partial mean coordination

numbers were found to be well described by Suzuki and Oshima’s (1983) model for

coordination numbers of random packings of discs.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The characterisation of fine particles is an area of immense significance to many

industrial endeavours. It has been estimated that 70% of all industrial processes involve

dealing with fine particles at some point in the process. Outside industrial processes,

particulate materials are found throughout the atmosphere and hydrosphere, both from

naturally occurring sources such as erosion, volcanoes, fires and condensation; and

anthropogenic sources like the combustion of fossil fuels.

Characterisation of these particles helps to understand and predict or control the

behaviour of their processes. For example, the scattering behaviour of small

atmospheric particles has an important effect on the heat balance of the troposphere. It

is therefore important to a) characterise accurately the particles that are present in the

atmosphere and b) model scattering from these particles accurately in order to improve

the accuracy of the global circulation models that are attempting to plot the course of

global warming due to the enhanced greenhouse effect. Industrially, the properties of

particles determine whether or not a dust is a respiration hazard, whether granular
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materials will mix or segregate when agitated, whether material in a hopper will flow in

a controllable fashion, behave like a liquid or not flow at all.

Characterisation involves making some measurement of the particle system, and

extracting or inferring from that a parameter of interest. At the most trivial level, one

can compare the longest dimension of a particle with a ruler and infer that the length of

the particle is the reading obtained from the ruler. Traditional parameters for particle

characterisation include surface charge (inferred from mobility measurements), surface

area (from gas adsorption) and length (from a huge variety of measurements, each

weighting the extracted parameter in a different way).

Many of the traditional particle characterisation techniques make assumptions about the

shape or physical structure of the particles that are being measured. The extraction of

linear size parameters from laser scattering measurements generally assumes that the

particles are spherical (spheres being easy to model in a light scattering sense – see

section 2.3). The reason why shape or form is generally ignored or assumed is

sometimes because it is not important to the technique at hand (such as electro-zone

sensing) but often simply because it is a fiendishly difficult problem. Shape is not just

one parameter. So-called shape factors are a one-dimensional solution to the problem,

like fitting a straight line to a complex reality. While better than the zero-order

polynomial fit that is the assumption of a fixed particle shape, the approach ignores the

incredible richness of possibilities that are the shapes of real particles.

One class of particles that has great importance because of its ubiquity, yet has until the

last decade or two proved almost impossible to form-characterise in any meaningful

way, is aggregates. Almost every particulate system involves to a greater or lesser

extent some particles which are aggregates of smaller particles in the system. This may

be unimportant for systems such as the handling of bulk ores, but in processes such as

drinking water filtration or the behaviour of soots and smokes it is the dominant

structure. These aggregates are often wispy, tenuous entities that are absolutely unlike

spheres, plates or the other familiar geometric forms that have been assumed in the past.

Their seemingly random, tortured and convoluted structures defied quantitative

description with the tools that science had available.
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In the mid 1970’s, a new field of mathematics known as fractal geometry emerged with

the publication of a work by Benoit B. Mandelbrot [Mandelbrot 1975, Mandelbrot

1977] that was to have great implications for many areas of physics, including the

characterisation of the structure of aggregates. That ruggedness of aggregates could be

characterised by fractal dimensions was soon demonstrated by a host of experiments

[Forrest and Witten 1979, Sinha et. al. 1984, Axelos et. al. 1986, Chen and Teixeira

1986, Dimon et. al. 1986] and computer simulations [Kolb et. al. 1983, Meakin 1983,

Brown and Ball 1985, Axelos et. al. 1986].

1.2 Aims of this work

The work that has been conducted so far on the fractal structure of aggregates has

focussed largely on aggregates which are comprised of particles that are all spherical

and all the same size (monodisperse in both shape and size). This is certainly a useful

simplification to understand some of the basic behaviours of these kinds of systems, but

a lot of work remains to be done before the fractal approach to aggregate

characterisation can be applied more widely.

Particles in real life industrial and natural processes are almost always polydisperse in

both shape and size. The implications of this for aggregates in real processes has not yet

been considered widely in the literature. Dimon et. al. (1986) and Farias et. al. (1996a)

have given some consideration to primary particle size polydispersity, but have made

some quite restrictive simplifying assumptions and have not explicitly modelled

structural effects. Tence et. al. (1986) find that fractal dimension is unaffected by

primary particle polydispersity and Hasmy et. al. (1994) have found that the point of

transition from mass to surface scattering (fractal to Porod scattering) is affected by

primary particle polydispersity. All of these works however have assumed Gaussian

distributions for the primary particle size, a condition which excludes important classes

of aggregates such as those found in water treatment processes. Also, there are

important questions about polydispersity that have not yet been answered. The aims of

this work, then, are:
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1. To examine the implications of primary particle size polydispersity for the structure

of fractal aggregates, (particularly those with a bimodal primary particle size

distribution),

2. To derive equations for the packing density of fractal aggregates of polydisperse

particles, and

3. To model any effects on scattering from such aggregates, since scattering is a

convenient and widely used tool to infer structural information about aggregate

structure [Amal et. al. 1994, Kjems et. al. 1986, Schmidt 1991, Olivier and Sorensen

1990, Zerrouck et. al. 1990, Bushell et. al. 1996].

Much of the theory on fractal geometry and light scattering that is necessary for the

understanding of subsequent chapters is introduced in Chapter 2. The remainder of the

work is split into chapters on different broad topics, each with their own literature

review, results and discussion (although there is of course some overlap between

chapters). Chapter 3 covers experimental work that was done with the salt-induced

aggregation of haematite particles tracked with static light scattering. Chapter 4 details

the application of computer simulations to describe the aggregation process and

resulting structures. Scattering is also calculated for the simulations, and the results are

compared with the experimental results obtained in Chapter 3. Attention is given to the

modelling of aggregate structure in Chapter 5, including the derivation of polydisperse

packing fraction listed in aim 2 above. Chapter 6 concludes the work, drawing together

the results of the previous chapters.
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2 Theory

2.1 Fractal geometry

Geometry literally means the measurement of the earth. Euclidean geometry deals with

straight lines and smooth curves. However in nature (the earth) straight lines and

smooth curves are the exception rather than the rule. Rugged profiles are everywhere,

from the clouds in the sky to the outlines of trees and mountain ranges and the stars in

the sky. Fractal geometry is the geometry of roughness, born in 1975 with the

publication of Mandelbrot’s seminal work, Les objets Fractals: forme, hasard et

dimension [Mandelbrot 1975]. This book united work as diverse as observations of the

seeming variation of the length of coastlines with measurement scale [Richardson

1961], the erratic trajectories of Brownian motion [Perrin 1909], and a host of

mathematical sets that were previously regarded as “monstrous” or even “pathological”

[Mandelbrot 1983].

2.1.1  What are fractals?

Fractals are characterised by a non-integer power law dependence of a measurable

quantity upon the length of the object (or upon time). The classical example of this
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behaviour is the length of the coastline problem [Mandelbrot 1983, Feder 1988, Kaye

1989]. Consider that we have available a high resolution satellite image of Australia

(although it could be a microscopic image of a fine particle of the type discussed by

Kaye (1991) – the problem is the same). To measure the coastline we could use a set of

dividers opened to a distance corresponding to a few hundred kilometres on the scale of

the map, and then proceed to step around the coastline to obtain an estimate of its

length. This estimate would be lower than the “true” length because the resolution is too

coarse to see the details of features such as bays and headlands that are smaller than the

stepping length. To remedy this we could make the stepping length smaller and repeat

the exercise, obtaining a new estimate for the length of the coastline. However we

would find that we are still missing some of the “true” length in the details which are

still smaller than the stepping length. It turns out that there is a power law relationship

between the measured length of the coastline and the length of the step size. Richardson

(1961) had no theoretical interpretation of this power exponent. Mandelbrot argued that

in cases like this the exponent can and should be interpreted as a dimensionality.

2.1.1.1 Dimensions and measures

The meaning of dimensionality and measures is quite clear in the context of the objects

encountered in everyday life. When we measure the volume of an everyday object, we

are taking a three dimensional measurement. Volume is a filling measure, in that every

point in the object is touched by the measure. In contrast, surface area is an enclosing

measure for everyday objects, because every point in the object is enclosed by the

surface area.

All physical objects around us are three dimensional. A non-porous brick fills three

dimensional space, and if we double the length of the brick (keeping its shape constant),

its volume increases by a factor of eight (two to the power of three) because it is three

dimensional. When we double the length of the brick, the surface area increases by a

factor of four, because the surface is two dimensional.

Sometimes it is convenient to approximate some objects as being other than three

dimensional. When wrapping a gift it is convenient to approximate the wrapping paper

as being two dimensional. Area is now the filling measure, because every point in the
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paper is covered by the area. Length becomes the enclosing measure because in the two

dimensional approximation, the perimeter encloses every point in the sheet of paper.

2.1.1.1.1 Topological dimension

When talking about the distance between two cities there are at least two meaningful

ways to measure the distance between them – by road, or as the crow flies. The crow

flies in a straight line through space, the shortest distance between the two points. The

winding road however is confined to the vagaries of the geometry of the surface and has

a length greater than or equal to the crow’s flight. Mathematically, two objects are

topologically the same if one form can be morphed into the other without creating or

breaking loops or holes. In this way, the crow’s flight and the road’s tortuous path are

both lines, having a topological dimension of one. A plane or section of a plane has

topological dimension two and an ordinary solid object has a topological dimension of

three.

A set of unconnected points has a topological dimension of zero. Note that the sparsest

possible connected set of points is a line (of topological dimension one). This has

important implications for the range of possible fractal dimensions of connected objects.

2.1.1.1.2 Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension

The Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension of an object is the dimension of the measure that

gives a scale-independent measurement of the object [Mandelbrot 1983, Feder 1988].

By way of illustration, consider a square section of plane. If we try to fill the section (ie

touch every point) with line segments of length λ we will find we need an infinite

number of them. If we try to fill the plane section with cubes of side λ we get a different

problem. We have managed to touch every point in the plane, but there are points in the

measurement that do not touch any point in the plane, we have measure which is “left

over” and thus an incorrect measurement. To reduce the amount of “left over” measure

we can reduce the size of the cubes, but as the size of the cubes tends to zero we find

that the measured volume also tends to zero, no matter how big the plane section is.

Choosing length or volume to measure the size of a plane section does not result in a

“sensible” measurement. A finite, non-zero measurement is obtained for this case if and
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only if the dimension of the measure is equal to two (tiling the plane section with

squares). Thus, the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension of a plane section is equal to two.

2.1.1.2 Fractals

It would seem that the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension is the same thing as the

topological dimension, indeed for everyday objects this is the case.

Mandelbrot (1983) provided a tentative definition of a fractal as an object for which the

Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension strictly exceeds the topological dimension. This

definition has since fallen by the wayside as it is a sufficient but not a necessary

condition for fractality [Feder 1988]. However this definition is useful for the current

discussion. To show how such a structure is possible, consider the Koch curve, one of

the early members of the so called “gallery of monsters” [Mandelbrot 1983].

The steps shown in generating a Koch curve are

shown in Figure 1. One begins with a straight line

shown at n = 0 in the figure, known as the initiator.

The next step is to replace the straight line of the

initiator with the generator. For the original Koch

curve, the generator is the same as the curve shown

in the figure at n = 1. Replacing the straight line

section of the n = 0 curve with the generator leads

to the figure at n = 1, the first generation prefractal

curve. Next, the straight line sections of the first

generation curve are replaced by copies of the

generator that have been shrunk by a factor of

three. Four copies are required, leading to the

second generation prefractal curve shown at n = 2.

The operation is repeated ad infinitum, replacing

straight sections by copies of the generator, scaled

down by a factor of three with every succeeding

generation. The Koch curve is the limiting curve generated as n  ∞.

Figure 1 – Prefractal Koch curves. The

Koch curve occurs at n = ∞.
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It is easy to see that the topological dimension of all generations of the prefractal Koch

curves (and by extension of the Koch curve also) is equal to one. It is also easy to see

that the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension is greater than one, because if a one

dimensional measure is used the measurement goes to infinity as the length of the

measure goes to zero. In fact the apparent length of the curve increases by a factor of

four each time the length of the measure is decreased by a factor of three, giving a

Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension of:

( )
( ) 26.1
3log

4log
≈=fD

Now we see the unique feature of mathematical fractals, that they are in a sense

infinitely rough or corrugated, with bumps on bumps at all scales.

The Koch curve is an example of what might be called a length fractal. That is, the

length scales fractally with the measurement scale. It has no mass and no surface area.

There are of course other types of fractals. One that is of considerable interest to the

study of small particles is the surface fractal.

A surface fractal object has a defined mass in the usual sense but an ill-defined surface.

The surface has irregularities at all length scales, giving a measurement of surface area

that varies as a power law with the measurement scale. Examples of naturally occurring

approximations to surface fractals are the surfaces of fine powders probed by gas

adsorption with molecules of different sizes [Kaye 1989]. Surface fractals must take on

values of the surface fractal dimension between two and the dimension of the

embedding space (three, in real applications).

Though nature was or should have been the inspiration for the development of fractal

geometry, nature is not truly fractal because in practice all rugged natural profiles

become smooth at sufficiently large or small length scales (or at least no longer retain

the same scaling exponent). The length of coastlines may vary as a power law with the

length of the scale used to measure them, but make the scale sufficiently small and the

meaning of the coast itself becomes unclear as one reveals the details of rock pools,

waves and the ever changing inter tidal zone. Examine rocks or beaches on an even

smaller scale and the length becomes one dimensional due to the regularity of crystal

(2-1)
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structures. Mandelbrot (1983) calls coastlines and other such structures “natural

fractals” in that over some range of length scales, the structure can be usefully

approximated by a fractal set.

2.2 Fractal aggregates

2.2.1 Fractal mass scaling

The first scaling feature of aggregates that received wide attention in the literature, and

the one that remains of great interest to those attempting to characterise the structure of

flocs, is the mass (or number) scaling. The equation which embodies the whole concept

of the fractal structure of aggregates is very simple:

fDRM ∝

where M is the mass of particles and R is a linear measure of size.

Since the bulk of the literature on this subject is concerned with the structure of

aggregates formed from monodisperse spherical particles, the distinction between mass

and number is rarely made. It is quite usual for authors to write an equation like (2-2) in

terms of number of particles N and refer to the quantity Df as the mass fractal

dimension, although this is a rather small point of semantics because the mass fractal

dimension and number fractal dimension are obviously the same thing when the

particles are monodisperse. In fact, even when the particles are polydisperse, the mass

fractal dimension and the number fractal dimension have been shown to be the same

[Tence et. al. 1986] - whether one is talking about mass scaling or number scaling the

equation only differs by a constant of proportionality. Accordingly this work shall adopt

the same convention and refer to Df as both the mass fractal dimension and the number

fractal dimension. In addition, where “the” fractal dimension is referred to, the meaning

is the mass (number) fractal dimension (also known as the cluster fractal dimension

[Feder 1988]) unless otherwise stated.

Equation (2-2) can take on two subtly different meanings without losing its validity. The

first meaning is the scaling of the mass (number of particles) contained within

aggregates of different sizes within a cluster polydisperse aggregating system. As a

(2-2)
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consequence of the (identical) fractal structure of the aggregates, the mass of each

aggregate is related to its linear size by equation (2-2). The second meaning is in terms

of the structure within any individual aggregate. If we pick an arbitrary particle within

an aggregate and centre an imaginary sphere upon it, the number of other particles

enclosed within the imaginary sphere is related to the linear size of the sphere, R, by

equation (2-2). This relationship is only asymptotically correct in the limit of large

aggregates and is quite inaccurate for aggregates of only a few particles. There are a

number of other qualifications that will be discussed in detail in sections 4.3.1, 5.2, and

5.4.

To be a bit more specific about the first meaning of equation (2-2), it is often written as:

fD

g
g r

R
kN 








=

0

where Rg is the radius of gyration of the aggregate, r0 is the radius of the primary

particles and kg is known as the power law prefactor. The subscript g is added to the

power law prefactor to clearly associate it with linear aggregate size defined in terms of

the radius of gyration, which is the root-mean-square distance of the mass elements

from their centre of mass. The significance of the radius of gyration is discussed in

2.3.2.2.1. One can just as easily define the linear size in terms of an “external radius” Re

and an associated power law prefactor ke.

The fractal dimension cannot take on just any value. Although a set of disconnected

points such as a Cantor dust can have a fractal dimension less than one, for an object to

remain a single connected entity its fractal dimension must be at least one because a line

is the sparsest possible way of connecting points. Likewise the fractal dimension must

be less than or equal to the dimension of the space in which the fractal exists, or else the

space cannot “contain” the fractal. Any object we can find in a natural or industrial

process must therefore have a mass fractal dimension 1 ≤ Df ≤ 3.

Real processes that form natural fractals probably impose even more strict limitations

on the range of possible fractal dimensions. A simple computer simulation of colloidal

aggregation that has been extensively studied [Meakin 1988] is the cluster-cluster

aggregation model. This type of simulation allows particles and clusters to diffuse

(2-3)
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according to specified trajectory (usually Brownian or linear) and stick irreversibly with

no restructuring at their point of contact. This type of simulation imposes natural limits

on the resulting fractal dimension such that ~1.8 ≤ Df ≤ ~2.1. The lower value comes

about when a collision between clusters always results in the formation of a bond. This

is known as the diffusion limited cluster aggregation or DLCA limit and produces quite

tenuous, wispy structures. The higher value is a result of collisions almost never

forming bonds, so that all physically possible conformations between clusters have an

equal chance of forming a bond and thus a new aggregate. This is known as the reaction

limited cluster aggregation or RLCA limit and produces structures that are still quite

tenuous and rugged but noticeablely more compact and stronger-looking than DLCA

aggregates. Despite the simplistic algorithm, there is good evidence that this type of

model describes quite accurately a range of colloidal aggregates that can be observed in

the laboratory. Thouy and Jullien (1996) reported that their cluster-cluster aggregation

model with fractal dimension as a tunable parameter could not produce structures with a

fractal dimension higher than about 2.55 in 3-D space because the geometry of the

clusters prevented them being placed close enough together to produce higher fractal

dimensions.

Although the formation process determines the fractal dimension, the fractal dimension

is not sufficient to characterise the process. This is stressed by Meakin and Jullien

[Meakin and Jullien 1988, Jullien and Meakin 1989] who show that DLCA with a

simple restructuring algorithm produces structures with the same fractal dimension as

the RLCA process.

2.2.2 Packing density

An interesting consequence of fractal mass scaling is that the density of the fractal

object is not constant as is usually considered the case for everyday solid structures.

The mass of the object is given by equation (2-2). One way of defining the volume of

the object is the volume of the smallest sphere (radius Re) that encloses the structure.

This bulk volume is simply 4/3πRe
3. The packing density is given by the aggregate mass

divided by bulk volume:
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2.2.3 Coordination numbers

The mass fractal dimension is far from sufficient for complete characterisation of

aggregates. Aggregates of fine particles are not really fractal in the strict sense of the

word, since their fractal scaling is only observed over a finite range of length scales.

They can be called natural fractals [Mandelbrot 1983]. At small scales we observe the

non-fractal subunits of which the aggregate is composed. Here we encounter

complexities associated with the short-range non-fractal order of adjacent particles.

Even when the primary particles are as simple as monodisperse spheres we still have to

specify first, and depending on the purpose at hand possibly second and third

coordination shell numbers to adequately quantify the aggregate structure.

A coordination number is simply the number of bonds that a particular particle has to its

neighbouring particles. Coordination numbers are important in the study of the

behaviour of particle packing [Pinson et. al. 1998] because they influence properties

such as the porosity, conductivity and sintering behaviour of mixtures of particles. In

the context of fractal aggregates, coordination numbers affect the strength of aggregates

simply because a higher average coordination number means more bonds in the

aggregate and thus a lower energy state and higher strength.

The simple DLCA and RLCA aggregation models produce fractal aggregates having

coordination numbers exactly equal to two because the probability of forming two

simultaneous contact points is vanishingly small and there is no restructuring. Each

aggregation event thus results in the formation of one and only one bond. This is

illustrated by Adachi and Ooi (1990) who lay out the structure of a simulated floc

clearly showing a highly branched structure with no loops. In the case of aggregation of

real colloidal particles one would expect the coordination number to be somewhat

higher because there will always be some degree of restructuring. Even when there are

no significant hydrodynamic forces to bend branches and cause intra-aggregate

collisions and thus further bonds, the existence of the Van der Waals potential well will

ensure that particles will restructure to form a bond if they are brought close enough

(2-4)
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together [Lips and Duckworth 1988]. In contrast there are no interparticle forces in the

DLCA and RLCA type models and so this kind of restructuring of very close (but not

touching) particles cannot occur. The influence of restructuring on the coordination

number has been shown by Hasmy et. al. (1993), who adopted the restructuring

algorithm of Jullien and Meakin [Meakin and Jullien 1988, Jullien and Meakin 1989].

The restructuring produced extra short-range peaks in the particle pair distance

distribution function, thus influencing the scattering behaviour at high angles.

In the simple case of DLCA or RLCA with polydisperse primary particles of course the

average coordination number will still be exactly equal to two. However the distribution

of bonds between particles of different size has as yet been given no attention in the

literature. In this work we shall use 1zi,j to represent the i-j first shell coordination

number, that is, the average number of particles of type j attached to a particle of type i.

1zi,j is measured by the total number of i-j bonds in an aggregate divided by the number

of type i particles.

2.2.4 Aggregation kinetics

Another interesting feature of fractal aggregates is the dynamics of the processes by

which they are formed. Not only are these aggregates fractal in terms of their physical

structure, but the kinetics of aggregation also exhibits the scale invariance (with time)

associated with fractals [Meakin 1988, Ball et. al. 1987, Weitz. et. al. 1984]. The

Smoluchowski equation describes kinetics of irreversible aggregation in terms of the

reaction probability between clusters as a function of their masses i and j. The time

evolution of the concentration Nh of aggregates of a particular size h is then given by:

∑∑ −=

=+
j

jhjh

hji
ji

ijji
h NKNKNN

dt

dN

,2

1

The heart of the equation is the reaction rate – size functionality embodied in the factors

Kij, known as the aggregation kernel. The behavioural features of different

homogeneous reaction kernels can be characterised by two exponents λ and ν, such

that:

(2-5)
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λjK jj ∝

νjK j ∝1

Now due to the different nature of cluster interactions in the DLCA and RLCA limits,

different reaction kernels should be used. The original Smoluchowski kernel was

developed to describe diffusion-limited aggregation, with the reaction rate dependent on

a collision cross section due to the radii of the colliding spheres. In this case the

appropriate aggregation kernel is given by [Ziff et. al. 1985 in Meakin 1988, Martin et.

al. 1990]:

( )( )ffff DDDD
ij jijiK /1/1/1/1 ++= −−

which is a modification of the original kernel given by Smoluchowski, with the fractal

dimension Df replacing the usual value of 3 [Martin et. al. 1990]. This kernel is a

homogeneous kernel with λ = 0 and ν = 1/Df. Such a kernel (λ < ν < 1) has small –

large aggregate interactions dominant, resulting in quite narrow size distributions and

power law growth in the mean cluster mass [Martin et. al. 1990]:

( ) zttM ∝

where t is time and z is an exponent with an expected value of 1.0 for the kernel given in

(2-8) [Meakin 1988]. In terms of the mean cluster radius, the kinetic scaling is:

( ) fDz
ttR

/∝

The cluster size distribution is also scale invariant, or self preserving [Vicsek and

Family 1984, Meakin 1988, Vemury and Pratsinis 1994]. Vicsek and Family (1984)

showed that the time dependence of the cluster size distribution can be described by:

( ) ( )( )tMmfMtNs /2−∝

where f(x) is a scaling function. It seems that once fractal behaviour is observed, it

permeates every aspect of the system.

(2-6)

(2-7)

(2-8)

(2-9)

(2-10)

(2-11)
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2.3 Light scattering

There are several ways to measure the fractal dimension of aggregates, including

comparison of settling velocity for aggregates of different sizes [Stoll et. al. 1990] and

imaging techniques [Nelson et. al. 1990, Cai et. al. 1993, Weber et. al. 1995, Cai et. al.

1995], but the quickest, most precise and least disruptive to the aggregates is scattering

of radiation.

The principle of radiation scattering as a particle characterisation tool is that matter,

when irradiated, emits secondary or sympathetic radiation. Measuring this scattered

radiation as a function of the scattering angle gives information about the structure of

the matter as a function of length scale. In a way, varying the scattering angle is like

varying the magnification of a structural probe. The type of radiation used is of

secondary importance to this feature.

X-rays [Axelos et. al. 1986, Amal et. al. 1994, Moonen at. al. 1989], neutrons [Sinha et.

al. 1984, Kjems et. al. 1986, Foret et. al. 1992] and light [Sorensen et. al. 1995, Cai et.

al. 1993, Cametti et. al. 1987, Cametti et. al. 1989, Sorensen et. al. 1992, Zhou and Chu

1991, Zhou et. al. 1991, Lin et. al. 1989, Jung et. al. 1995] have all been used in the

characterisation of colloidal particles and in particular of fractal aggregates. Of these

techniques, light scattering is fast, easy and inexpensive. The wavelength of light is

much longer than either X-rays or neutrons, making it more suitable for probing

structures of the order of microns in size. X-rays and neutrons are generally useful only

for probing structures much smaller than a micron. The disadvantage of using light

scattering is that the interpretation of the scattered intensity pattern is complicated by

the strong interaction of light and matter. Different, sometimes complicated theories of

scattering are required to accurately predict light scattering for particles of different

sizes and optical properties. In contrast, X-rays and neutrons interact comparatively

weakly with matter so that in practice a simple scattering theory such as Rayleigh-Gans-

Debye can always be used.

The polarisation of the incident and scattered light is often described as having vertical

and horizontal components with respect to a horizontal plane. The horizontal plane is
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defined as the plane in which the scattered light is measured as a function of angle.  The

subscripts v and h are given to vertical and horizontal polarisation, respectively. Thus Ivv

denotes vertically polarised incident light and the detection  of vertically polarised light.

Ivh means the detection of horizontally polarised light scattered from vertically polarised

incident light.

2.3.1 Rayleigh scattering

The simplest model for scattering from particles is Rayleigh theory. Rayleigh theory

assumes that the scattering particle is much smaller than the wavelength of the incident

light so that the electromagnetic field external to the particle can be considered to be

constant; and that the refractive index of the particle is small enough that the response

of the internal field to the excitation is almost instantaneous:

1<<kd and

1<<kdm

where d is the length of the particle, k is the wave number of the light (=2π/λ)and m is

the complex refractive index of the particle [van de Hulst 1981]. In addition, it is

normally assumed that the polarisability of the particle is isotropic (Ivh = Ihv = 0).

The consequence of these assumptions is that the electrons within the particle are

accelerated in phase with both the external field and each other. In other words the

entire particle scatters in the same way as a simple dipole. If we measure the scattered

intensity as a function of the scattering angle θ, incident light which is vertically

polarised (Ivv) will be scattered isotropically. Incident light which is horizontally

polarised (Ihh) will scatter light intensity that behaves as Ihh = Ivvcos2θ (which comes

from purely geometric considerations and is also valid for Rayleigh-Gans-Debye

scattering).

The important thing to note about Rayleigh scattering is that while the total light energy

scattered and absorbed by a Rayleigh particle depend on the particle size (to the sixth

and third powers respectively), there is absolutely no functional dependence of the

(2-12)

(2-13)
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scattering pattern on particle size or shape. Hence, no information about aggregate

structure can be obtained from aggregates scattering in the Rayleigh regime.

2.3.2 Rayleigh–Gans–Debye approximation (RGD)

The Rayleigh-Gans-Debye (RGD) formulation of scattering is the next level of

sophistication in scattering models. The basic approach is to model the scattering body

as a collection of Rayleigh scatterers that do not interact with each other. The total

absorption of the body is thus the sum of the absorption of the component scatterers and

the total scattered wave is the vector sum of the scattered waves from each of the

component scatterers.

2.3.2.1 General formulation

In moving on from the Rayleigh formulation for light scattering, it becomes convenient

to define a vector quantity q which is the change in wave number of the scattered light

relative to the incident light. It is defined as:

( )is

n
ssq −=

λ
π2

where λ is the wavelength of the incident light in vacuo, n is the refractive index of the

propagating medium, and ss and si are unit vectors in the direction of the scattered and

incident light, respectively. The magnitude of q is related to the scattering angle θ:







==

2
sin4

θ
λ

π
n

q q

If we now describe the relative positions of two elementary scatterers by the vector rab,

the quantities q.rab and abie q.r describe the path difference and phase difference,

respectively, between light scattered at a vector defining q.

Assuming that the scatterers scatter independently (the Rayleigh Gans Debye

approximation) allows us to express the vertically polarised scattered intensity function

of a body as the sum over all intensities scattered from pairs of elementary units within

the body:

(2-14)

(2-15)
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑∑=
a b

abbavv AAI q.rqqq cos

where Aa(q) is the scattered amplitude function from elementary unit a. If the

elementary scatterers have isotropic polarisability, Ivh and Ihv are equal to zero and

Ihh=Ivvcos2θ. In addition, since we have assumed that the scattering body is composed of

non-interacting Rayleigh scatterers, Aa(q) is effectively constant (Aa will have q

dependence when we introduce the form factor in association with aggregates of

particles). The vectors rab completely specify the physical structure of the body and its

orientation.

The assumption that the elementary units scatter independently is central to the RGD

approximation. In practice scatterers are not independent: there are always higher order

waves that are scattered more than once, but the second and higher order scattering is

negligible if the conditions:

11 <<−m and

112 <<−mkd

are satisfied, where k is the wave number of the light, d is the length of the body and m

is the relative refractive index of the scatterers [van de Hulst 1981].

To simplify matters, it is often reasonable to assume that the scattering body takes on

random orientations on a time scale smaller than the sample time of the instrument we

are using to measure the scattering, or that there exists an ensemble of these particles in

random orientations. Averaging over all orientations, we get the result [Guinier and

Fournet 1955]:

( ) ( )
( )qr

qrsin
cos =q.r

which does not depend on the direction of q, only its magnitude. Equation (2-16) then

simplifies to:

(2-16)

(2-17)

(2-18)

(2-19)
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )∑∑=

a b ab

ab
bavv rq

rq
qAqAqI

.

.sin

At this point we would like to introduce a more compact way of representing the

structure of the scattering body. Rather than using a list of N2 vectors to describe the

structure of a body composed of N elementary units, we use a frequency histogram of

vector magnitudes that we call the pair distance distribution function.

Relation (2-19) has allowed us to do this because the structural dependence has been

reduced to a function of the magnitudes of the position vectors rather than the full

magnitude and direction complement. We can define a distance distribution function as:

( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑
=

+=
r' r

rr'r'
rN

rc ψψ
1

where ψ(r) is a function equal to one of there is an elementary unit present at position r

from an arbitrary origin and zero otherwise. Assuming for the moment that all the

constituent particles are the same so that A(q) = Aa(q) = Ab(q), equation (2-20) now

reduces to:

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )
( ) dr
qr

qr
rcqAqIvv ∫

∞

=
0

2 sin

Other authors [Teixeira 1986, Kjems et. al. 1986, Schmidt 1989, Cotton 1991, Cai et. al.

1995] prefer a density correlation function, g(r), to a distance distribution function. The

two are simply related:

( ) ( )rgrrc 24π=

in three-dimensional space. The intensity function is then expressible as a Fourier

transform of the density correlation function [Teixeira 1986, Cotton 1991]:

( ) ( )[ ] ( )∫
∞

=
0

2 drrgeqAqI iqr
vv

(2-20)

(2-21)

(2-22)

(2-23)

(2-24)
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2.3.2.2 Scattering in the Guinier region

Particle “size” is one of the most important parameters in any study of particle

technology. For many years and in many applications it was and even today still is the

only parameter considered. One must be careful when considering what size measure to

use to characterise the size of objects with fractal attributes. Surface fractals for

example, although finite in spatial extent and volume, have infinite surface area. Hence

one can characterise such an entity easily in terms of a linear size L, a volume L3  or a

fractal surface measure LDs, but not a surface area L2. The only appropriate measure for

true mathematical mass fractals is the fractal measure LDf. The mass of these structures

is zero, as is their surface area. Their linear extent is infinite.

When we are considering mass fractal–like aggregates of finite extent, the structures are

composed of non-infinitesimal, non-fractal subunits. The consequences of this are that

the surface area and mass of the structure instead of being zero are trivially equal to the

total surface area and total mass of the subunits. Hence, measurement of a linear size of

the aggregate is the only way to get a measure of the spatial extent of the aggregate. The

fractal relationship (equation (2-3)) holds irrespective of what linear measures are

chosen for R and r0, but there are important reasons for choosing the radius of gyration.

Particles for which scattering can be well described by the RGD approximation exhibit

scattering at small q which is independent of particle shape. The scattering pattern is

purely a function of the radius of gyration, known as Guinier scattering.

2.3.2.2.1 Radius of gyration

The significance of the radius of gyration comes about from the scattering equations

[Guinier and Fournet 1955]. Mass within a scatterer separated by a distance R scatters

almost coherently for R<<1/q and as R increases the coherence falls off as sin(qR)/(qR).

If one rewrites the scattering equation (2-20) with the trigonometric function expanded

as a power series and the position vectors defined from the centre of mass O, one ends

up with an expression of the form [Guinier and Fournet 1955]:
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The term with summation over k is simply the square of the radius of gyration, allowing

the expression to be rewritten as:

( ) ...
3

1 2
2

+−∝ gR
q

qI

At small q the higher order terms in the expansion (and thus the influences of particle

form on scattering) can be neglected due to the increasing powers of q, leading to the

famous law of Guinier:

( )2

3

1
1)( gqRqI −∝

Thus as stated by Guinier, when comparing the effects of different particle forms on

scattering it is essential to compare particles with the same radius of gyration [Guinier

and Fournet 1955], as this is the only relevant length scale in scattering experiments

[Lin et. al. 1990]. This is clearly seen in Figure 2 showing structure factors from

computer simulations (to be elaborated upon in Chapter 4).
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Figure 2 - Radius of gyration is the only relevant length

scale in characterising the size of fractal aggregates from

scattering. Structure factors plotted against q × external

radius do not overlay as well as those plotted against q ×

radius of gyration.
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The same data set is shown against two different abscissae, displaced vertically for

clarity. When each scattering function is plotted as a function of qRg they superimpose

at small q, whereas when plotted versus qRe the agreement is not as good. The extent to

which the scattering functions in Figure 2 overlap is a good indication of the extent of

the so-called Guinier regime, in which scattering can be reasonably described by

equation (2-27).

2.3.2.2.2 The relationship between the radius of gyration and the external

radius

Sometimes the radius of gyration is not the most convenient linear measure for

aggregates. In particular, some forms of the cutoff function are derived in terms of an

external radius (see for example section 5.2.4), the radius of the smallest sphere that

encloses the aggregate. The external radius is also needed for the calculation of the

packing density of aggregates (equation (2-4)).

If we are given the form of a particle or aggregate in terms of discrete element positions

from the centre of mass, the radius of gyration is calculated as the root – mean – square

radius of the discrete elements:

N

r
R

N

k
k

g

∑
== 1

2

2

and (for centrosymmetric particles) the external radius Re is simply the largest of the ri.

The radius of gyration can be expressed in terms of the pair distance distribution

function as:

( )

( )∫

∫
∞

∞

=

0

0

2

2

2

1

drrc

drrcr

Rg

The relationship of the external radius Re to Rg is in the fact that the distance distribution

function c(r) falls to zero at exactly the point r=2Re. The equivalence of the two

(2-28)

(2-29)
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expressions (2-28) and (2-29) is easily demonstrated if we expand the expression for

c(r) [Jullien 1992]:

( )
2

1 1
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The net contribution of the inner product rirj is zero as for every vector rj there exists

another close in magnitude and direction to -rj, giving an inner product rirj of opposite

sign. In fact because the origin is chosen as the centre of mass, the sum of all the vectors

rj is zero. Therefore:
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Which simplifies to equation (2-28).

2.3.2.3 RGD for fractal aggregates

When considering aggregates of particles, the scattered intensity is often discussed in

terms of the product of a so-called form factor and a structure factor [for example,

Teixeira 1986, Chen and Teixeira 1986]. This distinction serves to make clear the

features of the scattering that are a result of the internal structure of the primary

particles and those that are a result of the spatial arrangement of the particles. The form

factor is simply the intensity that is scattered by a single particle:

( ) ( )[ ]2qAqP =

where for spheres, the amplitude factor A(q) is given by [Hasmy et. al. 1994]:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
3

000 cossin
4

q

qrqrqr
qA

−
= π

where r0 is the radius of the particle. The structure factor is the net effect of interference

between the waves scattered from individual particles. It is a transform of the distance

distribution function that was discussed earlier [Guinier and Fournet 1955, Hasmy et. al.

1993]:

(2-30)

(2-31)

(2-32)

(2-33)
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( ) ( ) ( )
( )∫

∞

=
0
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For mass fractal aggregates the feature of fundamental relevance to the current

discussion is that the distance distribution function scales in a fractal manner:

( ) 1−∝ fDrrc

The dependence is in terms of Df-1 rather than Df because Df is defined in terms of mass

scaling within an expanding (hyper)sphere, whereas the distance distribution function is

defined in terms of the correlation of particles at the surface of an expanding sphere and

at the centre of the sphere. Transforming the distance distribution function (2-35)

through the transform equation (2-34) results in q-Df dependence of the structure factor.

Why this should be so is easy to visualise. Since q.rab is the difference in path length

between light scattered at q from points with separation rab, q.rab<1 means scattering

essentially in phase, resulting in constructive interference. In this case the scattered

wave amplitudes add giving intensity proportional to the square of the scattering mass.

If q.rab>1 the scattering is incoherent: the waves do not add coherently and the intensity

is just proportional to the scattering mass. Thus points separated by a distance rab < 1/q

will scatter essentially in phase and those separated by a distance rab > 1/q will not. Now

consider the observation of scattering from a fractal aggregate at scattering vector q.

Scattering within regions that are smaller than 1/q is in phase, but scattering between

such regions is not. In this respect the variable q acts as a probe for structures of size

1/q.

From the fundamental equation (2-2) for fractal aggregates, the number of particles

within each region is:

fD

ep qr
kn 
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The number of such regions within the structure of the aggregate is:

( ) fD
eer qRkn =

(2-34)

(2-35)

(2-36)

(2-37)
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The structure factor is then:
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The features of scattering from fractal aggregates of monodisperse spherical particles

are illustrated in Figure 3. The Porod regime at high q is characterised by q-4

dependence of the scattered intensity and is a result of scattering from smooth surfaces

(in this case, of the primary particles).
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The q-Df dependence in scattered intensity only holds as long as q>>1/Re and q<<1/r0.

At length scales approaching the overall size of the aggregate, the rDf-1 dependence of

the distance distribution function (and hence the q-Df dependence of the structure factor)

is modified by the edge of the aggregate. This is manifest in Figure 3 as the Guinier to

fractal transition region. The particle pair distance distribution function of a real

(2-38)

Figure 3 – Scattering diagram for aggregates of monodisperse spherical

particles showing the Guinier, fractal and Porod scattering regimes.
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aggregate falls to zero at distances larger than the length of the aggregate. The manner

of this decay to zero is taken care of by multiplying the fractal scaling expression (2-35)

by a suitable cutoff function h(r/R). The pair distance distribution function of the

aggregate model then becomes:

( ) ( ) ( )RrhRrRrc fD /.// 1−=

where R is a linear measure of the size of the aggregate. The purpose of the cutoff

function is to force the fractal scaling pair distance distribution function to decay to zero

in the same manner as the distance distribution function of an actual aggregate. The

cutoff function must satisfy certain conditions, namely that:

1)/( ≅Rrh when Rr <<

( ) 0/ →Rrh as Rr →

At small r/R the cutoff function is essentially equal to one, allowing the fractal scaling

to evidence itself in the correlation function. As r approaches R (corresponding to the

overall size of the aggregate) the function must drop to zero faster than any power law

[Jullien 1992], as there are no pair correlations at distances larger than the Feret’s

diameter (the longest chord) of the aggregate.

However, not all forms for the cutoff function that satisfy these criteria are physically

realisable for all values of the fractal dimension. For example one of the simplest forms

one might propose, a simple Heaviside step function, does not correspond to any

physically possible distribution of mass. A structure factor computed from such a

distance distribution function exhibits regions that are negative, corresponding to

negative scattered intensity [Jullien 1992]. Such a result is clearly unphysical. The

fastest possible cutoff for a three dimensional object is that of a sphere, which as we

have seen exhibits a structure factor that drops to zero at certain values of q. The cutoff

function of a sphere is one of a number that have been proposed to describe fractal

aggregates. This and several other proposed forms for cutoff functions are discussed in

detail in section 5.2.

(2-39)

(2-40)
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2.3.3 Fraunhofer scattering

In the limit that the scattering particles are very much larger than the wavelength of the

incident radiation, the scattering function can be treated as the superposition of spherical

waves scattered from all points in a plane excluding the cross section of the scatterer

(Huygens principle). This approach leads to Fraunhofer scattering, and a number of

important consequences [van de Hulst 1981]:

1. Scattered intensity is proportional to the projected area of the scatterer.

2. The scattering function is independent of the scatterer’s optical properties.

3. There are no polarisation effects.

The equation describing scattered intensity in the Fraunhofer limit is:

( ) ( )∫ ∫ +−= dxdye
r

I
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,

where θ is the (radial) scattering angle as previously defined, φ is the azimuthal

scattering angle, Ii is the incident radiation intensity, λ is the wavelength, r is the

distance from the scatterer to the detector plane, k is the wave number and x, y are

coordinates in the scatterer’s projection with respect to an origin defined in the centre of

the scatterer’s projection. Cao and Watson (1994) have derived an expression for

correlated Fraunhofer scattering from spheres fixed in space with respect to each other.

The equations were derived to describe scattering from a diffraction reference reticle for

the purposes of verification of the accuracy of light scattering instruments. They define

the location of the scattering points in the reference reticle by a probability distribution

function pN(r), defined such that the number of pair projections separated by distance r

in all directions within the plane of the projection is:

( ) ( )( ) ( )rpNNrc Np 2/1−=

where N is the number of particles. Note an important difference between this case and

the case of RGD scattering: the pair distribution functions are not distances between

pair particles, but their projections. This means that when considering the projection of

(2-42)

(2-43)
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a fractal aggregate, the projected pair distance distribution function cp(r) will

asymptotically scale as Df-1 up until Df = 2, after which it will asymptotically scale as

cp(r) ∝ r. The expression for the intensity function is given as:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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where A is the scattered amplitude from a single particle, R is half the maximum

separation distance between pairs, k is the wave number and J0 is the zero order Bessel

function of the first kind.

Such an approach would require finite size correction to the projected pair distance

distribution function in the form of a cutoff function, as described by Tence et. al.

(1986) in the context of electron microscopy.

2.3.4 Exact solutions

In between small particles (where the Rayleigh and Rayleigh-Gans-Debye

approximations are appropriate) and large particles (where Fraunhofer diffraction is

appropriate), there is a range where none of these theories are accurate. When the

scattering particles have size of the order of the wavelength of the incident radiation,

exact solutions are required.

Exact solutions to scattering problems require the full, formal solution of Maxwell’s

equations of electromagnetism [van de Hulst 1981]. The first solution of this kind was

the full solution for scattering of an incident plane wave by a sphere generally attributed

to Gustav Mie in 1908. The Mie solution represents the outgoing spherical scattered

wave as an infinite series of spherical Bessel functions, and like all scattering problems

framed in terms of Maxwell’s equations, requires numerical solution. Equivalent

solutions have been derived for exact solutions for cylinders [Bohren and Huffman

1983] and spheroids [Asano and Yamamoto 1975].

Exact solutions of ensembles of spheres (and so, aggregates) are treatable as a

simultaneous solution of systems of Mie equations, known as the T-matrix method

[Wang and Chew 1993, Wang and Ren 1994]. Mackowski and Mischenko (1996)

(2-44)
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managed to dramatically reduce the computation time associated with calculating

orientationally averaged scattering by this method. They have calculated scattering for

aggregates of up to 250 spherical particles. The difficulty with the application of the T-

matrix method is the vast computer resources that are required for larger problems, as

the resources required scale very fast with the size and number of particles. In

Mackowski and Mischenko’s work, the 250 particle problem (with particle diameter of

0.3 times the wavelength of the incident light) took 29 minutes on a SUN SPARC 20

workstation. In contrast, particles of diameter four times the wavelength took 38

minutes for the solution of only 11 particles. Solutions for thousands of particles of size

several times the wavelength of the light require nothing less than the world’s fastest

supercomputers.

Another way of calculating scattering from any arbitrarily shaped body is the discrete

dipole approximation (DDA). As the name suggests, the body is described as an array of

dipole scatterers. The difference between this and the RGD approximation is that

interaction between dipoles is accounted for. This of course, requires an iterative and

hence numerical solution as do the other approaches.

2.3.5 Ensembles of scatterers

The scattering equations discussed so far apply only for scattering from a single particle

(or a single aggregate). It is usually the case in scattering experiments that a large

number of scatterers are simultaneously illuminated. Fortunately, if the concentration is

low enough that interparticle forces do not affect the positions of the scatterers within

the sample volume, thermal motion generally destroys any correlation between the

positions of the scatterers. In this case the positions are random and the addition of

scattered light is incoherent. This greatly simplifies the interpretation of the experiment:

the total intensity measured is simply the sum of the intensity from each individual

scatterer.

With a solution of monodisperse, non-interacting spheres, the observed intensity pattern

is then the same as the intensity pattern of a single sphere, showing the same drop in

intensity at characteristic scattering angles. If the spheres are at all polydisperse the

oscillations observed in the single sphere scattering pattern are rapidly damped out.
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In the case of the measurement of scattering from an ensemble of clusters the same

applies. Aggregation processes produce a characteristic cluster size distribution that

changes with time, and the observed scattered intensity is the sum over the cluster size

distribution of the scattering of monodisperse clusters:

( ) ( ) ( )∑=
k

kkvv qSqAnqI 2

where nk is the number of clusters of size k present in the sample volume.

The important point here is that the size distribution can affect the observed intensity

pattern, clouding the interpretation of proportionality to the structure factor. Since

scattered intensity is proportional to the square of the mass of the scatterer, the observed

intensity is heavily biased toward the larger structure factors. In the context of fractal

aggregates, as the measurement proceeds toward higher q, more mass is counted as

being at length scales larger than 1/q so that the fractal scaling of the mass at r>1/q

dominates the Guinier scattering of the mass at r<1/q. This means that the q-Df fractal

scaling of the intensity is eventually recovered at high q as long as the cluster size

distribution is not too wide (ie not too many small clusters). If the cluster size

distribution is a power law such that the number of clusters n of radius R, n(R)∝R-γ with

γ > Df+1 then the scattering is always dominated by the scattering of small clusters and

the asymptotic scaling of the intensity function is proportional to q-2Df+1-γ [Schmidt

1991]. Note that this does not occur for either DLCA or RLCA. DLCA results in a more

or less flat number distribution, as described by equation (2-11) [Meakin 1988]. RLCA

results in a power law size distribution, but with an exponent not large enough to cause

the problem discussed here. In terms of a cluster mass distribution power law exponent

τ, the asymptotic scaling of the scattering function q-Df is affected when τ > 2, RLCA

giving τ ~ 1.5 [Ball et. al. 1987].

(2-45)
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3 Experimental

This chapter deals with the experimental investigation of the fractal aggregation of

small particles. The literature is reviewed and a detailed account of the aggregation

experiments is given. Bidisperse mixtures of haematite particles were induced to

aggregate by the addition of salt, and the aggregation followed by static small angle

light scattering. Fractal scaling in the results is evident, the fractal dimension was

determined from the kinetics, the structure factor, and the scaling of the average

aggregate mass with radius of gyration. Deviations from power law scattering are

evident in the bidisperse cases examined.

3.1 Literature review

The structure of aggregates of small particles has been a subject of great interest from

an experimental point of view, for some time. Power law scaling has been recognised

from time to time [Medalia and Heckman 1971], but realisation of the significance in

terms of fractional dimensionality had to wait until after the discovery of fractals by

Mandelbrot [Mandelbrot 1975, 1977]. After this work, and the development of some

simple computer simulations that seemed to reproduce many of the features of real

physical systems [Witten and Sander 1981, Kolb et. al. 1983, Meakin 1983], interest in
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the area exploded with the publication of a great number of works demonstrating fractal

scaling in aggregates of small particles.

Forrest and Witten (1979) were the first to associate power law behaviour in

experimentally produced clusters with fractal scaling. They vaporised a small metal film

in a cool gas. The metal vapour condensed into small spheres of approximately 4nm

diameter and formed tenuous aggregates. Examination of the aggregates under a

transmission electron microscope (TEM) revealed the rugose fractal structures that have

since been observed in a large number of experiments. Box counting procedures and

measurement of the two dimensional density correlation function revealed the fractal

mass scaling.

Schaefer et. al. (1984) investigated the light and X-ray scattering spectra of colloidal

silica aggregation induced by NaCl. They reported a fractal dimension of 2.12±0.05.

This result could be due to reaction limited aggregation (which at the time had not yet

been investigated in terms of fractal theory), or as the authors suggested, cluster

aggregation and restructuring. The authors did not present any kinetics results, which

may have clarified the issue retrospectively.

Weitz and Oliviera (1984) aggregated gold colloid with the addition of pyridine. They

examined the aggregates formed by TEM and determined the fractal dimension by the

scaling of aggregate mass with size, and also by the aggregate pair correlation functions.

They found the fractal dimension to be 1.77, in excellent agreement with computer

simulations published the year before [Meakin 1983, Kolb et. al. 1983].

Weitz et. al. (1984) measured the aggregation of colloidal gold by the addition of

pyridine with dynamic light scattering. They were the first to show experimentally the

relationship between the aggregate structure and aggregation kinetics, showing the

mean cluster radius scaling with time as a power law with exponent 1/Df. They found

the slope of the power law to be 0.56, in excellent agreement with the theoretical value

of 0.57.

Weitz et. al. (1985) investigated the aggregation of monodisperse gold colloids with

particle diameter 7.5nm and found good experimental evidence for the existence of the

diffusion limited [Kolb et. al. 1983, Meakin 1983] and reaction or chemically limited
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[Kolb and Jullien 1984] aggregation regimes suggested by simulations. They

destabilised the colloid by the addition of varying amounts of pyridine, which adsorbed

onto the surface of the gold lowering the coulombic repulsion barrier between particles.

They measured the evolution of the cluster mean size with dynamic light scattering and

found that in the limit of small amount of pyridine (quite stable sol) the change of the

mean size was exponential with time. Analysis of images from a TEM suggested a

fractal dimension of 2.01±0.10, static light scattering giving an estimate of 2.05±0.05.

The addition of large amounts of pyridine (fully destabilised sol) gave power law

kinetics and fractal dimensions of 1.75±0.05 and 1.77±0.05 by TEM and static light

scattering, respectively.

Schaefer and Keefer (1986) used small-angle X-ray scattering to determine the fractal

dimension of silica aerogel (produced by the critical point drying of a silica gel) and

found the fractal dimension to be equal to 2.

Tence et. al. (1986) measured the fractal dimension of aggregates of iron particles

produced by radio frequency heating of an iron bar suspended in a liquid argon. The

resulting aggregates had a noticeable polydispersity in primary particle size, the subject

of investigation by simulations in the same paper. They determined the fractal

dimension from TEM images of the aggregates. Using a so-called “nesting squares”

method by which the apparent aggregate mass present within squares of various sizes is

correlated, they found the (corrected) fractal dimension to be 1.92±0.18. This method

was found to be unreliable without correction for finite size effects (the projected

equivalent of the cutoff function that will be discussed in Chapter 5). Tence et. al. found

that the correlation of the total apparent aggregate mass with aggregate radius for

different sized aggregates was a more reliable technique, giving a fractal dimension of

1.88±0.09.

Chen and Teixeira (1986) studied the fractal dimension of protein – detergent

complexes using neutron scattering. Addition of the detergent to the protein solution

denatures the proteins, increased addition of detergent was found to give lower fractal

dimensions. Chen and Teixeira fitted a scattering model incorporating an exponential

cutoff function to their data rather than fitting a straight line to the linear part of the
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scattering curve on a log – log plot. They contend that the fitting of a straight line results

in underestimation of the fractal dimension.

Aubert and Cannell (1986) used static light scattering to glean structural information

about aggregates formed by the salt destabilisation of colloidal silica. They found that

Df = 2.08±0.05 for the RLCA case and Df = 1.75±0.05 for the DLCA case. Interestingly,

they found that the DLCA aggregates restructured within a few hours to have a fractal

dimension Df = 2.08±0.05, the same value as for the RLCA case.

Dimon et. al. (1986), like Weitz et. al. (1985), performed aggregation experiments with

7.5nm gold particles but instead of imaging techniques used X-ray scattering to probe

the aggregate structures. They found Df = 1.75 for freshly prepared DLCA experiments,

increasing to Df = 2.4 for aggregates which had been aged for a few days and subjected

to a degree of shearing (similar to effects seen by Aubert and Cannell (1986)).

Scattering from such aggregates revealed an “upward turn” at small q, which was

hypothesised to be a result of restructuring. Since X-ray scattering experiments can

measure to very high q range, Dimon et. al. were able to measure much of the fractal

regime, the fractal to Porod transition and the Porod scattering regimes. They were able

to draw conclusions about the short range structure of their aggregates by fitting a

structural model to the observed scattering behaviour. They found for the DLCA case

that the first shell coordination number 1z was 3.14 and the second shell coordination

number 2z was 4.86. For the RLCA case they recovered 1z = 2.33 and 2z = 3.95. Even

though the overall structure of RLCA aggregates is denser than that of DLCA, these

results were rationalised by considering that the repulsive forces present in RLCA

experiments would discourage incoming particles from connecting to two or more sites

in the aggregate as they would have to overcome two repulsion barriers. It certainly

would also be true that DLCA type aggregates would much more easily undergo short

range restructuring to lower the energy state of the aggregate, whereas this would be

less likely in an RLCA aggregate. As part of the fitting of their structural model, Dimon

et. al. found it necessary to include a small degree of polydispersity in the primary

particle size. Their model assumed the primary particle size distribution was gaussian

and narrow, with rms widths of ~8-13%. At such levels they concluded that

polydispersity of primary particles smears out the form factor contribution to scattering,

thereby eliminating the sharp minima that are associated with scattering from absolutely
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monodisperse samples (or single particles). They also claimed a similar effect for the

interparticle structure factor S(q), but dismissed it as unimportant for their case.

Axelos et. al. (1986) have examined the aggregation of aluminium hydroxide produced

by the hydrolysis of aluminium chloride with sodium hydroxide. Depending on the

hydroxide to aluminium ratio, sols of different stability were formed. A ratio of x=2.5

produced aggregates with a very low fractal dimension of 1.45, while a slight increase

in the ratio to x=2.6 produced structures with fractal dimension of 1.86. The authors

compared the experimental X-ray scattering curves to theoretical predictions from

ballistic cluster-cluster aggregation and 3D tip-to-tip aggregation simulations. They

found excellent agreement between the experiments and simulations, rationalising the

use of the tip-to-tip model by the highly mobile charge of the particles (and hence

polarisability) in the x=2.5 case which would lead to preferential orientation of the

aggregating clusters.

Wong et. al. (1988) studied flocs of monodisperse silica particles formed with and

without the aid of polymeric flocculants. Using small angle neutron scattering, they

deduced very small coordination numbers for systems like DLCA and RLCA where the

particles are in contact with each other and thereby rigidly bonded. For systems where

the particles exhibited substantial repulsion and were held together by polymer bridges,

they found evidence that the coordination shells were full and the particles separated by

a distance of approximately 1.5 particle diameters. This highly ordered, almost

crystalline structure manifested itself as a Bragg peak in the scattering curve. Beyond

the small scale order they found heterogenous, possibly fractal structures in both cases.

Silica aggregates were also studied by Hurd and Flower (1988), but in the vapour phase

rather than in solution. The aggregates were formed by the combustion of

hexamethyldisoloxane and the structure determined in situ by static light scattering.

They found that for this system Df  = 1.5, significantly lower than the value of 1.75

commonly obtained by DLCA simulations or diffusion limited aggregation experiments

in a liquid phase. They suggested that this lower value might be the result of charge or

rotational diffusion (both of which would encourage tip-to-tip aggregation [Axelos et.

al. 1986]).
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Cametti et. al. (1989) monitored the kinetics of salt-induced aggregation of polystyrene

latex using photon correlation spectroscopy. They verified power law kinetics for the

diffusion limited case (high salt concentration) and inferred a value of 1.75 for the

fractal dimension. They confirmed exponential kinetics for the reaction limited case and

observed switching from RLCA to DLCA kinetics at intermediate salt concentrations.

Martin et. al. (1990) studied the aggregation of silica particles destabilised by the

addition of NaCl. They found for the diffusion limited case a fractal dimension of

1.73±0.07 at low concentrations, and observed power law growth kinetics in the mean

cluster size. They determined the value of the exponent z in equation (2-9) to be equal to

0.95±0.1, in excellent agreement with the theoretical value of 1.0. The authors observed

other phenomena that are not well explained by simple DLCA and RLCA models, such

as an anomalous dependence of the aggregation rate on the initial particle concentration

that implied a reduced sticking probability at higher particle concentrations. This was

supported by an observed increase of the fractal dimension with concentration (in the

DLCA regime). The authors reported that they were unable to observe the restructuring

reported by Aubert and Cannell (1986) under the same experimental conditions. They

did however observe a substantial degree of restructuring (evidenced by an increase in

the slope of the scattering curve at small q) as a result of hydrodynamic shearing. The

dilution of the aggregated suspensions with buffered solutions with no salt caused the

spontaneous disaggregation of the aggregates, taken by the authors as evidence that

their experiments were aggregating in a highly salt dependent secondary minimum of

the particle interaction potential. The specific salt used to initiate aggregation was

observed to have effects on the growth kinetics that could not be rationalised in terms of

screened potential effects.

Amal et. al. (1990) examined the structure and kinetics of the aggregation of haematite

particles by the addition of KCl to destabilise the sol. Measuring the kinetics using

dynamic light scattering and the structure using static light scattering, they found good

agreement between the observed kinetics and a modified Smoluchowski kinetics

prediction. The kinetics and the static light scattering measurements support values for

the fractal dimension that are much higher than previously reported in the literature,

2.3±0.07 for diffusion limited aggregation, and up to 2.86±0.05 for the reaction limited

system.
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Olivier and Sorensen (1990) used dynamic light scattering to track the aggregation of

colloidal gold, destabilised into reaction limited aggregation by the addition of pyridine.

From the scattered signal at qRg<1 (weighting the results toward larger clusters) they

determined that the scaling form for the cluster size distribution is achieved quite

rapidly, and that the kinetics (unexpectedly) follow a power law.

Adachi and Ooi (1990) have performed some rather remarkable experiments with

800nm polystyrene latex. They performed the aggregation in a high concentration of

KCl so that the sol was fully destabilised, but in addition is neutrally buoyant. They then

sampled individual flocs and examined them one by one under a microscope to

determine the projected area and the maximum chord length (Feret’s diameter). After

examination each floc was dispersed ultrasonically and the number of particles

comprising it counted on a hemocytometer. They found that the power law exponents

describing the dependence of these parameters are somewhat smaller than the expected

values associated with DLCA. The authors then constructed floc models using ping-

pong balls and explained and confirm their experimental results with a restructuring

algorithm in their ping-pong ball simulation. The restructuring algorithm they used is

essentially the same as that used in computer simulations by Meakin and Jullien (1988)

and Jullien and Meakin (1989).

Stoll et. al. (1990) experimented with the electrolyte and polymer induced aggregation

of polystyrene latex. They determined the fractal dimensions by sedimentation

classification. They found that electrolyte induced aggregation results in a fractal

dimension of 2.4, which they attributed to reversibility in the aggregation process. The

polymer aided aggregation however had a fractal dimension of 2.0 and a cluster size

distribution consistent with the expectations of a reaction limited aggregation.

Schaefer et. al. (1991) examined small angle X-ray and neutron scattering spectra from

both silica and carbon black aerosols. Although they found that the silica spectra are

easy to interpret in terms of scattering from fractals, they found fractal concepts of

limited value in describing the carbon blacks because of the effects of graphitisation.

Zhou et. al. (1991) measured the aggregation of silica sol aggregated by the addition of

tetradecylpyridinium bromide (TPB). Using static and dynamic light scattering they

followed the kinetics of aggregation and measured the structure of the resulting
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aggregates. They found from the structure determinations a fractal dimension of

approximately 2.1, independent of the amount of TPB added or the aggregation kinetics

observed. Faster aggregation displayed the power law kinetics associated with DLCA,

but indicated a fractal dimension of less than 1.5. Based on theoretical kinetics

calculations they concluded that none of their experiments reached a true DLCA type

regime and thus the determination of the fractal dimension from the kinetics (which

assumes a DLCA type aggregation kernel) was probably incorrect. The authors invoke

restructuring to explain the high fractal dimensions observed from the static light

scattering (consistent with the observations of Aubert and Cannell (1986)).

Kaye (1991) described the application of fractal geometry to the characterisation of

small particles in a more general sense. A detailed discussion of application of the

perimeter fractal dimension in the characterisation of fumed pigment particles is given.

Foret et. al. (1992) used small angle neutron scattering to probe the structure of silica

aerogels and xerogels near the transition from fractal (q-Df) to Porod (q-4) scattering.

They found that the scattering data were well described by a fractal dimension of 1.8,

but that the fractal to Porod scattering transition point was not well modelled by existing

structural models for aggregates. They also observed that the position of the crossover

from fractal to Porod scattering, a good indication of primary particle size for

monodisperse sols, is affected by particle size polydispersity and cannot be used to infer

the average primary particle size in these cases.

Sorensen et. al. (1992) measured combustion soot aerosols in a stable flame using static

light scattering. They developed a new technique to measure the fractal dimension by

correlating the extinction radius (calculated by assuming that extinction is entirely due

to absorption – a reasonable assumption for small soot particles), which is proportional

to the mass in the aggregates, with the radius of gyration. They also showed that after

making a few assumptions such as the power law prefactor (kg in equation (2-3)) it is

possible to make a determination of both the number and size of the particles making up

the aggregates. The authors showed that this determination is somewhat sensitive to the

assumptions made in the derivation of the method, so that the inferred parameters may

be rather inaccurate, although precise.
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Oles (1992) observed the shear-induced aggregation and breakup of polystyrene

particles in a highly electrolyte environment. He conducted the aggregation experiments

in a couette-geometry device and withdrew samples to a laser scattering instrument to

determine the floc sizes. The maximum stable floc size was observed to increase with

increasing colloid concentration and to decrease with increasing shear rate. The fractal

dimension of the aggregates (inferred from the size and volume fraction data reported

by the instrument’s software) was observed to be 2.1 up to a critical floc size

(independent of shear rate) beyond which it was observed to increase to 2.5. The results

were explained in terms of restructuring of small flocs and selective breakup of the

weaker (more tenuous) parts of the large flocs resulting in further consolidation.

Hasmy et. al. (1993) examined the short range features of fractal aggregates with the aid

of hierarchical DLCA and ballistic aggregation simulations with the restructuring

algorithm introduced by Meakin and Jullien (1988) and Jullien and Meakin (1989).

They obtained the structure factors from silica aggregates using small angle neutron

scattering by dividing the intensity scattered from the aggregates by that scattered from

the individual particles. Comparing this to the structure factors from the simulations,

they found good agreement except for the width of the first minimum in the structure

factor after the fractal regime, which was wider in the experimental case. The authors

attributed the discrepancy to the need for a more sophisticated scattering model at high

q. They noted that the depth of the first minimum in the structure factor is related to the

value of the inter-particle coordination number, and is thus affected by restructuring

(which in causing loops in the structure, creates more bonds per particle).

Cai et. al. (1993) performed physical sampling and TEM analysis for the same

combustion aerosol system examined by Sorensen et. al. (1992). They found good

agreement between the light scattering results and those by TEM for the radius of

gyration and the fractal dimension. The measurement of number of particles per

aggregate and the average particle size were however subject to a lot of experimental

error and so a tight comparison between the two methods was unable to be made in this

respect.

Stankiewicz et. al. (1993) observed the aggregation of polystyrene latex spheres trapped

at an air – water interface. They found that the fractal dimensions (determined by both
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the cluster mass – cluster radius relationship and a box covering method) appear to be

higher than the predictions of simulations, and that spontaneous restructuring occurs.

They found that electrolyte concentration had no discernible effect on the aggregation.

Carpineti and Giglio (1993) demonstrated interesting inter-cluster correlation effects in

the diffusion limited aggregation of polystyrene latex. With relatively high

concentrations of the colloid they observed a peak in the scattered intensity curve at

small q (qRg<1) that increased in height with time and moved toward smaller q. The

intensity curves could be made to collapse to a master curve using an equation that was

originally derived to describe the completely different case of spinodal decomposition.

Amal et. al. (1994) performed diffusion limited aggregation of haematite particles

induced by KCl, in the presence of fulvic acid. They measured the X-ray scattering

spectra of the resulting aggregates and inferred values for the fractal dimension of

2.21±0.07 without fulvic acid and 2.8±0.1 with fulvic acid. These results are much

higher than those obtained by other workers, but consistent with earlier results by Amal

et. al. (1990) that were obtained by light scattering. The results were rationalised by

rapid restructuring due to the partial surface coverage by fulvic acid and strong resultant

intra-aggregate forces.

Jung et. al. (1995) performed sheared, salt induced aggregation of haematite particles.

They followed the aggregation with small angle light scattering, interpreting structural

information from two independent analyses: the q-Df dependence of the scattering, and

the solid volume correlation with the apparent aggregate volumes determined from the

change in obscuration. They found that both techniques indicated the presence of two

distinct fractal dimensions, one from perikinetic aggregation and the other a result of

shear-induced restructuring when the aggregates become somewhat larger. They

rationalised quantitative differences between the techniques as a result of the former

method giving an instantaneous measure and the latter a time averaged one.

Weber et. al. (1995) were one of the few groups to discuss coordination numbers in the

context of fractal aggregation. Blasting a thin silver foil with a pulsed 308nm laser, they

produced small silver particles of approximately 11nm diameter which were then

allowed to aggregate, and subsequently heated to promote varying degrees of

restructuring. The fractal dimension was inferred from the change in mobility observed
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after a second heating stage. The coordination number was determined experimentally

by counting the number of particles and the number of bonds in TEM images of the

aggregates. The authors also conducted on-lattice DLA simulations for comparison with

their experimental results. Despite the fact that DLA does not model colloidal

aggregation and that it was necessary to use an on-lattice model to get any variation in

the coordination number, they found reasonable agreement with the experimental

results. The coordination number was observed to increase with increasing fractal

dimension, which is consistent with the expectations of restructuring [Hasmy et. al.

1993].

Cai et. al. (1995) sampled soot from a premixed methane / oxygen flame for TEM

analysis. The scanned images from the TEM were subject to image analysis on

computer, allowing the investigators to determine the cluster radii of gyration, monomer

size, fractal dimension and number of monomers per cluster. They determined directly

the value of the constant kg, finding a value of 1.23±0.07. The fractal dimension was

determined to be 1.74±0.04. The authors also measured the cutoff function by inverting

the distance distribution function obtained from the TEM images. They found that the

exponential cutoff function is in no way a good representation of the experimentally

determined cutoff. A Gaussian form was quite good, but of the three forms they

examined the overlapping spheres form was the best.

Johnson et. al. (1996) aggregated latex spheres of several microns in size at various

shear rates to produce fractal dimensions between 1.78±0.10 and 2.25±0.10 (determined

by microscopy from the aggregate size / number of particles relation for individual

aggregates). They measured the settling velocity of individual aggregates and found that

they were 4 to 8.3 times higher than those expected from either impermeable or

permeable sphere models. They found reasonable agreement of the settling velocity

with Stokes calculations based on the projected area of the aggregates and the

assumption of CD = 24/Re in the creeping flow regime, provided that Df > 2.

Bushell et. al. (1996) presented the results of bidisperse haematite aggregation induced

by the addition of KCl. They noted that although the primary particle size mixture did

not affect the fractal dimension, the bidisperse mixtures did exhibit a consistent

deviation from q-Df scattering at the high end of the q spectrum.
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3.2 Preparation and characterisation of hydrosols

In order to examine the effect of primary particle polydispersity on the structure of

fractal aggregates, near spherical haematite particles of narrow size distribution were

prepared. The preparation recipe is based on the forced hydrolysis of FeCl3 at 100oC,

published by Matijevic and Scheiner (1978) and used by Penners and Koopal (1986)

and Amal (1991). The technique works by preparing an acidic, supersaturated solution

of Fe3+ just above the concentration at which spontaneous nucleation of Fe2O3 will

occur. Nucleation occurs very rapidly, depleting the concentration of iron in the solution

to below the nucleation threshold. At this point the solution is still supersaturated, so

Fe2O3 will continue to grow on the surface of the newly formed particles without the

formation of new particles. This controlled growth leads to a very narrow size

distribution. The importance of keeping the solution at 100oC or thereabouts is that at

less than 90oC the hydrolysis reaction leads to the formation of akaganite (β-Fe2O3)

instead of haematite (α-Fe2O3).

The preparation of colloids is a process very sensitive to contamination by dust and

especially surface active compounds. Dust will provide additional, unwanted nucleation

sites for the continued formation of small particles, leading to increased polydispersity

in particle size. Small amounts of detergent or organic acids can adsorb onto the surface

of the growing nuclei, radically altering the size and shape distribution of the resulting

particles. For this reason, all glassware to be used in the production of haematite was

soaked overnight in strong hydrochloric acid (~5M) and rinsed with milli-Q water and

dried in an oven at 100oC prior to use. All reagents used were of Analytical Reagent

grade and were used without further purification.

To produce 500mL of small haematite particles, hydrochloric acid at 3.75×10-3M was

first prepared using HCl and milli-Q water. 2.463g of ferric chloride (FeCl3.6H2O) was

then weighed out and dissolved with approximately 15mL of the HCl solution.

Approximately 485mL of the acid solution (exactly 500mL minus the amount used to

dissolve the FeCl3) was heated to 100oC in a conical flask, and while the acid was

vigorously stirred with a clean magnetic stirrer, the FeCl3 solution was added all at

once. Virtually instantaneous dispersion of the FeCl3 was observed, following which the
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solution turned a deep purple or brown colour indicating that nucleation had

commenced.

The solution was then transferred to a preheated glass vessel with a screw top cap (to

prevent evaporation) and put in a temperature controlled convection oven at 100oC for

24 hours.

After the incubation for 24 hours the system had stopped growing and the sol needed to

be separated from the acidic salt solution. To aid the separation, 4g of KCl was added to

the solution resulting in the destabilisation and aggregation of the haematite particles.

Centrifugation of the haematite in an aggregated state was a straightforward affair, after

which the supernatant was discarded. The haematite was resuspended by the addition of

milli-Q water and agitation in an ultrasonic bath. Further washing was achieved by

again adding 4g of KCl, aggregation, centrifugation and resuspension in milli-Q water.

The washing process was repeated five times, the final resuspension being carried out in

10-3M HCl to improve the stability of the sol during storage. The final resuspension

returned the total volume of the sol to 500mL. The sol was stored in low density

polyethylene jars, storage in glass being associated with changes in surface properties

due to the gradual adsorption of (oppositely charged) silica monomers dissolved from

the walls of the vessel (Amal 1991).

This recipe results in haematite particles that are of the order of 50-100nm in diameter.

To produce larger sizes essentially the same procedure can be employed, minus the

spontaneous nucleation step. A hot, acidic solution of supersaturated Fe3+ is again

prepared, below the spontaneous nucleation concentration. A small aliquot of the 50-

100nm sol that was previously prepared is then introduced. The small haematite

particles act as nuclei for further growth.

To prepare larger sizes the acidic Fe3+ solution was prepared by dissolving 2.03g of

FeCl3.6H2O and 4.16mL of 70-72% w/w HClO4 up to a total volume of 500mL. The

resulting solution was 1.5×10-2M in Fe3+ and 0.1M in HClO4. The solution was heated

and stirred with a magnetic stirrer, and upon reaching 100oC, 12.5mL of the previously

produced (ultrasonified) haematite sol was added with a syringe. The solution was then

transferred to a preheated glass vessel with a screw top cap and incubated in the oven at
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100oC for 24 hours as before. The same washing and storage procedure as just described

was used to purify the sol.

The concentrations of the resulting sols were determined using atomic absorption

spectroscopy. 1mL of the sol to be analysed was added to approximately 10-15mL of

strong hydrochloric acid in a 50mL volumetric flask. After about 8-12 hours the Fe2O3

had dissolved to form a solution of Fe3+. Milli-Q water was then added to make the

volume up to 50mL. The solutions prepared in this way were diluted to a number of

different concentrations and analysed on an atomic absorption spectroscope. The

concentration of the smaller sol (batch 1.0) was 650ppm haematite and the first growth

phase (batch 1.1.2) was 1000ppm.

     

The size and morphology of the particles was determined using a TEM. The TEM

revealed that the particles were all very similar in size and shape. The shape of the

particles was almost spherical with a slight tendency toward cubes, a result no doubt of

the crystal structure of the haematite.

Figure 4 – 70nm diameter haematite hydrosol.

Polydispersity 16% standard deviation in

diameter.

Figure 5 – 216nm diameter haematite hydrosol.

Shown at the same magnification as Figure 4.
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Example microscope plates are shown in Figure 4 (smallest particles batch 1.0) and

Figure 5 (first growth phase, batch 1.1.2). The particle size was determined by

measuring from the TEM photographs. Batch 1.0 had a number mean diameter of

69.8nm and a relative standard deviation of 16% and batch 1.1.2 had a number mean

diameter of 216nm, also with a relative standard deviation of 16%. These two sols shall

hereafter be referred to as the 70nm and 216nm sols respectively.

3.3 Aggregation and scattering experiments

In this section the fractal dimension of the aggregated haematite sol is calculated from

the aggregation kinetics, the q-Df behaviour of the static structure factor and a new

method exploiting the scaling relation between aggregate mass and radius determined

from the small angle scattering. All errors stated are 95% confidence intervals unless

otherwise stated.

3.3.1 Experimental method

The haematite aggregation experiments in this study were all performed by the addition

of a salt (KCl) which suppresses the electric double layer of the particles. This  allows

them to approach each other closely enough for the Van der Waals or London

dispersion forces to be effective in holding the particles together. This is the simplest

possible aggregation phenomenon to study, with no complications due to the

interactions of surface adsorbed species [Amal 1991] or polymeric flocculants [Wong

et. al. 1988, Wong et. al. 1989]. Additionally the aggregates are brought into contact

with each other purely by diffusion (perikinetic aggregation), with no shear forces to

complicate the structure [Torres et. al. 1991, Oles 1992, Spicer et. al. 1998]. Such

simple systems have been demonstrated many times to exhibit fractal scaling both by

experimental and simulation studies [Meakin 1988]. This system then, provides a

relatively simple way of studying some of the effects of primary particle polydispersity

on aggregate structure.
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3.3.1.1 Malvern Instruments Mastersizer /E

The Malvern Instruments Mastersizer /E (hereafter referred to as the Mastersizer) is a

static (ie the time dependence of the signal is not measured) laser scattering instrument

designed to measure the size of small particles (from ~0.5µm up to 600µm).

It consists of a He-Ne laser (632.8nm wavelength) that is expanded, collimated and

passed through a sample held between two glass windows. The sample scatters the light,

which is then passed through a lens to focus the far-field scattering pattern onto a

detector plane within the instrument. The detector plane has an array of thirty-one

diodes that measure the light intensity. Since at high angles, light intensity scattered

from particles with smooth surfaces falls off as q-4, the detectors at large angles are

much larger in area than those at small angles. This helps to increase the dynamic range

of the instrument. The signal from the detectors is then corrected by the instrument for

the detector areas and non-linearity and processed to recover a scattered light intensity

distribution for the particles in the sample volume. The laser and detectors are

configured to measure the vertical-vertical scattered light intensity, Ivv. Since the inverse

problem of calculating the particle characteristics from the measured scattering is so

difficult that it has been described as rather like trying to characterise a dragon by

looking at its footprints [Bohren and Huffman 1983], the particle size distribution is in

fact recovered by assuming that the particles are spherical, then assuming a particle size

distribution and proceeding to calculate the expected intensity. The assumed particle

size distribution is then manipulated to minimise the difference between the measured

and calculated light scattering patterns. The particle sizing software was not used with

this project, except as a tool to output the raw light energy data received by the

detectors.

Three different lenses can be used in the instrument, having focal lengths of 45mm,

100mm and 300mm depending on the expected size range of the particles in the sample.

In this work the 45mm lens was always used as it enables the light intensity to be

measured at angles high enough to resolve structural features of aggregates of sub-

micron particles. The 45mm lens corresponds to measurement at q between 4.07×10-5

and 7.38×10-3 nm-1.
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3.3.1.2 Sample preparation and presentation

The experimental setup consisted of a 60mL syringe connected by a length of 6mm

internal diameter polymer tubing to the outlet side of the Mastersizer flow through

sample cell. The inlet side of the cell was also connected to another length of tubing that

acted as a sampling port to draw liquid from a beaker into the sample cell of the

instrument. This setup allowed the sample cell of the instrument to be emptied and filled

quickly and easily without disturbing the optical alignment and also allowed very low

shear flow if required. A diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.

Having determined the KCl and primary particle concentrations and the pH at which the

experiment was to be performed, the experiment was conducted in the following

manner:

First the Mastersizer sample windows were checked and if necessary cleaned. A sample

of milli-Q water was drawn from a clean beaker into the instrument. Care was taken not

to introduce bubbles into the system. The instrument was zeroed (correction for

background scattering). The system was deemed to be ready for the experiment if both

the maximum background correction was less than 20 and was stable for at least half an

hour. Instability of the background correction was due to several factors, chiefly the

formation of condensation on the outside of the sample windows and bubbles on the

inside of the windows.

Figure 6 – Diagram of the experimental setup used for the salt-

induced aggregation of haematite.
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The volume of a stock KCl solution (at the required pH) required to give the desired salt

concentration when diluted to 200mL was determined (let this value be X). The total

volume of the stock colloid solution(s) required to give the desired colloid concentration

when diluted to 200mL was determined (let this value be Y). The colloid shot(s)

was(were) then added to a clean beaker and diluted with [(200-X-Y)/2]mL of milli-Q

water preadjusted to the desired pH using HCl. The resulting suspension was agitated in

an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes to break up any aggregates that had formed during

storage. The KCl shot was added to a clean beaker and diluted with [(200-X-Y)/2]mL of

milli-Q water preadjusted to the desired pH. The sample tube was then removed from

the milli-Q water and suspended in the ultrasonified colloid, taking care not to introduce

bubbles into the sample line.

The aggregation was initiated by pouring the salt into the colloid and simultaneously

taking a measurement on the instrument (the data is saved to disk, and making a

measurement is a convenient way of recording the aggregation start time).

The aggregating solution was then rapidly drawn into the instrument sample cell.

Hydrodynamic forces were not important because the aggregation was so immature that

the bulk of the particles would have existed as single particles or very small aggregates

which are insensitive to shear. Sampling at different rates made no difference to the

results as long as the sampling was made immediately after the aggregation was

initiated.

The instrument was programmed to periodically measure the sample (typically every 10

minutes ) and save data to disk, and the aggregation was left to proceed in situ with no

further disturbance. After the experiment had reached completion, the raw light energy

data were extracted and converted to light intensity values through multiplication by the

detector area and efficiency correction factors supplied by Malvern Instruments.

3.3.1.3 Experimental conditions

All the aggregation experiments were carried out at room temperature (~20±5oC), pH 3

(adjusted using HCl) and KCl concentration of 0.25M. Previous studies [Amal et. al.

1990, Amal 1991, Amal et. al. 1994] indicated that a KCl concentration of 0.1M is

sufficient to fully destabilise 50nm diameter haematite particles at pH 3. This is also
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consistent with the results of Penners and Koopal (1987) who show that at pH 4, 50nm

haematite has a (KCl) critical coagulation concentration of 0.075M, and that for larger

particles the concentration is lower, at least until the particle diameter is well over

350nm (at which point due to their high density of 5240 kgm-3 the particles may no

longer be colloidal).

Thus it is expected that a KCl concentration of 0.25M is sufficient to allow aggregation

in the diffusion limited regime, an expectation that is borne out by the experimental

results.

In all experiments the total concentration of colloid used was 9ppm by mass (1.67ppm

by volume), high enough to give a good signal to noise ratio and low enough to avoid

significant inter-particle multiple scattering. Experiments were performed with different

mixtures of the 70nm and the 216nm sol, given below in Table 1.

Table 1 – KCl induced aggregation of mixtures of haematite of two different sizes.

Experiment [70nm]

ppm (mass)

[216nm]

ppm (mass)

[70nm]

number /L

[216nm]

number /L

Total

number /L

A 9 0 9.3×1012 0 9.3×1012

B 6.75 2.25 7.0×1012 7.9×1010 7.0×1012

C 4.5 4.5 4.6×1012 1.6×1011 4.8×1012

D 2.25 6.75 2.3×1012 2.4×1011 2.6×1012

E 0 9 0 3.2×1011 3.2×1011

3.3.2 Experimental results and discussion

The fractal dimension was obtained in three independent ways: kinetically, from the

scaling of the scattering pattern, and by a new technique, the scaling of the average
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aggregate mass with radius of gyration determined solely from the small angle

scattering.

3.3.2.1 Kinetics

The kinetics of the aggregation were followed by fitting the Guinier equation (2-27) to

the scattered intensity at small q, which returns the mass squared mean radius of

gyration of the scatterers, independent of their shape (see section 2.3.2.2.1). Care was

taken to exclude data at very small scattering angles (which was subject to a lot of

noise), and not to fit to data more than half way (qRg~1) through the Guinier to fractal

scattering transition region (which is subject to cluster size distribution effects

[Sorensen et. al. 1995]). The kinetics for the experiments are shown in Figure 7.

10
1

10
2

10
3

10
4

time, minutes

R
g, n

m

A − 100 m% 70nm, 0 m% 216nm

B − 75 m% 70nm, 25 m% 216nm

C − 50 m% 70nm, 50 m% 216nm

D − 25 m% 70nm, 75 m% 216nm

E − 0 m% 70nm, 100 m% 216nm

Since aggregation rate is proportional to the number of particles per unit volume in the

aggregating colloid [Amal 1991, Sheludko 1966], the data should be scaled along the x

axis according to the total number concentrations listed in Table 1.

Figure 7 – Aggregation kinetics of the haematite aggregation

experiments listed in Table 1. The results shown are averages of at least

two experiments.
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The y axis also needs to be scaled since the aggregating particles are of different size in

each experiment, changing the size of the aggregates that are formed. Obviously an

aggregate of large particles will (at the same extent of aggregation) be larger than an

aggregate of smaller particles. When there are a mixture of particles involved in the

fractal aggregation process, the appropriate primary particle size to consider is a fractal

mean particle size (which is derived and discussed in section 5.3.1). In this case we use

a number weighted Df = 1.8 space filling mean size (r0,1.8) so the y axis becomes Rg /

r0,1.8. Number weighting is chosen because number concentration is the determinant of

aggregation rate.
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A − 100 m% 70nm, 0 m% 216nm

B − 75 m% 70nm, 25 m% 216nm

C − 50 m% 70nm, 50 m% 216nm

D − 25 m% 70nm, 75 m% 216nm

E − 0 m% 70nm, 100 m% 216nm

linear fit, slope 0.569

These corrections for size and concentration result in a satisfying data collapse to a

master curve (shown in Figure 8) which is clearly a power law of the form given in

equation (2-10). For these data the power law exponent has a value of 0.569±0.009, in

excellent agreement with the results of Weitz et. al. (1984), who obtained a value of

0.56. This implies through relation (2-10) a value for the fractal dimension of

1.76±0.03.

Figure 8 – Data collapse of the polydisperse haematite aggregation

kinetics when radius of gyration is normalised by the number weighted

fractal mean particle size and plotted against the product of time and

concentration.
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3.3.2.2 Structure of monodisperse experiments A and E

Structural determinations were made directly from the scattered intensity pattern on the

basis of equation (2-38). A line was fitted by eye to the linear section of the scattered

intensity of a log-log plot, the fractal dimension Df then being taken as equal to the

negative slope of the fitted line. The aggregation experiments with monodisperse

primary particles proceeded as expected, the intensity displaying a clear q-Df behaviour.

This is seen in Figure 9, showing the scattering from one of the experiments in series A,

70nm haematite particles only. As the aggregates become larger and larger with time,

the curved transition from Guinier to fractal scattering migrates to smaller q as the

aggregates’ linear size increases and the intensity at small q increases as the mass of the

average aggregate increases.

Note that in the figure, the data at 310 minutes have been shifted vertically.

Sedimentation had begun to occur, lowering the overall scattered intensity for that

measurement. The data (diamonds) have been multiplied by 4/3 to bring them into line

with the other data. It is interesting to note from this figure, and even more so Figure 11,

that sedimentation does not seem to cause any obvious change in the shape of the

curves. This is an indication that for these cases at least, hydrodynamic forces due to

sedimentation are not strong enough to cause the kind of restructuring observed by

various workers [Dimon et. al. 1986, Martin et. al. 1990, Lin et. al. 1990] as a result of

shear flow or aggitation.

In the case of experiment series E (monodisperse 216nm haematite aggregation) shown

in Figure 10, a number of differences from series A can be observed.
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Firstly, sedimentation is readily apparent at early stages of the experiment, when it was

virtually undetectable in the series A (70nm particles). In this case, no effort was made

to correct the curves so that they overlay, in order to demonstrate the effect of

sedimentation on the scattering experiment. The second difference, with reference to the

discussion in the previous section, is that the growth is much slower. The migration of

the transition region to smaller q proceeds much more slowly. The final point of interest

is the small tendency away from q-Df scaling at very high q. This is often seen in this

type of experiment when qr0 becomes high enough to begin to see effects from the

primary particle near neighbour coordination shells (see for example intensity plots in

the work of Amal et. al. (1994), Weitz et. al. (1985), Wong et. al. (1989), and

particularly Dimon et. al. (1986)).

Figure 9 – Scattered intensity as a function of q for aggregation of

70nm haematite at pH 3 and [KCl] = 0.25M (experiment series A).

Data at 310 minutes was affected by sedimentation and was multiplied

by 4/3 to bring it into line with the other data.
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It can be seen from the dashed line in Figure 10 that a fractal dimension of 1.75 fits the

scattering data for aggregation of 216nm haematite, the same value as for 70nm

haematite. This is expected from theoretical grounds and from the collapse of the

kinetics data observed in the previous section.

3.3.2.3 Structure of polydisperse experiments B, C, D

Scattered intensity curves for one of the experiments in one of the intermediate series

(C, which corresponds to an equal mass mixture of the two hydrosols) are shown in

Figure 11. The data are intermediate to those shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 in every

respect, save for the obvious departure from q-Df scaling for q greater than about

3×10-3nm-1. The dashed line drawn in the figure has a slope of –1.75, indicating the

fractal dimension. A line with slope of lesser magnitude could undoubtedly be drawn

through the data resulting in a lower sum of squares error in the fractal scattering

regime, but this would be ill advised because the data in the fractal region are clearly

not linear – the errors are not random and so the sum of squares error is not the only

determinant of a good fit. The results of the kinetic studies (section 3.3.2.1) indicate that

Figure 10 - Scattered intensity as a function of q for aggregation of

216nm haematite at pH 3 and [KCl] = 0.25M (experiment series E).

Sedimentation affects all of the data shown.
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the structure of the polydisperse cases should be the same as the monodisperse cases.

Indeed this is a conclusion reached by Tence et. al. (1986) on the basis of computer

simulations.
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Most of the polydisperse haematite aggregation experiments exhibited this visible

“kick” upwards in intensity to a greater or lesser extent. This effect has not been

reported anywhere in the literature, but on close inspection is evident in the work of

Hasmy et. al. (1994). In their figure 2a, I(q).q4 was plotted against qa
0
 (a

0
 is the number

weighted mean primary particle diameter = 2r
0
) in order to demonstrate the effect of

primary particle polydispersity in moving the fractal to Porod scattering transition point.

One can also see in that figure that as polydispersity increases the fractal part of the

curve becomes less linear, especially when their σeff = 0.34.

Figure 11 - Scattered intensity as a function of q for aggregation of

equal masses of 216nm and 70nm haematite at pH 3 and [KCl] =

0.25M (experiment series C). The data have been adjusted vertically to

compensate for the effects of sedimentation Note the pronounced

departure from power law scaling at q > ~3×10-3.
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3.3.2.4 Fractal dimension from Guinier scattering

A method was developed for determining the fractal dimension of an aggregating

suspension that relies only on the variation of the Guinier scattering (qRg < 1) with time.

The method is similar to that published by Sorensen et. al. (1992), except here the

measurement of the solid content of the aggregates is determined by the value of the

intensity in the very small q limit instead of by the extinction measurement.

Fitting the Guinier equation (2-27) to scattered intensity data at small q requires the

fitting of two parameters, the radius of gyration Rg and the intensity extrapolated to q=0,

I(0). Now at this extrapolated limit, all of particles in an aggregate of arbitrary size will

scatter in phase. The intensity will then be proportional to the sum over all aggregates of

the mass squared of each aggregate:

( ) ∑∝
i

iimnI 20

However, because of the conservation of mass, the sum of products Σnimi must be

constant. We can therefore divide expression (3-1) by this sum of products without

changing the validity of the equation:
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∑
∑
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i
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i
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This is clearly the mass weighted average mass. The radius of gyration obtained from

fitting the Guinier equation to light scattered from a polydisperse ensemble of

aggregates is the mass squared mean radius of gyration. When the cluster size

distribution is monodisperse it is obvious that we can write:

ε+∝ fD
gRM

where M is the average mass and Rg is the average radius of gyration. The term ε is a

scaling correction of the type introduced by Ball and Jullien (1984) and Warren (1993).

It reflects the fact that the scaling relation given by (2-2) is only correct in the limit of

large aggregate sizes R, when ε becomes insignificant. In the general case where the

(3-1)

(3-2)

(3-3)
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cluster size has a distribution, expression (3-3) is still valid provided that the cluster size

distribution is scaling. The exact value of the proportionality constant depends on the

shape of the cluster size distribution (and trivially, the density of the constituent

particles). In practice, because the mean masses and radii change by orders of

magnitude during an aggregation experiment this condition only needs be

approximately satisfied.

To analyse the data from the experiments listed in Table 1 in this manner, the apparent

mass average mass I(0) was first corrected to account for the loss of total mass due to

sedimentation. Since the short range correlations do not change significantly once the

aggregation has proceeded somewhat, the intensity at high q does not change with

further aggregation. This then becomes a useful measure of whether any mass is lost

from the system (compare Figure 9 and Figure 10). Since (especially when there is an

appreciable mass of large particles in the experiment) sedimentation seems to be

occurring from even the earliest times, the initial mass was taken to be the high q

intensity extrapolated to zero time. The mass average mass determined in this manner

should then be scaled by the mass of the primary particle, and the radius of gyration by

the radius of the primary particle. The resulting scaled mass versus scaled radius plot is

shown below in Figure 12.

Using a mass weighted Df space filling mean primary particle size (r3,Df) results in a

good data collapse, except for the data from series E, 216nm haematite aggregation.

This is probably due to the difficulty in determining the initial mass of the system as a

result of sedimentation and slow growth. In the 216nm case sedimentation began to

evidence itself even before aggregation had proceeded far enough to stabilise the high q

reading with respect to further aggregation. This resulted in an underestimate of the

initial mass and thus an underestimate of all subsequent masses by the same factor.

Where the number weighted mean particle size was appropriate in the kinetics case

because kinetics are sensitive to particle numbers, here the particle masses are what

affect the scattering and so a mass weighted fractal mean size is the appropriate one to

use.
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The fractal dimensions were determined from this method to be 1.70±0.05, which is

consistent with the results from the other two methods within the limit of experimental

error. The error was estimated from the data scatter and so is only a measure of random

errors. Systematic errors include the assumption of RGD scattering which may not be

entirely accurate for such large particles. Indeed the applicability of the RGD theory,

through equations (2-17) and (2-18) may be expected to change with the extent of

aggregation. As the aggregates grow, interparticle multiple scattering can be expected to

increase in magnitude since the particles are closer together. Since there is non-zero

absorption, the total amount of scattered light at the detectors can be expected to

decrease for two reasons. Firstly the amount of light scattered will be reduced because

particles have a better chance of having their incident light intensity reduced by a

shadowing particle or particles. Secondly, the light that is scattered has a better chance

of being attenuated by other particles (for the same reason as the increased multiple

scattering). This reduction in scattered light with aggregation extent will reduce the

Figure 12 – Polydisperse haematite aggregation experiments: scaling of

the mass average mass with the mass squared average radius of

gyration. Good data collapse is observed using a mass weighted Df

space filling mean particle size, r3,Df except for series E, the aggregation

of 216nm haematite alone.
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average aggregate mass reported by the technique described above. Hence, there may be

a systematic error leading to the underestimation of the fractal dimension by this

technique, for the particles used in these experiments.

3.3.2.5 A brief note on the use of an exponential cutoff function

Many authors [Chen and Teixeira 1986, Amal et. al. 1990, Foret et. al. 1992, Amal et.

al. 1994] prefer to fit a scattering model to the experimentally measured intensity data

rather than fit a straight line to the linear (fractal) part of the curve. The model that is

commonly used is based on the assumption of an exponential decay in the density

autocorrelation function due to finite size effects (this decay is commonly called a

cutoff function and is discussed in detail in section 5.2.).

The exponential cutoff function has been shown to be a bad choice for fractal

aggregates [Lin et. al. 1990, Khlebtsov and Melnikov 1994, Sorensen 1997]. This is

graphically demonstrated in Figure 13, which is an analysis of one experiment in series

A (70nm haematite aggregation).
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Two methods were used to extract the fractal dimension from the q-Df scattering

behaviour.

Figure 13 – Fractal dimension determined for an

experiment in series A. Comparison of a non-

linear least squares fit assuming an exponential

cutoff function and a simple linear least squares

fit to the linear portion of the scattering curve.
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The first method was a non-linear least squares fit to the data assuming a scattering

model of the form given in equation (5-3), which assumes an exponential cutoff in the

density auto-correlation function (distance distribution function). This returns a value

for the fractal dimension which starts at about 2.1 in the beginning of the experiment

and gradually decreases to a value approaching ~1.7 at the end of the experiment. If this

is a true reflection of the structure it is hard to imagine a physically plausible

explanation for such behaviour. This would involve restructuring from a compact, lower

energy state to a more open, loose and higher energy state. Moreover, the slope of the

scattering pattern does not change with time (as can clearly be seen in Figure 9),

suggesting that the fractal dimension is in fact constant.

The second method was a simple linear least squares fit to the linear portion of the

scattering curve. As can be seen in Figure 13, the value returned for the fractal

dimension is initially low but rapidly stabilises to a value just over 1.7. This is just what

one would expect from physical considerations. The low initial behaviour is caused by

the inclusion of effects from the Guinier to fractal  transition region when the aggregates

are too small to display clearly linear (on log–log plots) scattering behaviour. Once the

aggregates have become large enough to display power law scattering the fractal

dimension is constant, as it should be.

The reason for the aberrant behaviour of the fractal dimension returned from the non-

linear model fitting is a result of the choice of the exponential cutoff function. These

issues are discussed in detail in section 5.2, but briefly, the decay of the exponential

cutoff is too slow. This makes the transition to power law scattering as q increases too

slow, prolonging the curvature associated with the Guinier to fractal transition regime.

Consequently, the fractal dimension is overestimated and correctly recovered only in the

limit of very large aggregates. It is interesting to note that Chen and Teixeira (1986) also

point out the discrepancy between the two methods described here. They claim that the

result from the non-linear fit is correct, and that the result from the linear fit is too low

because of the erroneous inclusion of data in the Guinier to fractal transition region.

Figure 13 and the preceding discussion clearly show that this is explanation is not

correct.
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4 Simulations

Simple computer simulations have been very successful in describing many of the

aspects of colloidal aggregation. In this chapter, the aggregation and scattering

simulation literature is reviewed and a modified version of the common DLCA

algorithm that allows arbitrary primary particle size distributions is introduced to

confirm and explain the results obtained in the previous chapter. The effect of homo and

heteroaggregation is also examined. All errors are 95% confidence intervals unless

otherwise stated.

4.1 Literature review

The first computer based aggregation simulations are generally attributed to Sutherland

(1967, 1970) and Sutherland and Goodarz-Nia (1971). These models worked by the

collision of clusters by linear trajectories (what is now generally called ballistic

aggregation). The aggregates consisted of up to 256 particles, and it was recognised that

the mass and radius of the aggregates obeyed a power law scaling relationship. It was of

course not until after the invention of fractal geometry by Mandelbrot in 1977 that the

wider significance of this kind of (fractal) scaling was recognised. It was Witten and
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Sander (1981) who first made the connection while attempting to model the structures

of metallic soot aggregates observed by Forrest and Witten (1979).

The Witten and Sander model, a discrete version of the dendritic growth model of

Langer and Muller-Krumbhaar (1978), has been given the name Diffusion Limited

Aggregation (DLA) model. The first implementation of DLA involved a square lattice

on which particles could diffuse with Brownian trajectories. One particle was fixed at

the centre position of the lattice, and another at a great distance from the central particle.

The distant particle was then allowed to diffuse until it arrived at a lattice site adjacent

to the central particle, whereupon it would stick. A new particle would then be started at

a great distance from the central two particles and allowed to diffuse until it too arrived

at a site adjacent to the central pair. This process was repeated, resulting in the

construction of a complex, ramified structure at the centre of the lattice. This model is

also sometimes referred to as particle – cluster aggregation.

The original DLA model had a fractal dimension of 1.66, which did not correspond

particularly well to the experimental observations of power-law density correlations in

metallic soot aggregates [Forrest and Witten 1979] that inspired it. The structures

generated by DLA models do not correspond to colloidal aggregation even in a

qualitative sense, in that DLA aggregates have an obvious centre whereas colloidal

aggregates do not. The DLA model confers very special status on the particle that starts

the simulation at the centre of the lattice. In colloidal aggregation, all particles act in a

manner as centres for aggregation. The DLA model is much more representative of

dendritic growth processes such as electrodeposition or the growth of frost in a domestic

freezer, a process that has a fixed growth site to which small subunits are added. Further

investigations of the model revealed that the form of the underlying lattice had a

significant impact, manifesting as structural symmetry as the aggregates grew very large

[Meakin 1988]. In fact, this is precisely analogous to the symmetry of snowflakes,

which is a large-scale manifestation of the fact that incoming water molecules are

effectively confined to various conformations upon deposition, because of the

underlying lattice of the ice crystal structure.

Various modifications to the original DLA model included moving the simulation off –

lattice and increasing the dimensionality of the embedding space from two dimensions
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to three and higher [Meakin 1988]. Changing the nature of the trajectory of incoming

particles also has a very significant effect on the structure of these aggregates.

Decreasing the dimensionality of the trajectory from two to one (moving from a

Brownian trajectory to a linear or free-molecular one) results in an increase of the

fractal dimension to the same dimensionality as the embedding space. In other words,

the resulting structure is compact, not fractal [Botet and Jullien 1987].

A more realistic model of colloidal aggregation came in 1983 with the simultaneous

publication of papers from Kolb et. al. (1983); and Meakin (1983). The new model,

which became known as Diffusion Limited Cluster Aggregation (DLCA, sometimes

referred to as cluster – cluster aggregation or CCA) worked as follows. A sparse,

random collection of sites on a two dimensional square lattice were allowed to move

with independent random walks. If any particle came to occupy a site adjacent to an

existing particle, the pair would be considered joined, and continue to diffuse around as

a doublet. The simulation would continue until all the original particles had become part

of clusters and finally combined to make one large cluster. The DLCA (CCA) model

had a number of important differences from the DLA model. The fractal dimension was

much lower, ~1.42 instead of ~1.66 in two dimensional space. In three dimensional

space, DLCA yields a fractal dimension of ~1.8. Ballistic aggregation in DLCA systems

does not result in compact structures as is the case in DLA systems, but produces fractal

structures with fractal dimensions of about 1.95 [Ball and Jullien 1984, Meakin 1984,

Tence et. al. 1986].

An important advance was made with the development of reaction-limited cluster

aggregation (RLCA) by Jullien and Kolb in 1984. The RLCA simulation was essentially

the same as DLCA, with the modification that upon achieving adjacency, the particles

had an extremely small but non-zero sticking probability instead of a sticking

probability of one as for the DLCA case. This resulted in the outer branches of the

structure providing a less effective screening, allowing the incoming clusters to

penetrate deeply into the structure and so form a denser aggregate with a higher fractal

dimension. In fact, in the limit of the sticking probability going to zero, all sites on the

structure are accessible with equal probability. RLCA gives a fractal dimension of

1.53±0.04 in two dimensional space and from 1.98±0.04 in three dimensional space (in

the hierarchical kinetics limit) up to 2.05~2.10 (in the RLCA kinetics limit).
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DLCA and RLCA aggregates appear qualitatively different to DLA, with no obvious

centre of aggregation. Simulations of the system “on-lattice” showed none of the

apparent symmetry effects observed with the DLA model.

The DLCA model had an additional complexity that allowed the DLA model to be

considered as a limiting case of a generalised cluster aggregation model. This

complexity was always inherent in the DLCA model, but demands attention when one

models in the zero concentration limit. Modelling in the zero concentration limit

eliminates concentration effects on structure caused by nearby clusters restricting the

range of possible walks available to aggregating clusters by removing the clusters from

space altogether. Instead of living in some kind of playing field or aggregation arena,

the clusters are simply put into a list. When an aggregation event occurs, two clusters

are chosen from the list and put into the aggregation arena where they are free to diffuse

randomly and aggregate. The complexity that has arisen is how does one choose clusters

from the list in an unbiased manner? The probability of clusters taking part in an

aggregation event per unit time is obviously some function of cluster size. If large

clusters are chosen to be infinitely more likely to aggregate than smaller clusters, the

dimer resulting from the very first aggregation event will always be chosen for

subsequent aggregation events (with a monomer) and the DLA limit is recovered. In the

other extreme where small particles are infinitely more likely to aggregate than larger

ones, monomers will always be chosen to aggregate until no more monomers are left,

then dimers will be chosen and so on. This limit, known as hierarchical kinetics limit,

results in a monodisperse cluster size distribution.

Reaction limited aggregation is characterised by cluster interactions that depend not so

much on the radii of the particles as the number of bonding opportunities between

clusters. Brown and Ball (1985) have performed a kind of cluster polydisperse RLCA

simulation involving positioning randomly chosen aggregate pairs within a

mathematical box, allowing an unbiased selection of clusters for aggregation and a

numerical determination of the exponent λ, which was found to be 1.06±0.02. This is

close to the class II aggregation kinetics (1 ≥ λ = ν ) that Martin et. al. (1990) suggested

was relevant to reaction limited cluster aggregation. This type of reaction kinetics

exhibits a wide power law cluster size distribution and exponential dependence of the

mean cluster size on time (see section 2.2.4).
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The cluster size distribution has an effect on the cluster structure, as pointed out by

Brown and Ball (1985). Small clusters can penetrate large clusters much more easily

than two clusters of the same size can penetrate each other, resulting in denser structures

(higher fractal dimensions). This means that simulations with a wide cluster size

distribution will result in higher values of the fractal dimension. In the case of reaction

limited cluster aggregation (RLCA), monodisperse cluster size distributions

(hierarchical RLCA) have given fractal dimensions of 1.94±0.02 [Brown and Ball

1985], 1.98±0.04 [Jullien and Kolb 1984] and 1.95±0.01 [Warren 1993]. In contrast, the

physically more realistic polydisperse RLCA has returned values for the fractal

dimension of 2.11 [Brown  and Ball 1985] and 2.065±0.005 [Meakin 1988]. The choice

of hierarchical or polydisperse simulations for DLCA simulations is less important as

DLCA kinetics give rise to relatively narrow size distributions, with little if any

observable impact of the size distribution on the generated structures [Meakin and

Jullien 1988].

Several variations on the cluster – cluster aggregation theme have been published. Paul

Meakin and Remi Jullien [Meakin and Jullien 1985, Meakin 1986, Meakin and Jullien

1988, Jullien and Meakin 1989] have studied the effect of restructuring during the

aggregation process. Whereas the traditional DLCA model assumes that all interparticle

bonds are rigid and irreversible, Meakin and Jullien’s model allows up to three degrees

of restructuring as an aggregation event occurs, after which the aggregate is considered

to be rigid. The first degree of restructuring lets the two aggregates bend about their first

contact point until a second contact point is established. The second degree allows the

aggregates to fold about the line defined by the first two contact points, and the third

allows twisting about the resulting three contact points without breaking any of them.

All three degrees of restructuring resulted in increases in the fractal dimension, for

DLCA from 1.80 (no restructuring) to 2.09, 2.17 and 2.18 (three degrees of

restructuring). In the (polydisperse) reaction limited case, the fractal dimension was

observed to increase from 2.09 to 2.18 and 2.24, with no further change as the degrees

of restructuring were increased from 2 to 3. The authors raised the important point that,

because of the possibility of restructuring, the mass fractal dimension is not a good

diagnostic of the aggregation mechanism, requiring further information such as the

kinetics or cluster size distribution to clarify the issue.
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Several workers [Meakin and Djordjevic 1986, Meakin and Miyazima 1988, Sevick and

Ball 1991] have modelled systems with two species of monomers in the context of

polymerisation. The two species were either single lattice elements [Meakin and

Djordjevic 1986, Sevick and Ball 1991] or off lattice spheres of equal size [Meakin and

Miyazima 1988] with a set reaction (aggregation) functionality for one species to the

other. Reactions between two monomers of the same species were not allowed. The

results of these studies indicate that there is a ratio of reactants that results in a

maximum reaction rate, which is not necessarily simply the stoichiometric ratio. This

means that the geometry of the clusters as well as the reactant functionality has a

significant effect on the ideal reactant ratio [Meakin and Djordjevic 1986]. In addition,

the fractal dimension showed some dependence on the reactant mixture. This makes

intuitive sense, as if the reactant ratio is far from ideal, clusters become less reactive to

each other. Where in the case of purely homoaggregative cluster – cluster type systems

decreasing cluster reactivity leads eventually to the RLCA regime, in the

heteroaggregative cases studied by these authors, too much of one reactant stops the

process as all available sites of the scarcer reactant become occupied.

Thouy and Jullien (1996) have taken the basic philosophy of the cluster – cluster

aggregation model and made the fractal dimension an input parameter. Because the

fractal dimension is a function of the degree of interpenetration between the two

aggregating clusters, it was hitherto a consequence of the amount of screening

performed by the branches of the clusters. Thouy and Jullien calculated for a given

fractal dimension what the degree of interpenetration should be, and then proceeded to

stick the clusters together at that particular separation, in a random orientation. This

particular model can produce fractal structures with a dimension of 1, all the way up to

approximately 2.55 above which it becomes difficult to find satisfactory bonding

conformations [Thouy and Jullien 1996].

The study of the effects of different sized constituent particles on the structure of CCA

type aggregates has been given some attention. Tence et. al. (1986) performed ballistic

aggregation simulations with primary particle sizes determined from an assumed

Gaussian distribution. They showed that the scaling exponent of both the aggregate

mass-radius relationship, and the aggregate number-radius relationship (2-2) were the

same and equal to the monodisperse case, ie that primary particle polydispersity had no
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effect on the fractal dimension. Farias et. al. (1996a) have constructed soot aggregates

with a simulation that mimics the structures produced by the cluster – cluster type

mechanism. The authors evaluated the effects of both cluster and primary particle

polydispersity on the optical properties of aggregates. Based upon the observation of

real soot aggregates under an electron microscope [Köylü and Faeth 1992], they

modelled the primary particles as having Gaussian distribution functions with standard

deviations of 15-25% of the mean diameter. They concluded that primary particle

polydispersity had little if any effect on the angular dependence of scattering.

Scattering has been widely used as a tool to determine the fractal dimension of

aggregates of small particles since 1984, when papers were published using both static

[Schaefer et. al. 1984, Sinha et. al. 1984] and dynamic [Weitz et. al. 1984] light

scattering. Since virtually all the experimental studies on fractal aggregates of fine

particles have used a primary particle size considerably smaller than the wavelength of

the scattering radiation, the RGD theory (2.3.2) has been widely used to make structural

inferences from the observed scattering patterns. Reviews of the theory of RGD

scattering from fractal aggregates are given by Teixeira (1989), Sinha (1989), Schmidt

(1991) and Sorensen (1997).

When the particles and aggregates become somewhat larger, scattering becomes

difficult to describe. Farias et. al. (1996b) have performed scattering simulations to

determine the range of validity of RGD theory in describing scattering from fractal

aggregates. They determined the scattering behaviour of simulated aggregates using the

integral equation formulation for scattering described by Ku and Shim (1992) and Lou

and Charalampopoulos (1994), which is essentially an exact numerical solution to the

scattering problem. Comparing this with the predictions of RGD theory, they found that

agreement between the two approaches was within 10% provided that |m-1| ≤ 2 and the

size parameter of the primary particles (4πr0/λ), x ≤ 0.3. Their work did not however

shed much light on the q dependence of scattered intensity as the comparison of theories

was made in terms of the total absorption, total scattering and the scattered intensity at

scattering angles of 0o, 45o and 90o. The errors were only quantified up to 30%, which is

not very significant on a log – log plot.
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The range of conditions for which one might expect I(q)∝q-Df may be considerably

broader than the conditions given by Farias et. al. (1996b) because the error in the

determination of the fractal dimension is related to the relative errors in the RGD theory

between different scattering angles, not the error in determination of the scattered

intensity in an absolute sense.

Chen et. al. (1988) calculated scattering for simulated aggregates using Ewald’s self

consistent field method. They found that multiple scattering between particles in an

aggregate does not affect the q-Df scattering provided that q ≤ 1/(2r0), even if the fractal

dimension is higher than 2 (the aggregate is geometrically opaque). The main effect of

multiple scattering was shown to be the modification of the mean index of refraction of

the cluster. The authors did not make any comment about the range of validity of this

conclusion in terms of the primary particle size parameter x.

Mulholland et. al. (1994) approximated spheres of size parameter up to 1 by an electric

and a magnetic dipole, and calculated scattering for aggregates of various sizes (Df ~

1.9) by coupling the dipoles together. Having validated this coupled electric and

magnetic dipole approximation (CEMD) against the known solution for two spheres,

they compared the predictions of the CEMD and RGD approximations. Whereas the

RGD approximation did quite poorly at predicting features like the polarisation ratio,

the shape of the scattering curve at small angles (though not the magnitude, consistent

with the findings of Chen et. al. (1988)) was well predicted by RGD for all size

parameters examined, and was better for larger aggregates. Although the authors did not

examine the effect of non-RGD scattering on the q-Df scattering, they found that the

radius of gyration calculated under the RGD assumption was within 5% of the true

value for all size parameters and aggregate sizes examined.

Mackowski and Mischenko (1996) gave a T-matrix solution of scattering from

aggregates of spheres. The formulation involved the simultaneous solution of

interacting Mie solutions for all the particles in the aggregate. There is no general form

for the solution, each solution requiring the numerical evaluation of the scattering for

the particular configuration of the aggregate examined. The authors solved this problem

for a fractal aggregate of 250 particles with  size parameter 0.3, taking 29 minutes of

CPU time on a SUN SPARC 20 workstation. To use this technique to probe the what
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happens to q-Df scattering when the particle sizes become much larger than the x=0.3

advocated by Farias et. al. (1996b), one would need to use at least 1000 particles with

size parameters from x=1 to perhaps x=5. A rough estimate of the computation time

required from the formula given by Mackowski and Mischenko is approximately 24

days and over 200 years, respectively, to say nothing of the memory requirements.

These estimates are of order of magnitude accuracy only, but certainly indicate that this

type of investigation represents a formidable computational challenge.

4.2 Simulation technique

In order to understand the structure of aggregates composed of more than one type of

primary particle, and thereby explain the observed scattering behaviour, cluster – cluster

aggregation simulations with polydisperse primary particles were performed. The

primary particles were specified in a user defined discrete cluster size distribution,

unlike Tence et. al. (1986) and Dimon et. al. (1986), both of whom assumed a Gaussian

primary particle size distribution. This formulation of the primary particle

polydispersity simulation makes no prior assumptions about the effect on the structure

of the aggregate, unlike the approach of Farias et. al. (1996a).

To simulate aggregate structure, a three dimensional, off – lattice, cluster – cluster type

aggregation simulation was coded. The simulation was essentially the same as DLCA

simulations found in the literature, save that multiple primary particle sizes may be used

in the same simulation.

The parameters describing the particle system to be aggregated were contained in a

separate input file. With “ntypes” particle types in the simulation, the input file specifies

an “ntypes” by “ntypes” sticking probability matrix (symmetrical about the diagonal), an

ntypes-element column specifying the particle radii and an “ntypes”-element column

specifying the particle number concentrations.

Parameters determining the detail of the aggregation mechanism were hard coded in the

simulation, because they were not often changed and because many of them were

required by the compiler. These included the number of particle types in the simulation,

the total number of particles to be aggregated, distances at which aggregates are to be
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initially separated, their “escaped” distance and the size of the step taken with each

movement of the aggregates with respect to each other.

Once an array of particles had been chosen according to the specifications in the input

file, the algorithm proceeded as follows. First, all of the possible pairings were

examined to determine the maximum possible kernel element, Kij. Next, a pair of

particles (and as the simulation proceeds, aggregates) were chosen at random from the

list, and if a random number was less than their average sticking probability multiplied

by their normalised kernel element, the procedure continued. If the random number was

too high, a new pair of aggregates was chosen randomly from the list.

Once two aggregates were successfully chosen from the list with weighting according to

the aggregation kernel, one of the aggregates was placed in a random direction from the

other at a distance such that the centres of imaginary spheres just enclosing each

aggregate were separated by a distance ten percent greater than the sum of their radii.

The size of this separation is not important as an aggregate diffusing in from an

arbitrary distance from the centre of a sphere and from a random direction will arrive at

all points on the surface of the sphere with equal probability. Hence, the points on the

surface of a sphere centred on one of the aggregates represents an unbiased set of

starting positions for the other aggregate provided that there is no possibility of overlap

(the sphere radius is larger than the sum of the radii of the aggregates). One of the

aggregates was then held in a fixed position and the other allowed to diffuse according

to a random walk with a specified step size (usually 0.2 times the smallest particle

radius) and mean free path (usually 3 times the smallest particle radius). If the

aggregates contacted, they stuck irreversibly with no restructuring to form a new

aggregate. If they overlapped, the last diffusion step was undone and repeated in a new

random direction. If the distance between the aggregates became greater than a factor

times the sum of their radii (the “escaped” factor, set to be 3), the event was restarted

with the same aggregates in a newly chosen random starting position. On the

completion of a successful aggregation event, the simulation time was stepped forward

by the reciprocal of the sum of all possible kernel elements ∑
ji

ijK
,

. Justification of this

expression for the time step is given in Appendix F – Derivation of the time step for

DLCA.
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The output from the simulations consisted of a list of radii and masses corresponding to

the resulting aggregate from each aggregation event in the simulation history, a list of

cluster sizes and masses output at various times during the simulation, and the three –

dimensional spatial coordinates of each particle in the ultimate aggregate.

The details of the computer code can be found in Appendix A – Aggregation simulation

– DLCA36.PAS. The pair distance distribution function of the ultimate aggregate was

measured from the particle positions using the code found in Appendix B – Distance

distribution function measurement – DDCF.PAS.

Simulations of the aggregation of monodisperse primary particles were performed

initially to validate the code against other published work, and to examine other

interesting features of a system uncluttered by primary particle polydispersity effects.

The simulations were performed with the normal DLCA type kernel given in equation

(2-8). Several sets of simulations were performed in the DLCA limit, using different

mixtures of primary particles. For each simulation, the effective standard deviation:
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as used by Hasmy et. al. (1994) was evaluated. In this expression the term r0,1 represents

the number mean particle radius. The results from the simulations were averaged over a

number of independent realisations. Lists of the simulations performed and the names

by which they shall be referred to are given in Table 2.

(4-1)
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Table 2 – DLCA simulations

Primary particle radii and numberSimulation name

1 2 3 5

std. dev.

σeff

DLCA1200mono 1200 0 0 0 0

DLCA1200bi 1157 0 43 0 0.35

DLCA1200tri 980 0 212 8 0.59

DLCA1200tri2 360 720 0 120 0.55

DLCA5000mono 5000 0 0 0 0

The simulations listed in Table 2 were performed with a diffusion step size of 0.2. Since

the smallest particles had radius 1, this resulted in a small amount of overlap between

neighbouring particles and the formation of additional bonds (overall coordination

number ~2.12) that are not strictly part of the DLCA algorithm (which as we have seen

in section 2.2.3 results in an average coordination number of exactly two). Using a

smaller step size greatly increases the computation time, but gives a more accurate

result for the coordination numbers. The use of a larger step size and consequent slight

overlap will also result in a slightly higher reported value for the constant kg.

To determine the behaviour of the coordination number matrix in the case of

polydisperse aggregation, simulations were performed with a step size of 0.05. These

simulations are listed below in Table 3.

Since we expect that the coordination numbers should be affected by the concentrations

of the different particle species as well as the ratio of their sizes, the simulations

DLCA-C1 through DLCA-C4 were performed with larger particles at very low

concentrations in an effort to determine their “natural” coordination numbers to the

smaller particles. By keeping the large particle concentrations very low (~1% by
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number), the probability of forming large particle – large particle bonds becomes very

small and so such bonds do not geometrically confound the formation of small particle –

large particle bonds. The small particle – large particle coordination numbers are then

close to the maximum coordination number for that size ratio in a fractal context.

To test models for predicting the partial mean coordination numbers in a polydisperse

aggregate, two simulations (DLCA-C5, DLCA-C6) were performed with arbitrary

concentrations of different sized particles. The coordination numbers in these

simulations are subject to concentration effects as well as the purely geometric

considerations.

Table 3 – DLCA simulations – step size 0.05

Primary particle radii and numberSimulation name

1 2 3 4 5

DLCA-C1 494 6 0 0 0

DLCA-C2 494 0 6 0 0

DLCA-C3 494 0 0 6 0

DLCA-C4 494 0 0 0 6

DLCA-C5 349 100 0 0 51

DLCA-C6 349 0 100 0 51

A modified version of the algorithm was written to produce RLCA structures. The

reaction kernel was the same one as used for the DLCA case, giving structures that are

quite similar to those produced by hierarchical aggregation. In the limit that the sticking

probability tends to zero, the branches of the aggregate do no screening at all, giving all

physically feasible bonding configurations equal probability of forming a bond.

Simulating this condition is even simpler than DLCA. Two clusters were chosen from

the list according to the kinetic kernel and a particle in each of the aggregates chosen.
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An attempt was then made to connect these two particles to each other in a random

orientation [Meakin and Jullien 1988]. If the attempt resulted in a bonded configuration

with no overlap, the aggregation event was successful and the single cluster was

returned to the list. If it was unsuccessful, two new particles were chosen from the

aggregates and the attempt repeated.

This algorithm is unsuitable for investigations regarding the coordination numbers,

because an a priori decision about the probability of particles of different sizes forming

a bond must be made. To investigate coordination numbers, a time - forward simulation

such as described for DLCA must be performed with a very small sticking probability.

This quickly becomes very expensive in computer time because most of the work

involved in moving the aggregates with respect to each other results in unfruitful

collisions.

For this reason, the fast RLCA algorithm was investigated with monodisperse particles

only, as a comparison to the DLCA work. The simulations performed are listed below in

Table 4. A short exploration of the coordination number effects of RLCA was made

with the slower time - forward algorithm, the results are given in section 4.3.3.

Table 4 – RLCA simulations (monodisperse)

Simulation name Number of particles

RLCA1200mono 1200

RLCA5000mono 5000

Additionally, two sets of simulations were performed to determine effects from a non-

indiscriminate sticking rule. In real life applications there often occur instances where

mixtures of particles have different affinities for other particles in the mixture. The

simulation DLCA1200bi was repeated with two different sticking matrices (listed in

Table 5) corresponding to a situation where particles prefer to homoaggregate and when

they prefer to heteroaggregate.
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Table 5 – Homo and Heteroaggregative variations on DLCA1200bi – sticking probability matrices

radius radiusDLCA1200homobi

1 3

DLCA1200heterobi

1 3

1 1.0 0.2 1 0.2 1.0

ra
d

iu
s

3 0.2 1.0 ra
d

iu
s

3 1.0 0.2

4.3 Results and discussion

In this section we compare the results of the simulations in terms of structure and

kinetics with the results from experiments in Chapter 3. Additionally, the results from

primary particle polydisperse simulations are compared with those from monodisperse

simulations

4.3.1 Simulated aggregate structure

The aggregates produced in the simulations exhibited fractal scaling in terms of the

mass – radius relationship. This is observed from both the particle pair distance

distribution functions (intra-aggregate) and the aggregate radius – aggregate mass

scaling relationship (inter-aggregate).

4.3.1.1 Monodisperse primary particles

The simulations produced the kind of highly irregular structures to be expected from

DLCA. As an example, one of the DLCA1200 aggregates is shown in Figure 14. Three

mutually orthogonal views are given, indicating the complexity of the structure in three

dimensions.
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The pair distance distribution function of fractal clusters (as defined by equation (2-21))

of monodisperse particles show a number of interesting features (also discussed by

Hasmy et. al. (1993)) that are apparent in Figure 15. First of all there is a delta function

at zero radius which is not visible on a log scale. This corresponds to self correlation.

There are self correlations exactly equal to the number of primary particles present in

the aggregate. Between r = 0 and r = 2r0 the distance distribution function is equal to

zero because particle centres cannot approach each other more closely than two particle

radii: the particles cannot overlap because they are solid.

The delta function at r = 2r0 represents nearest neighbour correlations. The height of

this peak divided by the first peak represents the average coordination number of the

particles, a subject to which we will return in sections 4.3.3 and 5.4. At r > 2r0 there is a

somewhat less well defined second coordination shell, which Dimon et. al. (1986)

modelled empirically as a second order polynomial. At r > 4r0 there may be some

suggestion of further coordination shells before they finally become lost in the emergent

fractal scaling when r > ~6r0.

Figure 14 – 3 mutually orthogonal views of a typical DLCA

aggregate of 1200 monodispersed particles.
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The fractal scaling is evident as a straight line on the log-log plot. The slope of the line

is equal to Df-1 as the distance distribution function measures pairs correlated from the

centre to shells of increasing size, whereas Df is the exponent defined in terms of sphere

correlation volumes of increasing size (c.f. equation (2-2) and discussion).

Eventually as r increases, the distance distribution function starts to decay, dropping to

zero at a point corresponding to the Feret’s diameter or longest linear dimension of the

aggregate. The exact nature of this decay is a consequence of the external shape and

macroscopic structure of the aggregate. It has been the subject of a great deal of

discussion [Mountain and Mulholland (1988), Lin et. al. (1990), Khlebtsov and

Melnikov 1994, Cai et. al. 1995], as it has important consequences for the measurement

of the cluster size distribution [Sorensen et. al. 1995]. This topic will be covered in

detail in section 5.2.

As with the experiments, the fractal dimension of the simulated aggregates were

determined in three ways. First, the slope of the linear section of the average distance

distribution function on a log-log plot such as Figure 15, was measured. In both the

1200 particle case and the 5000 particle case the slope was determined to be 1.78±0.03,

in excellent agreement with the results of other workers [Meakin 1988, Mountain and

Mulholland 1988, Meakin 1990]. That the result is the same in both 1200 particle and

Figure 15 - Distance distribution functions for the

DLCA1200mono and DLCA5000mono

simulations. The fractal dimension is the slope of

the solid line +1=1.78±0.03.
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5000 particle cases indicates that 1200 particle simulations are already close to the true

fractal scaling of the system, which is only exact in the asymptotic limit of N ∞.

Figure 15 shows the distance distribution functions for the simulations

DLCA5000mono and DLCA1200mono, and a line with slope 0.78 corresponding to

Df-1.

The fractal dimension was also determined from the slope on a log-log plot of the

intermediate aggregate masses (number of particles) against their radii of gyration

(shown in Figure 16). The scaling correction to the radii of gyration [Warren 1993] had

a noticeable effect only for the small aggregates. Fitting in a least-squares sense to the

1000 points at the large aggregate end of the average of the 5000 particle simulations

yielded a slope of 1.80±0.01. Using fewer points made no difference to the slope.

Fitting to the last 200 points for the 1200 particle case gave a slope of 1.80±0.02.

Although the simulations were in excellent agreement with those of other workers in

terms of the fractal dimension, it is also of interest to know whether this is true in

respect of other features such as the Guinier to fractal transition region.

Figure 16 - Scaling relation between the number

of particles in an aggregate and the aggregate

radius of gyration for the simulation

DLCA5000mono. The fractal dimension is

1.80±0.01.
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Lin et. al. (1990) in their evaluation of various cutoff functions have published a

parameterised fit to the structure factor obtained from their DLCA and RLCA

simulations. They write:

( ) ( )
8/4

1

21
fD

s

s
gsg qRCqRS

−

=








 += ∑

For the DLCA simulation, they found Df = 1.8, C1 = 8 / 3Df, C2 = 2.50, C3 = -1.52 and

C4 = 1.02. For the RLCA equivalent they found Df = 2.1, C1 = 8 / 3Df, C2 = 3.13, C3 = -

2.58 and C4 = 0.95. To compare the simulation results of the work presented here with

those of Lin et. al., the distance distribution function from each individual simulation

was transformed to its structure factor in q-space using equation (2-22). Each structure

factor was then represented as a function of qRg and the results were averaged. Figure

17 shows the results compared to the parameterised form of Lin et. al., with the same

axes as their Figure 2 for easy comparison with their work. Clearly the results are in

excellent agreement, indicating that the basic algorithm and implementation of the

simulation described in this work is correct.
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The results for the RLCA simulations were also analysed in the manner outlined above

for the determination of the fractal dimension. Values of 1.97±0.03 from the distance

distribution function and 1.94±0.02 from the radius of gyration – mass scaling relation

(4-2)

Figure 17 – Comparison of structure factor from the

DLCA1200mono simulation with the parameterised

form of Lin et. al. (1990).
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were obtained. These values are consistent with the literature values for hierarchical

RLCA (monodisperse clusters) [Jullien and Kolb 1984, Brown and Ball 1985, Warren

1993].

4.3.1.2 Polydisperse primary particles

The aggregates produced from polydisperse mixtures of particles show the same rugged,

tenuous structure as was observed in the monodisperse case. Exemplary aggregates

from the polydisperse simulations are shown below in Figure 18.

Figure 18 – Visualisations of three aggregates from the polydisperse simulations listed in Table 2.
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Because the pair distance distribution function is a sum of individual pair correlations,

we can express it as a sum of partial pair distribution functions for n different types (or

arbitrarily narrow discrete size classes) of particles:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )rcrcrcrcrcrc nn++++++= ...... 22211211

Since cij(r) and cji(r) are formally identical, there are n(n+1)/2 independent partial

distance distribution functions required to fully specify the structure of the aggregate.

All of these polydisperse simulations are of the DLCA type, so all elements in the

sticking matrices are ones. Exemplary effects of polydispersity can be seen in Figure 19.

The monodisperse case, ‘DLCA1200mono’, is characterised by a single distance

distribution function typified by those shown in Figure 15. The polydisperse cases’

partial distance distribution functions all display power law (fractal) behaviour and they

all have the same slope. Consistent with the monodisperse behaviour, the fractal scaling

for each partial distance distribution function occurs at ~ r > (ri+5rj). Moreover, the

slopes are equal to that of the monodisperse case so the fractal dimension is unchanged

at 1.78±0.03, confirming the findings of Tence et. al. (1986).
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It is also of interest to know whether or not the large scale or aggregate shape behaviour

is affected by having polydispersed primary particles make up the aggregate. Since we

are particularly interested in the scattering behaviour of these systems and since it is

(4-3)

Figure 19 – Partial distance distribution functions

for the bidisperse case “DLCA1200bi”.
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more likely than a number weighted total distance distribution function to show up any

differences between different simulations, compare mass weighted distance distribution

functions are compared. The mass distance distribution functions are simply related to

the pair distance distribution functions by:

( ) ( )rcmmrc ijjiijm =,

where mi is the mass of particle type i. Figure 20 shows the mass distance distribution

functions for the simulations listed in Table 2. The polydisperse cases show exactly the

same decay from fractal scaling at large r / Rg as does the monodisperse case. This

means that the form of the cutoff function describing the aggregate finite size effects

(which was discussed briefly in 3.3.2.5 and will be discussed in detail in section 5.2) is

unaffected by polydispersity of the primary particles.
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The second method by which the fractal dimension was determined was the correlation

between aggregate radius of gyration and aggregate mass, courtesy of equation (2-3).

The value of the prefactor kg was determined from the fit of the data for monodisperse

particles (see Figure 16) to be equal to 1.3. This value is specific for the simulations

performed in this work, but is not inconsistent with the values other workers have

obtained for DLCA. Cai et. al. (1995) found an experimental value of 1.23±0.07 from

(4-4)

Figure 20 – Collapse of the mass  weighted

distance distribution functions for aggregates of

monodispersed and polydispersed particles.
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TEM analysis, Sorensen and Roberts (1997) found kg = 1.19±0.1 from simulations.

Mountain and Mulholland (1988) found a rather higher value of 1.55 from simulations,

but Nyeki and Colbeck found a much lower value of 0.88. These values are probably

not accurate for real systems, as the exact value of the prefactor is strongly affected by

short range restructuring (see comments on the coordination number in section 2.2.3).

Wu and Friedlander [Wu and Friedlander 1993 in Nyeki and Colbeck 1994] found that

the values reported in the literature are somewhat variable and dependent on the details

of the aggregation mechanism. The value of the fractal dimension is determined by the

slope of the mass vs. radius relation on a log-log plot. For each of the polydisperse cases

examined the mass weighted fractal mean particle size was determined. As can be seen

in Figure 21 through Figure 23, normalising aggregate mass by the mass of the mass

weighted fractal mean particle (r3,Df)
3 and the radius of gyration by the radius of the

mass weighted fractal mean particle results in a constant value for the prefactor kg.
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Figure 21 – Scaling relation between aggregate

mass and radius of gyration for the simulation

DLCA1200bi.
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The non-linear behaviour at small radii is due to the fact that the scaling relation (2-2) is

only correct in the limit of large radii. The greater spread in the data at small radii when

compared to Figure 16 is a result of the primary particle polydispersity: a small

aggregate can have a much greater range of masses when the particles are polydisperse

because it does not contain a statistically representative sample of the particle

population.

Figure 22 – Scaling relation between aggregate

mass and radius of gyration for the simulation

DLCA1200tri.

Figure 23 - Scaling relation between aggregate

mass and radius of gyration for the simulation

DLCA1200tri2.
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4.3.1.3 Homo and heteroaggregation

The homoaggregation and heteroaggregation experiments listed in Table 5 produced

structures of slightly higher fractal dimension than the DLCA cases. This is to be

expected because the average sticking probabilities are less than unity, allowing a

greater degree of interpenetration between aggregates and hence denser structures.

Figure 24 – Comparison of a diffusion limited 1200 particle bimodal

aggregate with equivalent homoaggregative and heteroaggregative

aggregates.
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The homoaggregative simulation DLCA1200homobi had a fractal dimension of

1.85±0.05, determined from the aggregate mass / radius of gyration scaling relationship

(2-3). The heteroaggregative simulation was slightly more compact, as due to the large

number of small particles, most of the interparticle bonds were a result of the low

sticking probability process. DLCA1200heterobi exhibited a fractal dimension of

1.88±0.05, determined in the same way as the homoaggregation. Visualisations of

typical aggregates from the simulations can be seen in Figure 24.

Close inspection of Figure 24 reveals that the aggregate ‘DLCA1200homobi’ shows a

tendency for large particles to stick to large particles and small particles to stick to small

particles (when compared with the neutral case ‘DLCA1200bi’). Likewise,

‘DLCA1200heterobi’ shows a noticeable tendency for the small particles to adsorb onto

the surfaces of the larger ones.

4.3.2 Simulation kinetics

As expected from previous work, power law scaling of the mean cluster size with time

was observed. The same reaction kernel (equation (2-8)) was used for the polydisperse

cases as for the monodisperse case. As can be seen in Figure 25, the same scaling

collapse as was observed experimentally (Figure 8) can be seen when the aggregate

radius is scaled by the number weighted fractal mean particle size.

That the power law scaling shown in Figure 25 has an exponent of 0.5 is not an

indication that the fractal dimension of the system is Df = 1/0.5 = 2. An examination of

the scaling of the mean aggregate mass (Figure 26) shows that the power law exponent z

in equation (2-8) is in this case equal to 0.9, giving a fractal dimension of Df = 0.9/0.5 =

1.8.
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As indicated in 2.2.4, the value of the exponent z is normally expected to be 1 for a

kernel of the type given in (2-8) [Meakin 1988]. Further simulations in the

monodisperse case with 4000 primary particles revealed that this inconsistency with

Figure 25 – Data collapse for the simulation kinetics

when aggregate size is normalised by the number

weighted fractal mean particle size.

Figure 26 – Data collapse for the simulation kinetics when

aggregate mass is normalised by the number weighted mean

particle mass. The power law has an exponent of 0.9.
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theory was a result of the small systems (1200 particles) examined. The 4000 particle

simulations gave a mass scaling exponent of 0.981 and the radius exponent of 0.554,

giving a fractal dimension of 1.77.

In the mass scaling case the aggregate mean mass is normalised by the number mean

primary particle mass because it provides a normalisation back to the number of

particles per aggregate. Since aggregation rate is sensitive to number concentration, the

number of particles per aggregate is the only meaningful measure of the extent of

aggregation in a kinetic sense.

4.3.3 Coordination numbers

The first shell coordination numbers 1z determined from simulations DLCA-C1 through

DLCA-C4 are shown below in Figure 27 as a function of the ratio of the sum of the

large and small particle radii (rl + rs) to the radius of the small particle type rs. An

additional data point at (rl + rs) / rs = 2 is included from the requirement that

monodisperse particles have a coordination number of exactly two.

Although we might expect the coordination number to be a general power law (fractal)

function of the size ratio of the particles, it appears that the data are well described by a

power law with exponent 1, ie a linear relationship. As a test of the accuracy of the

simulations in recovering the correct coordination number, the average coordination

number 1z (twice the number of bonds divided by the number of particles) was found to

be 1.99 in the case of (rl + rs) / rs = 2, down to 1.95 in the case of (rl + rs) / rs = 5.

Correction of the data in Figure 27 by a factor 2/1z gave a line with slope 1.02±0.13.

Given this random error uncertainty and the systematic uncertainty due to the non-zero

step size and the slight underestimation of the large-small coordination numbers that

comes from a non-zero concentration of the large particles, the fitted line may well be

( )( )sslsl rrrz /,1 += .
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The observed coordination numbers for the two tridisperse cases examined, DLCA-C5

and DLCA-C6, are given below in Table 6 and Table 7.

Table 6 – Coordination number matrix 1zi,j for the simulation DLCA-C5

Particle j radius1zi,j - DLCA-C5

1 2 5

1 0.865 0.383 0.384

2 1.34 0.465 0.471

P
ar

ti
cl

e 
i r

ad
iu

s

5 2.63 0.924 0.569

Figure 27 – Large – small coordination numbers

as a function of the ratio of radii.
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Table 7 - Coordination number matrix 1zi,j for the simulations DLCA-C6

Particle j radius1zi,j – DLCA-C6

1 3 5

1 0.766 0.441 0.344

3 1.54 0.680 0.476

P
ar

ti
cl

e 
i r

ad
iu

s

5 2.35 0.933 0.555

The coordination numbers presented in Table 6 and Table 7 do not display any

immediately apparent trends, nor should they. The coordination numbers are a function

of the particle concentrations as well as their relative sizes. At issue is whether or not

there is a simple model that can predict the values presented here.

That the relationship between the maximum coordination number and the size ratio of

the particles is linear is worth some discussion. In the case of particles of different sizes

close packing a 3-D space, we expect that the maximum coordination number should be

proportional (at least in the limit that rl / rs becomes large) to the ratio of sizes squared.

The reason for this is that the bonding availability of a large particle to the small

particles is represented by its surface area, and the amount of bonding availability used

up by an adsorbed small particle is proportional to its projected area.

A collection of particles close packing a 1-D space has coordination numbers

independent of the particle sizes, ie to the power zero. In 2-D space, the maximum

coordination numbers will clearly be proportional to the ratio of the sizes to the power

one.

The case examined here is however not close packed. The particles are “frozen” at their

point of first contact so rearrangement to a compact structure is not permitted. The

linear dependence of coordination number on radius is almost certainly a reflection of
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the radius dependence of capture efficiency for collisions between particles. This

dependence is evident in the DLCA reaction kernel (2-8), which is the product of a

capture efficiency and a diffusivity.

Further simulations were undertaken to investigate any effects from the aggregation

mechanisms. Two variations on the simulations listed in Table 3 were performed. In the

first instance, DLCA-Cx-mfp, the mean free path of the particles’ diffusion was changed

from 3.0 to 0.3 (x varies form 1 to 4 corresponding to the particle size changes listed in

Table 3). The second variation in addition to the shorter mean free path was performed

with interparticle sticking probabilities of 0.01 (these shall be named RLCA-Cx-mfp).

The coordination numbers resulting from these efforts can be seen in Figure 28.
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The data indicate that both the DLCA and RLCA cases have a linear dependence of

coordination numbers on particle size. The RLCA case seems to indicate more small

particles adsorbed at the surface of large ones. This may well be the case but these data

do not support this conclusion at the 95% confidence level. DLCA-Cx-mfp gives the

coordination number as 1zl,s = (0.89±0.19)(rl+rs)/rs + 0.24 where RLCA-Cx-mfp gives

Figure 28 – Coordination numbers obtained with a mean free path of

0.3. There might be a difference between the DLCA case and RLCA

case but it is not significant at the 95% confidence level.
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1zl,s = (1.18±0.22)(rl+rs)/rs – 0.37. That both fitted curves almost pass through the point

(2,2) is however an encouraging indication of accuracy.

4.3.4 Simulated scattering

4.3.4.1 Diffusion limited aggregation

Since the Fourier transform (2-24) and the scattering transform given in equation (2-22)

are linear, the partial pair distance distribution functions given in (4-3) may be

transformed separately into partial structure factors Sij(q) [Salgi and Rajagopalan 1993]:

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) dr
qr

qr
rcqS ijij ∫

∞

=
0

sin

The expression for the total (vv) scattered intensity then becomes:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑∑=
i j

ijjivv qSqAqAqI

where i and j are the different primary particle types.

The simulation series DLCA1200bi corresponds to experiment series C, equal masses of

two particle sizes, one thrice the radius of the other. Scattering for aggregates produced

in DLCA1200bi was calculated using equation (4-6). The resulting scattering pattern is

shown below in Figure 29.

(4-5)

(4-6)
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Clearly the bimodal case shows the same departure from power law scattering that was

observed with experiment series C (Figure 11). That the experimentally observed

scattering behaviour is qualitatively reproduced with such a simple simulation as

polydisperse DLCA and RGD scattering means that the explanation for the non-q-Df

scattering does not depend on complex features such as colloidal interaction potentials

or more advanced scattering theories. The very slight deviation seen in the

monodisperse case is the same thing as seen in the experimental section with the

aggregation of 216nm haematite (Figure 10). This is a result of the non-fractal short

range order in the aggregate.

The conclusion reached by Farias et. al. (1996a) that polydispersity has no effect on the

shape of the scattering pattern is somewhat suspect as they assumed in their RGD

calculations that the relative particle positions contribution to the scattered field is

unaffected by particle polydispersity. Scattering was calculated based on a volume

change to the particles due to the distribution. Under these assumptions the calculated

high q scattering can never show anything but q-Df dependence. Farias et. al. (1996a)

also calculated scattering using the ICP algorithm of Iskander et. al. (1989), but due to

numerical limitations this method was not reliable at high q and so the authors were

again unable to elucidate primary particle polydispersity effects on the scattering

function.

Figure 29 – Scattering from simulated aggregates

produced in DLCA1200mono and DLCA1200bi.
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To understand the reason for the observed departure from q-Df scattering it is necessary

to consider the individual partial scattering functions, shown in Figure 30. The partial

scattering function Iss, corresponding to self scattering from the small particles, is the

scattering pattern that would be seen if the large particles could be subtracted from the

aggregate without affecting the remaining structure. It appears to be essentially the same

as a scattering curve from a fractal aggregate of monodisperse particles. This indicates

that the presence of the large particles has little effect on the structure of the small

particles, as has already been demonstrated by examination of the partial pair distance

distribution function (Figure 19).
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The partial scattering function Ils (identical to Isl) corresponds to the interaction between

large particles and small particles. This function appears similar to the normal scattering

curve at small q, but as q increases it rapidly curves away below what would be

expected for a fractal scattering curve and indeed it becomes negative. The concept of

negative intensity at certain values of q is not unphysical because the Ils function cannot

physically exist in isolation from the self scattering functions. The self scattering

functions ensure that the total scattered intensity is always non-negative.

The partial intensity function corresponding to the large particle self interactions, Ill,

exhibits a large deviation from q-Df scattering at high q. Clearly it is this function that is

Figure 30 – Partial scattered intensity functions for the

simulation DLCA1200bi. Total intensity is given by I =

Iss + 2Ils + Ill (shown in Figure 29).
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responsible for the overall deviation from power law scattering in the aggregation of

bimodally distributed particles. That the partial intensity functions overlay at small q is

due to the fact that in this simulation (as with experiment series C), the two different

particle sizes were present in equal mass concentrations.

The curvature of the Ill function can be explained [Bushell et. al. 1997, Bushell et. al.

1998] by the dilution of the large particles within the fractal network of the smaller

ones. If we consider the mass scaling of just the large particles within the aggregate we

can see what is happening. The mass within a sphere centred upon an arbitrary large

particle scales fractally if the mass of the central particle is subtracted. If the mass of

the central particle is included it dominates the total mass until the enclosing sphere is

very large, because the other large particles are spread out in the fractal network of

smaller particles. In simplistic terms the non-linear behaviour of the intensity function at

large q is caused by the addition of a constant to a power law function represented on a

log plot.

An alternative way of looking at the same explanation is that the presence of the small

particles “expands” or dilutes the structure of a fractal aggregate composed of the large

particles. Now the scattering of an aggregate can be considered to consist of two parts, a

self scattering part which is just the scattering of the individual particles from which the

aggregate is constructed, and an interparticle scattering part, which is the fractal scaling

component, shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31 – Total scattering is the sum of self

scattering and interparticle fractal scattering.
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The total scattering is then the sum of the self scattering and the fractal interaction parts.

When the aggregate of large particles is expanded, the self scattering part remains

unchanged because nothing has happened to the form of the particles. The total mass of

the system is unchanged so the zero-q extrapolated intensity is also unchanged. The

fractal or inter-particle component has however been decreased in magnitude: larger

length scales are required to incorporate the same mass as in the undiluted aggregate,

shifting the entire inter-particle scattering component to smaller q. The magnitude of the

fractal correlation has decreased. Figure 32 shows an example where the interparticle

distances of the aggregate scattering in Figure 31 have been expanded by a linear factor

of 10. The high q curvature that has been the topic of discussion is readily apparent.

The magnitude of the effect on q-Df scattering depends to a large extent on the optical

properties of the particles within the aggregate. If the large particles have a lower

relative refractive than the small particles the effect will be reduced. Conversely if the

small particles have a refractive index lower than the large particles the effect will be

enhanced. This kind of effect is shown in Figure 33, showing the partial and total

scattering functions assuming that the large particles in DLCA1200bi have ten times the

scattering power per unit volume of the smaller particles. Indeed if the small particles

had a refractive index the same as the suspending medium the scattered intensity would

just be equal to Ill.

Figure 32 – Scattering when the interparticle

distances of the aggregate in Figure 31 have been

expanded by a factor of 10. High q deviation from

power law scattering is readily apparent.
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Although it has not been mentioned anywhere in the literature, the same departure from

power law scattering behaviour can be seen in the work of Hasmy et. al. (1994). In their

Figure 2a, I(q).q4 was plotted against qa0 (a0 is the number weighted mean primary

particle diameter = 2r0) in order to demonstrate the effect of primary particle

polydispersity in moving the fractal to Porod scattering transition point. One can also

see in that figure that as polydispersity increases the fractal part of the curve becomes

less linear at high qa0, especially when σeff = 0.34.

Figure 33 – Scattering from DLCA1200bi assuming that

the large particles have scattering power ten times the

smaller ones.
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For each of the simulations listed in Table 2, I(q).q4 was plotted against 2qr0 in order to

determine the position of the fractal to Porod scattering transition point 2qcr0. The

results are shown in Figure 34. The curves labelled 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to

DLCA1200mono, DLCA1200bi, DLCA1200tri and DLCA1200tri2, respectively. The

obtained values of 2qcr0 are shown as crosses in Figure 35 with the solid line

representing the linear behaviour established by Hasmy et. al. (1994) and the small dots

their data.
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Figure 34 – I(q).q4 vs 2qr0 for the simulations listed

in Table 2. Values of the fractal to Porod crossover

point, 2qcr0, are indicated by the vertical bars.

Figure 35 – 2qcr0 vs σeff, showing the results from

Figure 34 (crosses) compared with the results of

Hasmy et. al. (1994) (dots).
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Beyond the conclusion that 2qcr0 is certainly lower for polydisperse cases than for the

monodisperse case, agreement between this work and that of Hasmy et. al. is not good.

This is almost certainly due to the fact that Hasmy et. al. used Gaussian distributions for

their primary particle sizes whereas arbitrarily chosen combinations of monodisperse

size classes were used in this work. This is borne out to some extent by the data from

this study: the bidisperse simulation has σeff = 0.35 and 2qcr0 = 2.1, whereas the

tridisperse simulation DLCA1200tri2 has 2qcr0 almost the same at 2.2, but σeff = 0.55.

Tridisperse simulation DLCA1200tri has σeff quite close to DLCA1200tri2 at 0.59, but

2qcr0 = 2.8, opposite to the trend established by Hasmy et. al. The position of the fractal

to Porod scattering transition is probably related to the q-Df deviation and thus may be

better described as some function of a fractal mean particle size rather than a number

mean particle size and number based standard deviation.

4.3.4.2 Homo and heteroaggregation

The scattering for the homo and heteroaggregative cases examined was calculated in the

same manner as the DLCA cases. As seen below in Figure 36 and Figure 37, the

scattering curves exhibit the same features as seen previously.
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Figure 36 – Simulated scattering from the

homoaggregative simulation DLCA1200homobi

showing the deviation from power law scattering.

The slope of the dashed line is –1.85.
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One might expect that the homoaggregative case should show a more pronounced

deviation from power law scattering because the large particles would tend to clump

together. This would have the same effect as if the large particles were more massive

and fewer in number, hence giving a greater fractal dilution and curvature at high q.

Figure 36 and Figure 37 show that a moderate aggregative preference of five to one

(sticking probabilities of 1.0 and 0.2 for the different particle interactions) has no

obvious effect on scattering from the aggregates other than to increase the fractal

dimension slightly.

Figure 37 - Simulated scattering from the

heterocoagulative simulation DLCA1200heterobi

showing the deviation from power law scattering.

The slope of the dashed line is –1.88.
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5 Modelling structure

It has been well demonstrated (see for example the review by Meakin (1988)) that

colloidal aggregates of small particles produced by diffusion processes can be

considered to be mass fractals. Such aggregates are not true fractals however: the

scaling invariably breaks down at small and large length scales. Modelling of this

scaling breakdown is critical to the useful application of fractal geometry to real life

processes, and with the explicit inclusion of polydispersity in the fractal scaling, forms

the basis of this chapter. After the literature review, the modelling of aggregate structure

at long, medium and finally short length scales is examined.

5.1 Literature review

Aggregate structure as measured by the interparticle distance distribution function has

already been illustrated in Figure 15. That this kind of function falls naturally into

discrete parts at different length scales was recognised by Dimon et. al. (1986), who

modelled the function g(r) as discrete pieces for self correlations and nearest

neighbours, the second coordination shell and the fractal scaling (which was multiplied

by an exponential cutoff function for longer length scales). Such a piecewise description

of the function is both natural and easy to handle in the transform to the light scattering
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q space, as can be seen in Appendix D – Derivation of the overlapping spheres structure

factor.

As explained in 2.3.2.3, the decay in the interparticle distance distribution function at

large length scales is described by a cutoff function. Early works [Sinha et. al. 1984,

Chen and Teixeira 1986] generally assumed an exponential form for the cutoff, mostly

because of its simplicity. The exponential cutoff has since been shown to be inaccurate

[Lin et. al. 1990, Khlebtsov and Melnikov 1994, Cai et. al. 1995, Sorensen 1997].

Details of the exponential form are given in 5.2.1. Other forms for the cutoff function

have been derived including a Gaussian form [Jullien 1992] (discussed in 5.2.2),

stretched exponential [Mountain and Mulholland 1988] (section 5.2.3) and overlapping

spheres form [Hurd and Flower 1988] (section 5.2.4). Despite the variety of cutoff

functions available, and despite its inadequacies, the exponential form is the most often

used to describe experimental data [Chen and Teixeira 1986, Amal et. al. 1990, Foret et.

al. 1992]. Although Cai et. al. (1995) found that the overlapping spheres cutoff

described their experimental data well, it has not been used to analyse experimental data

except by Hurd and Flower (1988). Hurd and Flower assumed monodisperse clusters in

their analysis, so the good fit of the overlapping spheres function is a little surprising.

Their results for the fractal dimension are also surprising, at ~1.5 they were much lower

than the typical values of ~1.8. These features might be related to the quite limited

range of fractal scaling in their data.

The modelling of medium range structure in fractal aggregates is, in the case of

monodisperse primary particles, quite simple and has been restricted to a description of

the fractal mass scaling (as discussed in 2.2.1). The polydisperse case has been

examined by Tence et. al. (1986) but only in the sense of simple fractal scaling of the

total number of mass of particles of all sizes.

Coordination numbers in fractal aggregates have been given almost no attention in the

literature in respect of modelling because for the monodisperse case the DLCA model

produces average coordination numbers exactly equal to two. Several models have

however been proposed for estimating the coordination number of mixtures of spheres.

A review was given by Pinson et. al. (1994) who compare the models of Dodds (1980),

Ouchiyama and Tanaka (1980) and Suzuki and Oshima (1983).
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The model of Dodds divides a space filled with particles of different sizes into

tetrahedra whose vertices are the centres of the spheres. The coordination numbers are

recovered by a numerical solution for the angles of subtention for a different sized

particles in a tetrahedron system. The coordination numbers are then related to the

angles of subtention.

Ouchiyama and Tanaka (1980) developed a

coordination number model based on the

geometric construction shown in Figure 38. In

this model, particle j represents a number

weighted  average particle in the distribution. The

coordination number of particle i is then

calculated by assuming that a constant surface

porosity exists at the surface defined by the

imaginary sphere radius ri + rj. The average

particles j occupy this fixed fraction of the

available surface area.

Suzuki and Oshima (1983) derived a model which is the logical extension of the

Ouchiyama and Tanaka model. For each mean partial coordination number 1zi,j, which

represents the average number of particles of type j connected to a particle of type i,

they considered a construction like that given in Figure 38.

In the Suzuki and Oshima model, particle j represents each of the particle sizes in the

distribution in turn. The coordination number is assumed to be proportional to the area

of the imaginary surface at ri + rj divided by the cross-sectional area of particle j. The

coordination numbers 1zi,j for each particle i are then distributed among the other

particle types according to their “fractional area” – simply the particle surface area

distribution. The concept is:
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Figure 38 – Ouchiyama and Tanaka (and

Suzuki and Oshima) coordination number

model.

(5-1)
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The model equations were derived for two cases, randomly packed spheres (weighted

by the fractional area – given in (5-1)) and randomly packed discs (weighted by the

fractional radius, in which case the exponents become 1 rather than 2).

Dimon et. al. (1986), Foret et. al. (1992) and Hasmy et. al. (1993) modelled the self

correlation and first coordination shells of aggregates in terms of delta functions in the

pair distance distribution function. Although Dimon et. al. and Hasmy et. al. included

effects from polydispersity in their analyses, they did not consider its effect on the

coordination numbers.

Dimon et. al. (1986) included a second coordination shell (the particles connected to

particles which are connected to the central particle) by way of an empirical fit to

simulation data using a second order polynomial. They found that including the second

coordination shell made the fits to experimental data somewhat better but was not

essential. Hasmy et. al. (1993) contend that inclusion of the second coordination shell is

important in properly describing the first minimum in the structure factor.

5.2 Long range structure - cutoff functions

Where the mass fractal dimension describes some of the internal structural features of a

fractal aggregate, the cutoff function (introduced in section 2.3.2.2) describes the gross

external structure or shape of the object. The cutoff function comes about in the context

of the pair distance distribution function (sometimes called a radial distribution

function), which we became familiar with in the same section. In this section, the cutoff

functions given in the literature are compared with the simulation results from Chapter 4

and with the expectations of reason.
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5.2.1 Exponential cutoff

The exponential cutoff function is the simplest of all cutoff functions, and was the first

to be used [Sinha et. al. 1984]. As the name suggests, the form of the function is a

simple exponential:

ξξ /)/( rerh −=

Where ξ is a characteristic size related to the radius of gyration Rg by ξ2 = 2Rg
2 / 3(Df-1)

[Lin et. al. 1990]. Sorensen (1997) and Jullien (1992) give the constant as ξ2 = 2Rg
2 /

Df(Df+1). Clearly one of these expressions is incorrect. Using the latter form leads to

overestimation of the radius of gyration by typically 40% in the cases examined (see

Table 14 through Table 17 in section 5.2.6.4).

An appealing feature of this cutoff function is that it leads to a relatively simple

expression for the structure factor S(q):
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The exponential cutoff function fulfils all of the theoretical requirements for a cutoff

function, but has several shortcomings. Firstly from an aesthetic point of view it is

purely a function of mathematical convenience that has no physical basis, although its

structure factor does reduce to the Fisher-Burford expression for light scattering from a

critical fluid when Df = 2 [Schaefer et. al. 1984 in Sorensen 1997].

A more serious drawback is that it decays to zero too slowly to recover the fractal

scaling unless the aggregates are large enough to manifest a very wide fractal scaling

regime. This was clearly demonstrated with experimental data in section 3.3.2.5. Figure

39 and Figure 40 illustrate the difficulties this cutoff function has in describing data

from monodisperse simulated DLCA clusters. The performance of the exponential

cutoff in terms of recovering fractal dimension and cluster size distribution can be seen

in section 5.2.6, which compares the performance of all the cutoff functions discussed

here.

(5-2)

(5-3)
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Figure 39 – Simulated distance distribution

function and model assuming exponential cutoff.

Figure 40 – Simulated structure factor and model

assuming exponential cutoff.
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5.2.2 Gaussian cutoff

The Gaussian cutoff function has the form:

( ) ( )2// ξξ rerh −=

The Gaussian cutoff function of course, like all of the proposed forms except the shortly

to be introduced Overlapping Spheres and SCQuIDD models, never falls to zero as does

the cutoff function for a real finite aggregate. Consequently it does not have a defined

external radius Re. It does however have a radius of gyration because it decays faster

than a power law. The radius of gyration is related to the characteristic size ξ by [Jullien

1992, Sorensen 1997]:
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Like the simple exponential cutoff, the Gaussian has no physical basis, but leads to a

structure factor with an analytical form:
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according to Sorensen et. al. (1995), where 1F1 is the confluent hypergeometric series.

Jullien (1992) gives the structure factor as:
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where Im denotes the imaginary part, Γ is the gamma function and Dp(x) is the parabolic

cylinder function. The two expressions are equivalent (apart, perhaps, from differences

in normalisation) as the parabolic cylinder function is also expressible in terms of

confluent hypergeometric functions [Luke 1969].

Comparison of the Gaussian cutoff model with simulation data in both the r and q

domains yields excellent qualitative agreement as evidenced in Figure 41 and Figure 42.

(5-4)

(5-5)

(5-6)

(5-7)
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The performance of the Gaussian cutoff in recovering the fractal dimension and cluster

size distribution is also good (as will be seen in sections 5.2.6.3 to 5.2.7), supporting the

general preference of Sorensen (1997) for this particular form for the cutoff function.
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Figure 41 – Simulated and modelled DLCA pair

distance distribution function with Gaussian cutoff.

Figure 42 – Simulated and modelled DLCA

structure factor with Gaussian cutoff.
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5.2.3 Stretched exponential cutoff

The stretched exponential form for the cutoff function was first proposed by Mountain

and Mulholland (1988). It has the form:

( ) 5.2)/(2.0/ gRr
g eRrh −=

A number of forms for the cutoff function, including overlapping spheres, exponential,

gaussian and stretched exponential were evaluated by Lin et. al., who concluded that the

stretched exponential gave the best fit to DLCA and RLCA data  (Lin et. al. 1990). The

stretched exponential is like the other forms of the cutoff function evaluated against

both DLCA and RLCA test data in section 5.2.6. A comparison of the predictions of the

stretched exponential form with DLCA1200mono particle simulations is shown in

Figure 43 and Figure 44.
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Bearing in mind that the simulations in this work correspond more or less exactly to

those of Lin et. al. (see Figure 17) and that the evaluation of the exponential form of the

cutoff function is also in agreement with their work, it appears that they may have made

a numerical error in their evaluation of the stretched exponential form of the cutoff

function.

(5-8)

Figure 43– Simulated and modelled DLCA pair

distance distribution function with Stretched

Exponential cutoff.
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The equivalent to Figure 44 in the work of Lin et. al. (1990) (their Figure 2) shows the

stretched exponential in very good agreement with the simulation data. In contrast,

Figure 44 shows that the model curve falls well below the simulation data for all qRg>1.

5.2.4 Overlapping spheres

Hurd and Flower (1988) first used the Overlapping Spheres cutoff model for fractal

aggregates, which is the cutoff function of a sphere (developed by Guinier and Fournet

(1955)). They developed the expression

in terms of the overlapping correlation

volume between two spheres. An

alternate way of understanding the

problem is to develop the equation for

the spherical cutoff function by

computing c(r/Re) for a sphere, then

dividing by r2 (as the mass scaling

dimension of a solid sphere is 3). Re

represents the external radius of the

sphere.

Figure 45 shows the geometry of the

Figure 44 - Simulated and modelled DLCA

structure factor with Stretched Exponential cutoff.

Figure 45 – The geometry of the spherical cutoff

determination problem of the unit sphere, Re = 1.
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problem. The distance distribution function is obtained by expanding from each

differential mass element within the unit solid sphere centred at A, a measurement

sphere centred at B. Each differential mass element on the surface of the measurement

sphere which is enclosed within the solid sphere then contributes to the distance

distribution function. In this way the total number of correlations between differential

mass elements having separation r are counted. The expression for the dimensionless

distance distribution function for a sphere of external radius Re is then:
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Which is tedious to evaluate by hand. Solution of equation (5-9) using MAPLE and

dividing by r2 gives us the expression for the cutoff function of a sphere:
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Hurd and Flower (1988) took a different analytical approach to the problem, but arrived

at the same expression. For this form of the cutoff function, the expression relating the

radius of gyration Rg to the external radius Re (from equation (2-29)) is [Hurd and

Flower 1988, Lin et. al. 1990]:
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As pointed out by Hurd and Flower, the use of the spherical cutoff function to describe

fractal aggregates although similar in spirit, is not quite the same thing as excising a

spherical section from a much larger fractal mass. The use of a spherical cutoff function

models the scattering from the finite fractal as the convolution of the intensity scattered

by an infinite fractal with the intensity scattered by a sphere, whereas the scattering

from a spherically truncated fractal is the square of the convolution of the scattered

fields from an infinite fractal and a sphere [Hurd and Flower 1988].

It is generally claimed (for example, Sorensen 1997) that the overlapping spheres cutoff

function does not result in an analytical expression for the structure factor. An

(5-9)

(5-10)

(5-11)
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expression for the structure factor resulting from such a cutoff function can however be

found by making use of a table of integrals [Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980]:

A more complete representation including primary particle effects can be found in

Appendix D – Derivation of the overlapping spheres structure factor. Since the

incomplete gamma function γ is expressible in terms of hypergeometric series [Luke

1969], the structure factor with overlapping spheres cutoff has no more or less an

analytical solution than that resulting from the Gaussian cutoff. In fact, any cutoff

function of polynomial form results in a structure factor expressed in terms of

hypergeometric series. The mathematics of the scattering transform for these

polynomial cases is detailed in Appendix D – Derivation of the overlapping spheres

structure factor.
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As with the evaluation of the previous cutoff functions, we compare the models

resulting from the overlapping spheres model with the pair distance distribution

(5-12)

Figure 46 – Simulated and modelled DLCA pair

distance distribution function with Overlapping

Spheres cutoff.
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function and the structure factor for DLCA type aggregates. Figure 46 and Figure 47

show that the agreement is quite good in a qualitative sense, except for the slope of the

curve at small r (and large q). This has consequences for the evaluation of the fractal

dimension, as we shall see in sections 5.2.6.4 and 5.2.7.
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5.2.5 Spherical cutoff with quadratic internal density decay

(SCQuIDD)

The use of the overlapping spheres cutoff, and hence convoluting the intensity scattered

by an infinite fractal with that of a sphere, is perhaps not the most appropriate way to

derive a cutoff function with physical meaning. The implication in doing this is that in

some way the structure of the aggregate is spherical. When we consider the structure of

a cluster – cluster process aggregate however, we can see that the number of particles

present at the periphery of the aggregate is very small. This is because the structure at

the edges of the aggregate is incomplete in the sense that the further aggregation events

will result in the presence of more particles in these regions as the colliding aggregates

interpenetrate each other. In contrast the structure at the centre of the aggregate is

substantially complete, as the probability of interpenetration all the way through to the

aggregate centre is very small.

Figure 47 – Simulated and modelled DLCA structure

factor with Overlapping Spheres cutoff.
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This logic led the author to consider a cutoff function described by a sphere with density

varying from unity at the centre of the sphere to zero at its surface, corresponding to

“incomplete” structure. The derivation of this cutoff is similar to that for the

overlapping spheres model. Choosing the internal density decay function to be

quadratic:
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leads to a tractable expression for the pair distance distribution function integral:

solution of which as with the overlapping spheres model, when divided by r2 gives a

polynomial expression for the cutoff function:
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solution of equation (2-29) is:
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An expression for the structure factor in terms of the incomplete gamma function can be

derived in the same manner as for the overlapping spheres cutoff:

(5-13)
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The predictions of the SCQuIDD form (Figure 48 and Figure 49) show excellent

qualitative agreement with the simulation data, even better than for the Gaussian and

overlapping spheres cutoffs.
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Figure 48 - Simulated and modelled DLCA pair

distance distribution function with SCQuIDD cutoff.
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5.2.6 Comparison of cutoff functions

In order to answer the question “what is the best cutoff function?”, one must define

what one means by “best”. A few possible criteria for consideration are:

1. Whether the cutoff function when multiplied by a suitable power law function gives

a good least squares fit (in either a linear or a log sense) to pair distance distribution

functions from experiments or simulations.

2. Whether or not the cutoff function has a physical basis.

3. The performance of the cutoff function when used with the method of Sorensen et.

al. (1995) to estimate the aggregate size distribution.

4. The performance of the cutoff function in simultaneously recovering the cluster size

distribution and fractal dimension from scattered intensity data.

5.2.6.1 Least squares fit to distance distribution functions

The meaning of a good least-squares fit between a model and simulated distance

distribution function is that the model has a functional form that is close in some sense

Figure 49 – Simulated and modelled DLCA

structure factor with SCQuIDD cutoff.
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to the actual form of the distance distribution function. Whether we choose to evaluate

the error between the model and the simulation, or that of their logarithms depends on

our point of view. Evaluation of the error in a linear sense gives a good indication of

how well the cutoff function in the model describes the real physical form of the

aggregate. Evaluation of the error in a log sense biases the result toward errors made

when the functions are small in magnitude. Indeed where the cutoff functions that fall to

be identically equal to zero (overlapping spheres, SCQuIDD) do so even slightly

prematurely, the error becomes infinite. These infinite terms were excluded from the

analysis that follows. On the other hand, the sum of squared errors between the logs

makes sense because the distance distribution functions, structure factors and light

scattering are normally presented in a log-log plot to make the fractal scaling apparent

as linear behaviour.

We can see in a qualitative sense the performance of the cutoff functions in terms of

criterion 1 in the figures earlier in this section. For a more quantitative analysis, each of

the cutoff functions were compared to data obtained from the DLCA1200mono,

DLCA5000mono, RLCA1200mono and RLCA5000mono simulations. The distance

distribution functions from each simulation were first normalised as functions of (r/Rg)

and averaged. Multiplying this power law determined in Chapter 4 by the cutoff

function in question with radius of gyration set to unity provided a model distance

distribution function for comparison to the simulation. The model distance distribution

function was multiplied by a proportionality constant which was allowed to vary as a

free parameter to minimise the sum of squares error, in both a linear and a log sense.

The results were normalised against the sum of function values and are summarised

below in Table 8 through Table 11.
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Table 8 – Comparison of Cutoff function performance against DLCA1200mono for given Df = 1.78, Rg =

1.0

Functional form Normalised standard linear

error

× 1000

Normalised standard log

error

× 1e6

Exponential 38.8 93.8

Gaussian 0.329 39.4

Stretched exponential 15.7 53.0

Overlapping spheres 1.39 0.438

SCQuIDD 0.263 3.55

Table 9 - Comparison of Cutoff function performance against DLCA5000mono for given Df = 1.78, Rg =

1.0

Functional form Normalised standard

linear error

× 1000

Normalised standard log

error

× 1e6

Exponential 264 29.1

Gaussian 36.0 12.2

Stretched exponential 67.2 18.2

Overlapping spheres 13.9 0.210

SCQuIDD 5.13 3.00
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Table 10 - Comparison of Cutoff function performance against RLCA1200mono for given Df = 1.97, Rg =

1.0

Functional form Normalised standard

linear error

× 1000

Normalised standard log

error

× 1e6

Exponential 58.2 53.6

Gaussian 3.47 15.2

Stretched exponential 72.0 38.1

Overlapping spheres 3.79 20.6

SCQuIDD 3.67 2.67

Table 11 - Comparison of Cutoff function performance against RLCA5000mono for given Df = 1.97, Rg =

1.0

Functional form Normalised standard

linear error

× 1000

Normalised standard log

error

× 1e6

Exponential 506 33.5

Gaussian 72.0 10.5

Stretched exponential 85.4 15.8

Overlapping spheres 71.6 1.15

SCQuIDD 23.2 7.24
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We can see that, consistent with Figure 39, Figure 40 and the discussion in section

3.3.2.5, the exponential function performs badly in all cases. The stretched exponential

function is not much better. In terms of the normalised standard log error, the

overlapping spheres model appears to be the best, with the SCQuIDD in a close second

place, except for the RLCA1200mono case when the SCQuIDD performs best. This

result is somewhat artificial because the errors were only evaluated in a log sense up

until r = 2Re, at which point the cutoff function drops to zero (errors become infinite).

This means that the analysis is not sensitive to the accuracy of the cutoff function at the

very edge of the aggregate. In terms of the normalised standard linear error, the

SCQuIDD performs best except again for the RLCA1200mono case when it runs a very

close second to the Gaussian.

5.2.6.2 Physical basis for cutoff functions

Criterion 2 is whether or not the cutoff function has a physical basis, and whether it

behaves sensibly at extreme values of Df. The overlapping spheres cutoff and its variant,

the SCQuIDD are the only functions based on a physical consideration of the aggregate

structure. The exponential and gaussian cutoff forms although unphysical at least have

the not inconsiderable advantage of leading to reasonably simple expressions for the

structure factor. The stretched exponential form is purely a fit to the simulation data of

Mountain and Mulholland (1988) and necessitates the numerical application of the

scattering transform in its solution. Jullien (1992) has made an extensive comparison of

the exponential and gaussian forms of the cutoff function. In that study, the exponential

form is shown to give rise to a structure factor with no inflexion point, which

approaches the power law S(q) ∝ q-4 as Df  3 (corresponding to the Porod law, or

surface scattering). The gaussian model however shows an inflexion point that becomes

more pronounced as Df increases, becoming infinitely large at Df = 3. At q higher than

the inflexion point the structure factor returns to the q-Df functionality. When Df = 3 the

fractal scaling regime is not recovered at any q, and the structure factor takes a form as

if the Guinier regime was extended to infinite q. Jullien (1992) compared these two

structure factors to structure factors from simulated mass fractals with higher fractal

dimensions (up to Df = 2.585) and concluded that the gaussian cutoff function was the

more appropriate of the two. In further work [Thouy and Jullien 1996] a more realistic

fractal model of aggregates (essentially consistent with the structures produced by the
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cluster – cluster aggregation models) was produced with fractal dimension as a user-

definable value up to an upper limit of about 2.55. In that work the authors confirmed

the existence of the point of inflexion in the structure factors of the aggregates they

simulated.

It is interesting to note in more detail the form of these structure factors. In particular

the structure factors shown in Thouy and Jullien (1996) Figure 4, and Jullien (1992)

Figure 4, show in the region of the point of inflexion (between the Guinier and fractal

regimes) a small amount of oscillation that appears to become more prominent as the

fractal dimension increases. Structure factors derived from the cutoff functions with a

physical basis show qualitatively similar behaviour. Figure 50 shows five structure

factors derived from the cutoff functions considered here with a fractal dimension of

2.55 assumed.
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The difference in the degree of oscillation seen between the structure factors from the

overlapping spheres and SCQuIDD models is due to the nature of the surfaces assumed.

When the fractal dimension is less than 2, the fractal is geometrically transparent [Berry

and Percival 1986]. This means that all parts of the fractal are visible and so it is

impossible to define a surface in any optically meaningful sense. Scattering from these

structures can therefore be considered as being entirely bulk scattering, leading to

unambiguous q-Df fractal scattering. Structures with a fractal dimension of 3 have a well

defined, continuous surface and an unambiguous interior. Since homogeneous matter

Figure 50 – Structure factors produced using different

cutoff functions with fractal dimension set to 2.55.
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does not produce any net scattering, scattering from such compact objects can be

considered to be entirely due to surface scattering. This leads to the famous q-4

dependence of the Porod law and the oscillations in scattered intensity seen from

compact objects of any shape, and spheres in particular. As Df goes from 2 to 3 we

expect to see a transition from I(q) ∝ q-Df to I(q) ∝ q-4 which could be considered in a

simplistic sense as representing increasing dominance of the surface scattering effect

over bulk scattering. This is seen in Figure 51 where the structure factors resulting from

a fractal dimension of 2.90 are shown.
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Both the overlapping spheres and SCQuIDD reproduce this transition well. The other

forms for the cutoff function are deficient in various ways. The exponential form does

not show the inflexion point and oscillations exhibited by simulations. The gaussian

form does not approach the q-4 dependence as Df  3 and the stretched exponential

shows the same fault and additionally displays negative values for the structure factor

when Df is greater than about 2.85. This is not such an issue as far as cluster – cluster

aggregates are concerned as the work of Thouy and Jullien (1996) appears to indicate

that such structures with fractal dimensions higher than about 2.55 are not physically

realisable without restructuring. Restructured aggregates or structures formed from

different mechanisms with higher fractal dimensions certainly are possible however.

Since the overlapping spheres function describes non-spherical cluster – cluster

aggregates quite well and of course also describes spheres it is reasonable to expect that

it, the SCQuIDD and other similarly derived functions probably describe a wide range

Figure 51 - Structure factors produced using

different cutoff functions with fractal dimension

set to 2.90.
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of not too non-spherical aggregate shapes quite well, from tip-to-tip tenuous aggregates

through all stages of restructuring to compact aggregates. Such a conjecture remains to

be tested however.

5.2.6.3 The method of Sorensen et. al. to determine the cluster size

distribution

The third listed criterion is the performance of the cutoff function in the method of

cluster size distribution measurement proposed by Sorensen et. al. (1995). The principle

of this method is the division of the scattering curve into three separate regions, from

which the three independent pieces of information; Df, Rg and the cluster size width are

recovered. The mass squared mean radius of gyration Rg is recovered from the qRg << 1

part of the scattering curve by fitting the Guinier equation . The fractal dimension Df is

determined from the qRg >> 1 part of the scattering curve by fitting a straight line to the

linear portion of the curve on a log-log plot, or some other method. The information

about the cluster size distribution is contained in the transition region between the

Guinier regime and the fractal scaling regime. A wide cluster size distribution results in

a broader transition region, and a monodisperse cluster size distribution results in a

narrow transition region. That the form of the cluster size distribution has such a subtle

effect on the scattering curve means that limited information about the cluster size

distribution can be recovered, especially if there is any form of noise in the data. In

practice, the best that can be hoped for is that some form of cluster distribution width

can be recovered under an assumed functional form for the size distribution. This done,

the radius of gyration and assumed functional form are used to generate a series of data

sets resulting from different values of the cluster distribution width parameter. A plot of

I(0)/I(q) against (qRg)
2 allows different values of the cluster size distribution width to be

compared with the unknown data. The best match between the unknown data and the

generated data indicates the value of the cluster distribution width. Some indication of

the appropriateness of the assumed form for the cluster distribution can be obtained by a

comparison of the shape of the I(0)/I(q) vs (qRg)
2 unknown data curve and the generated

curves.

To use this technique as a tool to evaluate the cutoff functions under consideration, a

number of data sets were generated assuming a log-normal cluster radius distribution

and a monodisperse structure factor described by the parameterised form given by Lin
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et. al. (1990) (recall that this parameterised form describes almost perfectly the data

from the simulations in this work). The test data sets had the independent parameters

given in Table 12 below.

The form of the log-normal cluster is [Sorensen et. al. 1995]:
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Table 12 – Test data sets for evaluation of cutoff functions

Data Set Name Df No σ

DLCA1 1.80 33 1.5

DLCA2 1.80 100 1.1

RLCA1 2.10 33 1.5

RLCA2 2.10 100 1.1

Given that the data sets were generated with a cutoff-independent form for the structure

factor, the test of a particular cutoff function is how well it recovers the value of the

cluster distribution width σ given the mean cluster size and the fractal dimension. Table

13 shows the result of the comparison. The non-numeric entries for the exponential

cutoff function indicate that the relationship between the family of generated curves and

the test data set was so bad that it was difficult (and not really necessary) to try to

recover a meaningful value of σ. An example of this behaviour is shown in Figure 52.

(5-18)
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It can be seen from Table 13 that all of the cutoff functions except the exponential give

reasonable performance. It is difficult to distinguish between the gaussian, stretched

exponential, overlapping spheres and SCQuIDD forms, although one might prefer the

overlapping spheres model as it predicts σ almost exactly for the DLCA cases and has

an error of only about 0.05 in the RLCA cases.

Table 13 – Performance of cutoff functions in recovering the cluster distribution width parameter σ using

the method of Sorensen et. al. (1995)

DLCA1 DLCA2 RLCA1 RLCA2

Actual σ 1.50 1.10 1.50 1.10

Exponential bad bad bad bad

Gaussian 1.45 <1.00 1.50 <1.00

Stretched exponential 1.50-1.55 1.05-1.25 1.57 1.15-1.20

Overlapping spheres 1.50 1.10 1.54 1.15-1.18

SCQuIDD 1.50-1.52 1.05-1.15 1.54 1.15-1.18

Figure 52 – Comparison of data from DLCA1 test

data set with prediction from an exponential cutoff

with log-normal cluster width parameters  σ = 1.4,

1.5, 1.6.
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The entries for the Gaussian cutoff in the DLCA2 and RLCA2 cases indicate that the

gaussian cannot quite produce a sharp enough cutoff in the structure factor to describe

scattering from aggregates with a narrow size distribution, although it has no trouble

with a somewhat broader distribution. This is not of much consequence from a practical

standpoint however as such monodisperse cluster distributions are unlikely in most

applications.

The conclusion we reach from this examination is that the overlapping spheres is the

best cutoff function, followed closely by the SCQuIDD, with the Gaussian or stretched

exponential as third choice.

5.2.6.4 Simultaneous determination of Df, Rg and σ

The fourth and final criterion listed for judging cutoff functions was their ability to

simultaneously recover the cluster size distribution and fractal dimension from

simulated or experimental data. This is one of the most important criteria for evaluating

the cutoff functions because one of the major applications of a good cutoff function is

the determination of Rg, σ and Df from experimental (or industrial) data using a

computer. To this end we have again employed the data sets listed in Table 12. The

procedure used for the simultaneous determination of size distribution and fractal

dimension is a computational one. Assuming a cutoff function and a functional form for

the cluster size number distribution (log-normal in this study) leaves three free

parameters: fractal dimension Df, number mean cluster mass N0, and cluster distribution

width parameter σ. These three independent parameters were optimised using a Nelder-

Meade type simplex algorithm [MATLAB 5.0, referencing Dennis and Woods 1987].

At each function evaluation the monodisperse distance distribution function was

computed and then convoluted with the current cluster size distribution. The resulting

polydisperse distance distribution function was then numerically transformed to the

polydisperse structure factor. The sum of squares error between this structure factor and

that from the test data formed the objective function which the simplex algorithm was

trying to minimise. The results of the exercise are presented in Table 14 to Table 17.

The entries Exponential (1) and Exponential (2) use the relationship between ξ and Rg

given by Lin et. al. (1990), and by Jullien (1992) and Sorensen (1997), respectively.

Rg 1,0 represents the number mean radius of gyration and Rg 6,5 the mass squared mean.
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Table 14 – DLCA1 data set, performance of cutoff functions in recovering Df, Rg and σ

Df No σ Rg 1,0 Rg 6,5

Input value 1.80 33.0 1.50 42.2 76.3

Exponential (1) 1.89 47.2 1.37 54.6 78.7

Exponential (2) 1.87 95.1 1.08 96.1 98.4

Gaussian 1.79 28.0 1.62 39.7 91.5

Stretched Exponential 1.76 23.2 1.65 33.8 81.6

Overlapping spheres 1.83 28.3 1.59 39.2 86.4

SCQuIDD 1.78 26.0 1.64 37.5 89.7

Table 15 – DLCA2 data set, performance of cutoff functions in recovering Df, Rg and σ

Df No σ Rg 1,0 Rg 6,5

Input value 1.80 100 1.10 101 105

Exponential (1) 1.87 135 1.00 137 137

Exponential (2) 1.94 72.2 1.53 94.6 190

Gaussian 1.78 105 1.13 108 113

Stretched Exponential 1.78 55.6 1.44 68.0 110

Overlapping spheres 1.82 92.6 1.20 97.4 110

SCQuIDD 1.79 96.8 1.16 100 108
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Table 16 - RLCA1 data set, performance of cutoff functions in recovering Df, Rg and σ

Df No σ Rg 1,0 Rg 6,5

Input value 2.10 33.0 1.50 42.2 84.2

Exponential (1) 2.18 60.1 1.26 65.2 82.3

Exponential (2) 2.17 98.1 1.12 99.8 105

Gaussian 2.07 31.1 1.57 42.1 96.8

Stretched Exponential 2.01 29.3 1.53 38.4 79.2

Overlapping spheres 2.11 30.9 1.55 41.1 92.2

SCQuIDD 2.07 28.4 1.59 39.2 95.5

Table 17 – RLCA2 data set, performance of cutoff functions in recovering Df, Rg and σ

Df No σ Rg 1,0 Rg 6,5

Input value 2.10 100 1.10 101 105

Exponential (1) 2.18 94.7 1.25 102 127

Exponential (2) 2.18 166 1.01 166 166

Gaussian 2.10 45.2 1.58 61.9 150

Stretched Exponential 2.07 55.7 1.38 65.1 100.1

Overlapping spheres 2.12 89.9 1.20 94.5 109

SCQuIDD 2.08 82.2 1.26 89.2 112

Tables 14 to 17 show that the exponential cutoff function performs badly, significantly

overestimating the fractal dimension in all cases. The estimation of the cluster width
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distribution σ and the mass squared mean radius of gyration Rg 6,5 is also poor except for

the Exponential (1) form using the relationship between ξ and Rg given by Lin et. al.

(1990), for which the estimate is reasonable. The Gaussian function recovers the fractal

dimension well in all cases. It is also quite accurate in the estimation of σ, except in the

RLCA case with narrow cluster size (Table 17) where it has failed dramatically in

recovering the cluster size distribution. It must be remembered that the technique

discussed here is trying to fit three parameters simultaneously, so the numerical values

of σ may be different from those given in Table 13. The stretched exponential tends to

underestimate the fractal dimension and overestimate σ, but is quite accurate with the

estimation of Rg 6,5.The overlapping spheres and SCQuIDD forms are both very accurate

in the determination of Df, with the overlapping spheres slightly better. Both of these

forms overestimate σ and Rg 6,5 slightly.

5.2.7 Conclusion regarding cutoff functions

From the four criteria given above for the evaluation of the cutoff functions presented in

this section we can draw the following general concluding remarks.

The exponential function is a poor approximation to the behaviour of simulated

aggregates and should not be used. This is of course already well reported [Lin et. al.

1990, Jullien 1992, Khlebtsov and Melnikov 1994]. The exponential form also fails

when applied to experimental data as was seen in 3.3.2.5. It appears that the expression

for the radius of gyration for use with the exponential function given by Jullien (1992)

and Sorensen (1997) may be incorrect. However, in view of the poor performance of the

function in either case, it is something of a moot point.

The stretched exponential function does not fit the simulated distance distribution

functions as well as other functional forms, and tends to underestimate both the fractal

dimension and the mean cluster size.

The Gaussian cutoff function gives quite a reasonable fit to simulation data, but has

trouble fitting scattered intensity data from clusters with very narrow size distribution.

Such narrow distributions are quite unlikely in practice and so this is not such a great

concern. Although it does not have a physical basis, the Gaussian form is quite close to
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that of the overlapping spheres and SCQuIDD forms and it does have an easily

implemented analytical expression for the structure factor.

The best overall performer would have to be the overlapping spheres cutoff, with the

SCQuIDD form almost as good. It is interesting to note that the overlapping spheres

model usually slightly overpredicts the fractal dimension, for a reason similar to the

exponential form for the cutoff. The second term in the overlapping spheres expression

(equation (5-10)) depends linearly on r, and so the dropoff from unity is quite fast,

faster than that of cutoff functions from simulations. The second term in the SCQuIDD

expression however, depends on r2 and so drops off more slowly, possibly a little too

slowly, resulting in a slight underestimation of Df.

This implies that the correct form for the cutoff function may lie somewhere between

the overlapping spheres and SCQuIDD model. Reducing the rate of internal density

decay of the SCQuIDD  by using an expression like ρ(r)=1-ar2 where a is a number

between 0 (overlapping spheres model) and 1 (SCQuIDD) results in a tractable

integration, leading to a polynomial expression for the cutoff function.

Since polynomials lead to analytical structure factors (at least as far as the solution for

the Gaussian cutoff has been called analytical [Sorensen 1997]), such an intermediate

cutoff function seems to be the best approach from a practical point of view.

Alternately, one could use both the overlapping spheres and SCQuIDD models as upper

and lower estimates for the fractal dimension and an indication of the reliability of the

cluster size information so obtained.

5.3 Mid range structure - partial distance distribution

functions and fractal dilution

The fundamental mass scaling relationship expressed in equation (2-2) is somewhat

flexible in its interpretation. It applies not only to the scaling of aggregate mass as a

function of external size, but also to the mass contained within an imaginary

(hyper)sphere of size r within the aggregate. In this way of thinking the expression

describes the scaling observed in the distance distribution functions:
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where n is the number of particles having radius r0 enclosed within a sphere of radius r

and β is a proportionality constant of the same type but different value to kg. ε is a

scaling correction in the spirit of correction to the aggregate mass / radius of gyration

scaling relation introduced by Ball and Jullien (1984) and Warren (1993). ε results from

the fact that the aggregate structure is not fractal at short length scales. As we have seen

in Figure 15, fractal scaling commences from approximately six primary particle radii.

Therefore when r > 6r0 the error term ε is constant and equal to the total miscalculation

at r < 6r0 due to non-fractal scaling. ε fluctuates with the effects of the coordination

shells when r < 6r0.

When there are multiple types of primary particles present within the aggregate, the

equation is easily generalised with the introduction of a factor χi that represents

concentration of particle type i within the overall fractal structure of the aggregate

[Bushell et. al. 1997, Bushell et. al. 1998, Bushell and Amal 1998]:
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A concentration of χi = 1 corresponds to the aggregate (with the same fractal dimension,

size and prefactor) being constructed entirely from particle type i.

The partial distance distribution function of particles of type j from particles of type i in

an aggregate of polydisperse particles follows from equation (5-20) by differentiation:
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within the limits ~(ri+5rj) < r << Rg (compare to Figure 19).

This result was checked by comparing the predictions of equation (5-21) with

simulation results. The particle types in the simulations are subscripted according to

their order in the user specified size list. Thus, particle type 1 is the smallest, 2 is the

next largest and so on. Figure 53 shows three arbitrarily chosen partial distance

(5-19)

(5-20)

(5-21)
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distribution functions (c13, c22 and c33) from the simulation ‘DLCA1200tri2’,

corresponding to radius 1 – radius 5, radius 2 – radius 2 and radius 5 – radius 5 distance

distribution functions.
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The model (dotted lines) fits the simulation data (solid lines) quite well. Of course the

distance distribution functions of the simulated aggregates decay to zero as the edge of

the aggregate is reached (r approaches R). The model remains to be multiplied by a

suitable cutoff function (convoluted with the cluster size distribution) as discussed in

section 5.2. The short range order in these kinds of clusters, in particular the first shell

coordination number matrix, will be discussed in section 5.4. The factor β (which is not

the same thing as kg) was determined from the monomodal simulation to be equal to

0.66. The number of particles of type i that would be required to make up an aggregate

of the same radius of gyration as the polydisperse aggregate, Ni, was determined for

each i using the monomodal case as a model. The particles’ fractal concentrations χi

were then determined by dividing the actual number of type i particles in the aggregate

by Ni.

Figure 53 – Three partial distance distribution

functions from DLCA1200tri2. Dotted lines show the

fit of the model embodied in equation (5-21).
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5.3.1 Fractal mean particle sizes and their application to the

determination of the solid fraction

One of the areas of immediate practical application of fractal theory to aggregate

structure is the measurement of the solid fraction of flocs.

For aggregates of monodisperse primary particles, the derivation of an expression for

solid fraction is a relatively simple affair. The boundary of an aggregate is not well

defined in the sense that it is not easy to say whether a particular point is “inside” or

“outside” the aggregate. Because of this uncertainty one could define solid fraction in

terms of the volume of the convex hull of the aggregate or of the hydrodynamic

equivalent sphere or any number of other constructs with equal validity. For simplicity

we choose to use the volume of the smallest enclosing sphere (radius Re). The

expression for solid fraction is then:
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We can solve the same problem for aggregates consisting of multiple particle types by

proposing the existence of an average primary particle size that when aggregated by the

same mechanism as the polydisperse aggregate, will produce an aggregate having the

same solid volume and the same radius as the aggregate for which we are trying to

determine the solid fraction.

Consider a string of particles of different sizes ri lined up in a row like beads on a

necklace. Such an aggregate has a mass fractal dimensionality of 1. In order to predict

the solid fraction of such an aggregate, a single particle type of size r  must be chosen

such that the aggregate of these particles has the same solid volume and the same length

as the original structure:

∑=
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iirNrN

( ) ( )33

∑=
i

ii rNrN

(5-22)

(5-23)

(5-24)
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In the case of a planar aggregate of various particle sizes, the aggregate modelled with a

single particle size must have (neglecting the complication of close packing of the

spheres) the same area and the same solid volume as the original aggregate so instead of

the expression (5-23) we have:

( ) ( )∑=
i

ii rNrN 22

In the general Df dimensional case we can say that the model aggregate of monodisperse

particles must have the same Dw dimensional weight and the same Df space-filling

characteristic as the distribution of spheres present in the actual aggregate:
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giving us an expression for an average size of the constituent particles which when used

alone to create an aggregate of the same Df dimensionality as the original polydisperse

aggregate (and implicitly, the same prefactor), will exhibit the Dw filling behaviour:
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Setting Dw = 2 allows us to calculate the surface area of an aggregate of a given size and

particle composition, which may be an important measure if one is trying to model the

behaviour of agglomerates of catalyst particles or the transport of adsorbed chemical

species on aggregates of small particles found in natural water. Setting Dw = 3 results in

a mean size that can be substituted for r0 in equation (5-22) to obtain the solid fraction

of a fractal aggregate of polydisperse particles – an important step forward for processes

as diverse as floc settling and sludge dewatering.

The accuracy of this expression is easily verified with data from the polydisperse

simulations. Using the scaling of aggregate masses with the external radius of the

aggregates for the DLCA1200mono and DLCA5000mono cases, we determine the

(5-25)

(5-26)

(5-27)

(5-28)
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constant ke to be 0.42. This value is representative of the simulations executed in this

work, and probably representative of most DLCA simulations. It should not be applied

to experimental data without great care as experimental systems usually have

complicating phenomena such as short range restructuring [Lips and Duckworth 1988]

which will change the value of ke. Table 18 shows the calculated mass mean Df

dimensional space filling size, r3,Df, of each of the polydisperse simulations and the solid

fraction calculated by the procedure outlined above. Also shown is the actual solid

fraction (which may be calculated directly since we have the benefit of knowing exactly

the number of particles in the aggregates). The agreement between the actual and

calculated solid fractions is excellent, indicating that the use of the fractal mean particle

size is correct, as suggested by the data collapse induced in the experimental results in

chapter 3.

Table 18 – Actual and calculated solid fractions

Simulation r3,Df calculated solid

fraction

actual solid fraction

DLCA1200mono 1.00 0.00209 0.00209

DLCA1200bi 1.46 0.00289 0.00292

DLCA1200tri 2.43 0.00366 0.00360

DLCA1200tri2 3.30 0.00335 0.00335

Furthermore, the connectivity of the particles within the aggregate does not affect the

result, as can be seen in Table 19 showing the same calculations for the homo and

heteroaggregative simulations.

Table 19 – Actual and calculated solid fractions for homo and heteroaggregation

Simulation r3,Df calculated solid

fraction

actual solid fraction

DLCA1200homobi 1.47 0.00397 0.00383

DLCA1200heterobi 1.48 0.00473 0.00432
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The larger errors in the calculated solid volume fraction in Table 19 are a result of the

sensitivity of the procedure to errors in the fractal dimension. Whereas errors in the

calculated mean primary particle size and aggregate size produce approximately

commensurate errors in the solid volume fraction, an error of 1% in the fractal

dimension produces an error of 8% in the solid volume fraction. An error of 1.7% in the

fractal dimension produces an error of 30% in the solid volume fraction (calculated at

Df = 1.8). Fewer simulations were done for the homo and heteroaggregative simulations

than for the DLCA simulations, resulting in a greater uncertainty in the determination of

the fractal dimension (see section 4.3.1.3).

Equation (5-28) has consequences for the contention of Hasmy et. al. (1994) that

primary particle polydispersity has no effect on the overall size of aggregates. The

fractal mean particle sizes corresponding to Dw = 0 and Df = 2 (their value for fractal

dimension) for the Gaussian distributions used by Hasmy et. al. with σeff = 0.04, 0.08,

0.16 and 0.34 were calculated. These are the monodisperse primary particle sizes that

are required to produce aggregates of the same size and number of particles as the

polydisperse cases. The calculations gave r0,2 = 1.0008, 1.0032, 1.0127 and 1.0543

respectively. Thus the more polydisperse of the aggregates generated by Hasmy et. al.

should be of the order of a few percent larger than the monodisperse ones. This is only a

small difference, which would be difficult to detect graphically, impossible on a log

scaled plot like the one presented by Hasmy et. al.

An interesting aside is that the factor ke can tell us something about the incompleteness

discussed in the context of the SCQuIDD function (section 5.2.5). If we plot the pair

distance distribution function in a cumulative manner (equation (5-19)), we get

information about the number of particles contained within a sphere of a given size with

none of the incompleteness associated with the edge of the aggregate.

From the simulations, the value of β in (5-19) is 0.66. If we set r = Re we then have the

number of particles present in a hypothetical aggregate with none of the

“incompleteness” discussed in the context of the SCQuIDD cutoff form. The ratio ke / β

= 0.64 tells us that the simulated aggregates are “incomplete” in that they are missing

just over a third of the particles that might be expected. A quick consideration of the

geometric basis for the SCQuIDD reveals a completeness of 0.4, lending further weight
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to the idea that a cutoff intermediate to the SCQuIDD and the overlapping spheres

(completeness of 1) would best describe the structure of fractal aggregates.

5.4 Short range structure - coordination numbers

Since fractal aggregates are composed of small particles of non-zero size, the structure

of these aggregates is not fractal at small length scales. The most obvious feature of this

structure is the first coordination shell at two primary particle radii (ri + rj in the

polydisperse case). Knowledge of the coordination numbers is important in scattering

experiments that can measure up to 01 rq ≈ because they will affect the shape of the

scattered intensity curve. The coordination numbers are also related to the physical

strength of the aggregate, as more interparticle bonds mean a lower energy state and

thus higher aggregate strength. Quite apart from practical considerations, the

coordination number problem is interesting from a purely academic viewpoint, as such

an apparently simple problem has not yet been solved satisfactorily even for the simple

case of particle polydisperse DLCA, let alone the more complex situation where

particles of different types may exhibit homo or heterocoagulative tendencies.

The model of Suzuki and Oshima (1983) fits the coordination numbers from the

simulations quite well. It is significant that although the system we are trying to model

is a system of solid spheres in three dimensional space, the two dimensional version of

the Suzuki and Oshima model is the appropriate one to use. This is because the results

of the simulation (section 4.3.3) indicate that the coordination numbers’ dependence on

radius is a power law with exponent 1. That is, the dimensionality of the system in

respect of the coordination numbers is closer to Suzuki and Oshima’s two dimensional

model for packings of discs (one dimensional surfaces). The coordination numbers

predicted according to this model are given below in Table 20 and Table 21. These

predictions should be compared with the simulation results given in Table 6 and Table

7. The errors between the modelled and simulated coordination numbers are given in

brackets after the values of the modelled coordination numbers.
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Table 20 – Modelled coordination number matrix (and errors) for DLCA-C5

Particle j radiusModelled

1zi,j - DLCA-C5 1 2 5

1 0.834 (-0.031) 0.362 (-0.022) 0.372 (-0.012)

2 1.26 (-0.08) 0.478 (+0.013) 0.432 (-0.039)

P
ar

ti
cl

e 
i r

ad
iu

s

5 2.55 (-0.08) 0.846 (-0.077) 0.609 (+0.041)

Table 21 – Modelled coordination number matrix (and errors) for DLCA-C6

Particle j radiusModelled

1zi,j - DLCA-C6 1 3 5

1 0.741 (-0.024) 0.431 (-0.010) 0.331 (-0.012)

3 1.50 (-0.04) 0.638 (-0.043) 0.437 (-0.039)

P
ar

ti
cl

e 
i r

ad
iu

s

5 2.27 (-0.08) 0.856 (-0.077) 0.542 (-0.013)

The results are in good agreement with the values obtained from the simulations. All of

the relative errors are less than 10%.

5.4.1 Coordination number and the power law prefactors

The coordination number and the power law prefactors (kg, ke, β) are not unrelated. The

kind of short range structuring considered by Lips and Duckworth (1988) will increase

the number of particles found within a sphere of any given size, even if the fractal

dimension remains unchanged. The reason why this occurs can be seen in Figure 54.
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The two aggregates in the figure have the same fractal dimension, same Re and r0. The

top aggregate has a higher coordination number and consequently more particles (higher

kg, ke and β).

The studies of the power law prefactor in the literature only consider ideal DLCA and

RLCA. When there is short range restructuring of the kind proposed by Lips and

Duckworth (1988), the structure can be modelled by considering an ideal DLCA or

RLCA aggregate that is made up not of single particles but restructured subunits.

Consider an aggregation process characterised by very strong bonding in the secondary

minimum of the interparticle potential well. Such bonds are strong but frictionless,

allowing particles to roll around each other until they contact at least three other

particles. Such a system will result in the formation of dimers, then triangular trimers

and stable tetrahedral quadrimers. Collision of these oligomers results in quite compact

structures at short length scales. Figure 55 shows the only stable configuration of two

aggregating quadrimers.

Figure 54 – two aggregates with the

same Df and r0, different coordination

numbers z. The aggregate sizes are the

same but the top aggregate has 50%

more particles.
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The tetrahedral quadrimers have an effective packing radius of 1.3r0. Considering the

subunits of the aggregate to be these stable quadrimers, the number of subunits in the

aggregate will be Ns = kg(Rg/1.3r0)
Df. With four particles per subunit, the aggregate will

have 4×(1.3)-Df times the particles present in a normal (no restructuring) aggregate of the

same size.

Figure 55 – Stable bonding configuration between two

tetrahedra with frictionless contact points.
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6 Conclusion and recommendations

This work presents a comprehensive experimental, simulation and theoretical

investigation of the effects of polydispersity on the structure of, and scattering from,

fractal aggregates with polydisperse primary particles.

Scattering experiments were conducted with mixtures of different sized quasi-

monodisperse haematite sols induced to aggregate in the diffusion limited regime by the

addition of KCl. The aggregation kinetics were power law and indicated a fractal

dimension of 1.76±0.03, in excellent agreement with the results of previous workers. A

new technique was introduced to determine both the average aggregate mass and the

average aggregate radius of gyration from the small q region of the scattering spectrum.

Correlation of the aggregate mass with radius gave a fractal dimension of 1.70±0.05,

consistent with other workers and with the results obtained from the kinetics study

within the limits of experimental uncertainty.

The aggregate structure determined from the q dependence of the scattered intensity was

consistent with the other two methods used, giving a fractal dimension of 1.75±0.03.

The introduction of polydispersity into the primary particle composition induced a

characteristic non-linearity at the high q end of the scattering spectrum that was not
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previously observed in the literature. The non-linearity was investigated with the aid of

computer simulations.

The computer simulations used were a modification of the well-known three

dimensional diffusion–limited, off-lattice cluster–cluster aggregation model. The

modification was to allow the primary particle sizes to follow a user-specified discrete

size distribution, in contrast to earlier works [Tence et. al. 1986, Hasmy et. al. 1993]

which had assumed Gaussian distributions. The simulations produced aggregates with

fractal dimension 1.78±0.03, in excellent agreement with the results of other workers

and good agreement with the experimental results obtained in Chapter 3. Calculation of

the scattering from the simulated aggregates showed the same departure from q-Df

scattering at high q that was observed in the experiments with polydisperse haematite.

The deviation was found to occur as a result of the dilution of the larger particles within

a fractal network of the smaller ones. The magnitude of the deviation from fractal

scattering was found to depend on the relative size of the particles, their relative

concentrations and optical properties. Apart from the q-Df deviation, other important new

results were obtained from the simulations. Firstly, polydispersity of primary particle

size was shown to have no effect on the form of the cutoff function describing the edge

effects of the aggregates. While the mean coordination number for particle polydisperse

DLCA is trivially equal to two as for the particle monodisperse case, the mean partial

coordination numbers are distributed depending on the relative size and concentration of

the different particle types. This dependency was found to be well modelled by the two-

dimensional disc packing model of Suzuki and Oshima (1983). Preliminary work

indicates that the behaviour of the coordination numbers with particle size depends on

the details of the aggregation mechanism including the mean free path of the particles

and their sticking probabilities. Further work is needed to clarify this finding.

Structural models were developed to describe the fractal aggregates of polydisperse

particles. Where quantities like the surface area mean diameter, D3,2, or the diameter of

the particle having the mass weighted mean surface area, D5,3+, are in common use by

particle technologists, a fractal mean particle radius was found to be of general use in

accounting for primary particle polydispersity in fractal aggregates. The fractal mean

radius rDw,Df is the radius of the particle which has the same Dw dimensional weight and

the same Df space filling characteristic as the fractal aggregate of polydisperse particles.
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Normalising the size of different particle polydisperse fractal aggregates by their

number weighted fractal mean particle radius results in the collapse of the aggregation

kinetics to a master curve, confirmed both experimentally and with simulations. The use

of a mass weighted fractal mean particle radius allows the calculation of the packing

density for fractal aggregates of polydisperse particles. This analysis does not depend on

the connective preference of the different particle types within the aggregate. The

derivation does not assume anything about the positions of the particles within the

aggregate, and simulations confirm that hetero or homoaggregation does not change the

validity of the equations in predicting the packing density of the aggregates. This result

is of direct usefulness in applications concerned with the density of flocs or aggregates

produced in water treatment systems or in the dewatering of sludges. Using the surface

weighted fractal mean particle size in the same way allows the calculation of the surface

area of flocs of given fractal dimension, size and primary particle size distribution.

Several forms of the cutoff function used to describe the non-fractal decay at long

length scales in the particle distance distribution function were examined. Exponential,

Gaussian, stretched exponential and overlapping spheres forms have previously been

used for this purpose. These forms were compared with a new form derived in this

work, the Spherical Cutoff with Quadratic Internal Density Decay (SCQuIDD). Various

bases for comparison were considered and an overall conclusion reached that the

overlapping spheres and SCQuIDD models perform best in describing aggregate

structures from simulations. This is not in agreement with the findings of Lin et. al.

(1990) who found the stretched exponential to be the best, but is consistent with the

findings of Cai et. al. (1995). The results of this work indicate that the best cutoff

function might be an intermediate form between the overlapping spheres and SCQuIDD

models, a point worth further investigation.

The fractal mean particle size, by allowing the determination of the number, surface

area or mass of particles within an aggregate, also allows the determination of the

degree of dilution of each particle type within the fractal structure. The degree of

dilution is required for modelling the partial distance distribution functions, an

expression for which was derived in Chapter 5. Combined with the studies of cutoff

function and coordination numbers, it is now possible to model the partial distance

distribution functions for a DLCA aggregate of polydisperse particles all the way from
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the short range structure associated with the coordination shells through the fractal

scaling at intermediate length scales and the decay at large length scales caused by the

finite size of the aggregate. The partial distance distribution functions in cases of homo

or heteroaggregation are somewhat more complex and deserve further investigation.

One of the main issues that remains in the practical application of fractal aggregate

structure theories to industrial processes is the uncertainty about the range of validity of

RGD theory in terms of q-Df scattering behaviour as the size of the primary particles

increases. The computational approach to this kind of investigation is probably beyond

currently available computing power, but an experimental investigation could be made

with polystyrene latex particles of different sizes. The particles could be induced to

aggregate in neutrally buoyant salt solutions and the light scattering functions recorded.

The crucial point would be to perform the experiments with the confidence that the

aggregate structures obtained were always the same, or at least that the fractal

dimension could be determined in other ways. Image analysis may be a suitable solution

to this issue.

Fractal scattering in the very large particle (diffraction) limit remains to be investigated.

This could proceed from the theoretical basis given by Cao and Watson (1994)

described in section 2.3.3. The cutoff functions with a physical basis discussed in this

work (overlapping spheres, SCQuIDD) should be useful for the case of the projected

pair distance distribution function.
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8 Appendices

Appendix A – Aggregation simulation – DLCA36.PAS

program dlca36;
{ Diffusion limited cluster-cluster aggregation simulation version 3.0 }
{ Bugs which bias diffusion and initial placement of aggregates toward }
{ the z axis have been fixed.                                          }

{ Version 3.2 Modified to allow some parameters to be tuned partway    }
{ through: particularly the mean free path and the kernel              }
{ Then: short mfp and weak size dependence -> DLCA, Df ~ 1.8           }
{       long mfp and strong size dependence -> DLA with linear paths   }
{                                              Df ~ 3.0                }

{ Version 3.3 Modified to eliminate freezing and delays associated     }
{ with trying to satisfy a very small kernel. Rather than using a      }
{ reactive kernel for large aggregates, aggregate 1 is fixed rather    }
{ than variable when compact=true. Aggregate 2 also ignores the kernel }

{ Version 3.4 Modified to produce aggregates with as few as ten particles }
{ and to guarantee no overlap                                             }

{ Version 3.5 to choose aggregates randomly from the list instead of hierarchical }
{ and the kernel fixed up to the proper DLCA kernel                               }

{ Version 3.6 modified to make much more detailed output of cluster    }
{ size distribution at various time values                             }

uses wincrt, windos;

const ntypes = 3;
      Tsites = 120;
      final_numb_agg = 1;
      start_factor  = 1.1;
      escape_factor = 3;
      step = 0.2;
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type  intarray   = array[1..10] of integer;
      wordarray  = array[1..10] of word;
      longarray  = array[1..10] of longint;
      realarray  = array[1..10] of real;
      singarray2 = array[1..10,1..ntypes] of single;

{ System is dilute, starting concentration is equal to 1 }
{ DLCA algorithm... does *not* use the time reversal technique }

{******** Global variables ************************************************}

var   gx:       array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray; {particles within chosen}
      gy:       array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray; {aggregates}
      gz:       array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray;
      gptype:   array[1..Tsites] of ^intarray;

      hx:       array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray; {particles within aggregate}
      hy:       array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray; {overlap region}
      hz:       array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray;
      hptype:   array[1..Tsites] of ^intarray;

      x:        array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray; {all particles}
      y:        array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray;
      z:        array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray;
      ptype:    array[1..Tsites] of ^intarray;

      agg_numb: array[1..Tsites] of ^longarray; {aggregate belonging to}
      agg_rad:  array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray; {external agg radius}
      agg_mass: array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray; {aggregate mass}
      prad:     array[1..ntypes] of real;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure time(var time_now:real);
{gets the time from the system clock}

var
    year:      word;
    month:     word;
    day:       word;
    dayofweek: word;
    hour:      word;
    minute:    word;
    second:   word;
    sec100:    word;

begin
  GetDate(year,month,day,dayofweek);
  GetTime(hour,minute,second,sec100);
  time_now:= day*24 + hour + minute/60 + second/3600 + sec100/360000;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
function distance(x:real; y:real; z:real):real;
{calculates distance given x,y,z}

begin
  distance:= sqrt(sqr(x) + sqr(y) + sqr(z));
end;

{**************************************************************************}
function radius_ext(agg_sites: longint):real;
{finds external radius of aggregate: distance from centre of mass to the }
{furthest particle}

var
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    i:      word;
    j:      word;
    rad:    real;
    result: real;
    site:   longint;

begin
  result:=0;
  for site:= 1 to agg_sites do begin
    i:= (site+9) div 10;
    j:= (site+9) - i*10 + 1;
    rad:=distance(gx[i]^[j],gy[i]^[j],gz[i]^[j]);
    if rad > result then result:= rad;
  end;
  radius_ext:= result;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
function radius_gyr(agg_sites: longint):real;
{calculates the radius of gyration}

var
    i:    word;
    j:    word;
    ssq:  real;
    site: longint;

begin
  ssq:=0;
  for site:= 1 to agg_sites do begin
    i:= (site+9) div 10;
    j:= (site+9) - i*10 + 1;
    ssq:= ssq + sqr(gx[i]^[j])+sqr(gy[i]^[j])+sqr(gz[i]^[j]);
  end;
  radius_gyr:=sqrt(ssq/agg_sites);
end;

{**************************************************************************}
function fraction(agg_sites:longint; k:word):real;
{calculates the fraction of particles of type k in the newly formed }
{aggregate}

var
    i:    word;
    j:    word;
    result: real;
    site: longint;
    sites: real;

begin
  sites:= 0;
  for site:= 1 to agg_sites do begin
    i:= (site+9) div 10;
    j:= (site+9) - i*10 + 1;
    if gptype[i]^[j] = k then sites:= sites+1;
  end;
  result:= sites/agg_sites;
  fraction:= result;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
function meanstickp(var agg_frac1; var agg_frac2; var stickmat): real;
{average sticking probability for two chosen aggregates}

var
    fagg_frac1:  array[1..ntypes] of single absolute agg_frac1;
    fagg_frac2:  array[1..ntypes] of single absolute agg_frac2;
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    fstickmat:   array[1..ntypes,1..ntypes] of real absolute stickmat;
    k:          word; {particle type loop index}
    m:          word; {particle type loop index}
    fracmat:     array[1..ntypes,1..ntypes] of real;
    result:     real;

begin
  for k:= 1 to ntypes do begin
    for m:= 1 to ntypes do begin
      fracmat[k,m]:= fagg_frac1[k]*fagg_frac2[m];
    end;
  end;
  result:= 0;
  for k:= 1 to ntypes do begin
    for m:= 1 to ntypes do begin
      result:= result + fracmat[k,m]*fstickmat[k,m];
    end;
  end;
  meanstickp:= result;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
function kernel(agg_rad1:real; agg_mass1:real; agg_rad2:real; agg_mass2:real): real;
{Smoluchowski reaction kernel}

begin
   kernel:= (agg_rad1 + agg_rad2) * (1/agg_rad1 + 1/agg_rad2);
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure choose_direction(var dx:real; var dy:real; var dz:real);
{Randomly choose the direction of motion from a spherical surface}

var
    r: real;
    theta: real;
    phi: real;

begin
  r:=     step;
  theta:= random*2*pi;
  repeat
     phi:=   random*pi;
  until (random <= sin(phi));
  dx:= r*cos(theta)*sin(phi);
  dy:= r*sin(theta)*sin(phi);
  dz:= r*cos(phi);
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure check_adjacent(var adjacent:boolean; var stuck:boolean;
                         common1:longint; common2:longint; x1_2:real;
                         y1_2:real; z1_2:real; var stickmat;
                         var overlapped:boolean);
{Check whether particles in the overlap region are adjacent}

label Finish;

var
    i1:  word;
    j1:  word;
    i2:  word;
    j2:  word;
    k:   word;
    m:   word;
    pstickmat:  array[1..ntypes,1..ntypes] of real absolute stickmat;
    pstick:     real;
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    aggregate1: longint;  {aggregate number loop index}
    aggregate2: longint;  {aggregate number loop index}
    dist:       real;     {distance between paticles}

begin
  stuck:= false;
  adjacent:= false;
  overlapped:= false;
  pstick:= 1;
  for aggregate1:= 1 to common1 do begin
    CursorTo(0,5);
    write('.');
    i1:= (aggregate1+9) div 10;
    j1:= (aggregate1+9) - i1*10 + 1;
    for aggregate2:= (common1 + 1) to (common1 + common2) do begin
      i2:= (aggregate2+9) div 10;
      j2:= (aggregate2+9) - i2*10 + 1;
      dist:= distance(hx[i1]^[j1]-(hx[i2]^[j2]+x1_2),
                      hy[i1]^[j1]-(hy[i2]^[j2]+y1_2),
                      hz[i1]^[j1]-(hz[i2]^[j2]+z1_2));
      if dist <= ( prad[hptype[i1]^[j1]] + prad[hptype[i2]^[j2]] )
      then begin
        overlapped:= true;
        goto Finish;
      end;
      if dist < ( prad[hptype[i1]^[j1]] + prad[hptype[i2]^[j2]] + step)
      then begin
        adjacent:= true;
        k:= hptype[i1]^[j1];
        m:= hptype[i2]^[j2];
        pstick:= pstick*pstickmat[k,m];
      end;
    end;
    CursorTo(0,5);
    write(' ');
  end;
  if (adjacent = true) and (random < pstick) then stuck:= true;
Finish:
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure update_position(var x1_2:real; dx:real; var y1_2:real; dy:real;
                          var z1_2:real; dz:real);
{Move the aggregate after a successful diffusion attempt}

begin
  x1_2:= x1_2 + dx;
  y1_2:= y1_2 + dy;
  z1_2:= z1_2 + dz;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure expand(var dx:real; var dy:real; var dz:real;
                 exp_factor:real);
{Expands the diffusion steps when there is no overlap region so that the}
{calculation becomes faster}

begin
  dx:= dx*exp_factor;
  dy:= dy*exp_factor;
  dz:= dz*exp_factor;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
function check_escaped(agg_rad1:real; agg_rad2:real; x1_2:real;
                       y1_2:real; z1_2:real; max_prad:real; escape_distance:real):boolean;
{Check whether the aggregates are far enough apart to be called escaped}
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begin
  if (distance(x1_2,y1_2,z1_2)-agg_rad1-agg_rad2-2*max_prad) > escape_distance
  then check_escaped:=true
  else check_escaped:=false;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure combine(sites1:longint; sites2:longint; x1_2:real;
                  y1_2:real; z1_2:real);
{After an aggregation event has occurred, to combine the particles from}
{the two aggregates into one aggregate}

var
    meanx:        real;
    meany:        real;
    meanz:        real;
    inew:         word;
    jnew:         word;
    aggregate1:   longint;
    aggregate2:   longint;

begin
  meanx:= 0;
  meany:= 0;
  meanz:= 0;
  for aggregate1:= 1 to sites1 do begin
    inew:= (aggregate1+9) div 10;
    jnew:= (aggregate1+9) - inew*10 + 1;
    meanx:= meanx + gx[inew]^[jnew] / (sites1 + sites2);
    meany:= meany + gy[inew]^[jnew] / (sites1 + sites2);
    meanz:= meanz + gz[inew]^[jnew] / (sites1 + sites2);
  end;
  for aggregate2:= (sites1 + 1) to (sites1 + sites2) do begin
    inew:= (aggregate2+9) div 10;
    jnew:= (aggregate2+9) - inew*10 + 1;
    meanx:= meanx + (gx[inew]^[jnew] + x1_2) / (sites1 + sites2);
    meany:= meany + (gy[inew]^[jnew] + y1_2) / (sites1 + sites2);
    meanz:= meanz + (gz[inew]^[jnew] + z1_2) / (sites1 + sites2);
  end;
  for aggregate1:= 1 to sites1 do begin
    inew:= (aggregate1+9) div 10;
    jnew:= (aggregate1+9) - inew*10 + 1;
    gx[inew]^[jnew]:= gx[inew]^[jnew] - meanx;
    gy[inew]^[jnew]:= gy[inew]^[jnew] - meany;
    gz[inew]^[jnew]:= gz[inew]^[jnew] - meanz;
  end;
  for aggregate2:= (sites1 + 1) to (sites1 + sites2) do begin
    inew:= (aggregate2+9) div 10;
    jnew:= (aggregate2+9) - inew*10 + 1;
    gx[inew]^[jnew]:= (gx[inew]^[jnew] + x1_2) - meanx;
    gy[inew]^[jnew]:= (gy[inew]^[jnew] + y1_2) - meany;
    gz[inew]^[jnew]:= (gz[inew]^[jnew] + z1_2) - meanz;
  end;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure find_common(x1_2:   real;    y1_2:   real   ; z1_2:   real   ;
                      select1:longint; select2:longint; sites1: longint;
                      sites2: longint; radius1:real;    radius2:real;
                      var common1:longint;  var common2:longint;
                      max_prad:real);
{Find particles in the overlap region}

var
    i:          word;
    j:          word;
    i1:         word;
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    j1:         word;
    i2:         word;
    j2:         word;
    aggregate1: longint;
    aggregate2: longint;
    site:       longint;
    d1_2:       real;
    d2_1:       real;

begin
  site:= 0;
  for aggregate1:= 1 to sites1 do begin
    i1:= (aggregate1+9) div 10;
    j1:= (aggregate1+9) - i1*10 + 1;
    d1_2:= distance(gx[i1]^[j1]-x1_2,gy[i1]^[j1]-y1_2,gz[i1]^[j1]-z1_2);
    if d1_2 <= radius2+2*max_prad+2*step then begin
      site:= site+1;
      i:= (site+9) div 10;
      j:= (site+9) - i*10 + 1;
      hx[i]^[j]:= gx[i1]^[j1];
      hy[i]^[j]:= gy[i1]^[j1];
      hz[i]^[j]:= gz[i1]^[j1];
      hptype[i]^[j]:= gptype[i1]^[j1];
    end;
  end;
  common1:= site;
  for aggregate2:= (sites1 + 1) to (sites1 + sites2) do begin
    i2:= (aggregate2+9) div 10;
    j2:= (aggregate2+9) - i2*10 + 1;
    d2_1:=distance(gx[i2]^[j2]+x1_2,gy[i2]^[j2]+y1_2,gz[i2]^[j2]+z1_2);
    if d2_1 <= radius1+2*max_prad+2*step then begin
      site:= site+1;
      i:= (site+9) div 10;
      j:= (site+9) - i*10 + 1;
      hx[i]^[j]:= gx[i2]^[j2];
      hy[i]^[j]:= gy[i2]^[j2];
      hz[i]^[j]:= gz[i2]^[j2];
      hptype[i]^[j]:= gptype[i2]^[j2];
    end;
  end;
  common2:= site - common1;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure find_all(var site:longint; var sites1:longint; var sites2:longint;
                   select1: longint; select2:   longint);
{find particles belonging to the two chosen aggregates}

var
    i:  word;
    j:  word;
    i1: word;
    j1: word;
    i2: word;
    j2: word;

begin
  site:= 0;
  for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
    for j:= 1 to 10 do begin
      if agg_numb[i]^[j] = select1 then begin
        site:= site+1;
        i1:= (site+9) div 10;
        j1:= (site+9) - i1*10 + 1;
        gx[i1]^[j1]:= x[i]^[j];
        gy[i1]^[j1]:= y[i]^[j];
        gz[i1]^[j1]:= z[i]^[j];
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        gptype[i1]^[j1]:= ptype[i]^[j];
      end;
    end;
  end;
  sites1:= site;
  for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
    for j:= 1 to 10 do begin
      if agg_numb[i]^[j] = select2 then begin
        site:= site+1;
        i2:= (site+9) div 10;
        j2:= (site+9) - i2*10 + 1;
        gx[i2]^[j2]:= x[i]^[j];
        gy[i2]^[j2]:= y[i]^[j];
        gz[i2]^[j2]:= z[i]^[j];
        gptype[i2]^[j2]:= ptype[i]^[j];
      end;
    end;
  end;
  sites2:= site - sites1;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure put_aggregate(aggregate1:longint; aggregate2:longint);

{After aggregates have combined, update the particle information}

var
    i:    word;
    j:    word;
    i1:   word;
    j1:   word;
    site: longint;

begin
  site:= 0;
  for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
    for j:= 1 to 10 do begin
      if (agg_numb[i]^[j] = aggregate1)
      or (agg_numb[i]^[j] = aggregate2) then begin
        site:= site+1;
        i1:= (site+9) div 10;
        j1:= (site+9) - i1*10 + 1;
        x[i]^[j]:= gx[i1]^[j1];
        y[i]^[j]:= gy[i1]^[j1];
        z[i]^[j]:= gz[i1]^[j1];
        ptype[i]^[j]:= gptype[i1]^[j1];
        agg_numb[i]^[j]:= aggregate1;
      end;
    end;
  end;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure find_max_kernel(var max_kernel:real; var sum_kernel:real);

{Find the largest kernel for normalisation purposes}

var
    ker:  real;
    i:    word;
    j:    word;
    i2:   word;
    j2:   word;

begin
  max_kernel:= 0;
  sum_kernel:= 0;
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  for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
    for j:= 1 to 10 do begin
      if agg_rad[i]^[j] > -1 then begin
        CursorTo(0,5);
        write('k');
        for i2:= 1 to Tsites do begin
          for j2:= 1 to 10 do begin
            if agg_rad[i2]^[j2] > -1 then begin
              ker:= kernel(agg_rad[i]^[j], agg_mass[i]^[j], agg_rad[i2]^[j2], agg_mass[i2]^[j2]);
              sum_kernel:= sum_kernel + ker;
              if (ker > max_kernel) then max_kernel:= ker;
            end;
          end;
        end;
      end;
    end;
  end;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure eval_sizes(box:integer; var mass_freq:longint);

{Put the aggregates into size fractions for output in size file}

var
    i:    word;
    j:    word;

begin
  mass_freq:=0;
  for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
    for j:= 1 to 10 do begin
      if agg_rad[i]^[j] > -1 then begin
        if trunc(ln(agg_mass[i]^[j])/ln(2))=box-1 then mass_freq:=mass_freq+1;
      end;
    end;
  end;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure choose_start(agg_rad1:real; agg_rad2:real; var r:real;
                       var theta:real; var phi:real; max_prad:real);

{Randomly choose diffusion starting position on the surface of a sphere}

begin
  r:=     (agg_rad1+agg_rad2+2*max_prad)*start_factor+2*step;
  theta:= random*2*pi;
  repeat
    phi:=   random*pi;
  until (random <= sin(phi));
end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure eval_avg(var mavg_mass:real; var navg_mass:real; numb_agg:longint);

{Calculate mass and number average aggregate masses}

var
    i:         word;
    j:         word;
    summass:   real;
    sumsq:     real;

begin
  summass:= 0;
  sumsq:=   0;
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  for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
    for j:= 1 to 10 do begin
      if agg_rad[i]^[j] > -1 then begin
        summass:= summass + agg_mass[i]^[j];
        sumsq:=   sumsq   + agg_mass[i]^[j]*agg_mass[i]^[j];
      end;
    end;
  end;
  mavg_mass:= sumsq/summass;
  navg_mass:= summass/numb_agg;
end;

{************************************************************************** }
{                                                                          }
{   VARIABLES DECLARATION                                                  }
{                                                                          }
{************************************************************************** }
label finish;

var
      adjacent:    boolean;  {indicates whether aggregates are adjacent}
      agg_frac:    array[1..Tsites] of ^singarray2; {particle fractions}
      agg_frac1:   array[1..ntypes] of single;
      agg_frac2:   array[1..ntypes] of single;
      agg_now:     longint; {the current aggregate who's turn it is}
      agg_rgyr:    array[1..Tsites] of ^realarray; {radius of gyration}
      agg_select:  array[1..2] of longint; {aggregate numbers in aggregation}
      agg_sites:   array[1..Tsites] of ^longarray; {sites in aggregate}
      agg_stickp:  real;     {sticking probability for a pair of aggregates}
      choose_pos:  boolean;  {choose positions yes or no}
      chosen:      boolean;  {whether or not the growing cluster for the final stage has been chosen}
      common:      array[1..2] of longint; {number of sites in common space}
      counter:     integer;
      cumfrac:     array[1..ntypes] of real;
      dx:          real;
      dy:          real;
      dz:          real;
      dxp:         real;
      dyp:         real;
      dzp:         real;
      escaped:     boolean;  {aggregates have disentangled}
      escape_distance: real;
      exp_factor:  real;     {expansion factor for Brownian motion}
      i:           word;     {Tsites loop index}
      i1:          word;     {Tsites loop index}
      i2:          word;     {Tsites loop index}
      inputfile:   text;     {input file}
      j:           word;     {thousand site loop index}
      j1:          word;     {thousand site loop index}
      j2:          word;     {thousand site loop index}
      k:           word;     {particle type loop index}
      m:           word;     {particle type loop index}
      mass_freq:   array[1..17] of longint;
      max_kernel:  real;     {maximum reaction kernel in the aggregate ensemble}
      max_prad:    real;     {maximum primary particle radius}
      mavg_mass:  real;     {mass mean aggregate mass}
      mfp:         real;     {mean free path}
      navg_mass:   real;     {number mean aggregate mass}
      numb_agg:    longint;  {number of aggregates}
      numb_par:    longint;  {number of particles}
      outputfile:  text;
      outputsize:  text;
      overlapped:  boolean;  {true of there is particle overlap - unfeasible}
      pfrac:       array[1..ntypes] of real;
      phi:         real;     {elevation angle from the z axis}
      r:           real;     {initial distance between aggregates}
      site:        longint;
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      sites:       array[1..2] of longint;
      selector:    word;
      stickmat:    array[1..ntypes,1..ntypes] of real;
      stuck:       boolean;  {indicates whether aggregates have stuck}
      sum_kernel:  real;     {sum of kernels for all aggregates}
      compact:     boolean;
      time_init:   real;
      time_final:  real;
      time_1:      real;
      time_2:      real;
      time_sim:    real;     {simulation time}
      theta:       real;     {azimuthal angle from x axis}
      tstep:       real;     {amount of time taken for an aggregation event}
      x1_2:        real;     {x displacement of aggregate 2 from 1}
      y1_2:        real;     {y displacement of aggregate 2 from 1}
      z1_2:        real;     {z displacement of aggregate 2 from 1}

{************************************************************************** }
{                                                                          }
{       MAIN PROGRAM                                                       }
{                                                                          }
{************************************************************************** }

{*********   Initialise variables and set starting particles   ************}
begin

  time(time_init);
  randomize;
  mfp:= 3.0;
  compact:= false;
  chosen:=  false;
  agg_now:= 1;

  {read input data on particle distribution from particle.dat}
  assign(inputfile,'particle.dat');
  reset(inputfile);
  for k:= 1 to ntypes do begin
    for m:= 1 to ntypes do begin
      read(inputfile,stickmat[k,m]);
    end;
    readln(inputfile,prad[k],pfrac[k]);
    if k=1 then cumfrac[k]:= pfrac[k] else cumfrac[k]:= cumfrac[k-1] + pfrac[k];
  end;
  close(inputfile);

{*****  Allocate memory for dynamic variables  ****************************}
{  write('Allocating memory for dynamic variables... ');}
  for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
    new(x[i]);
    new(y[i]);
    new(z[i]);
    new(ptype[i]);
    new(agg_numb[i]);
    new(agg_rad[i]);
    new(agg_mass[i]);
    new(agg_rgyr[i]);
    new(agg_frac[i]);
    new(agg_sites[i]);
    new(gx[i]);
    new(gy[i]);
    new(gz[i]);
    new(gptype[i]);
    new(hx[i]);
    new(hy[i]);
    new(hz[i]);
    new(hptype[i]);
  end;
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{  writeln('done.');}

{**  Fill the dynamic variables with selected particles  **********}
  site:= 0;
  for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
    for j:= 1 to 10 do begin
      agg_rad[i]^[j]:= 0;
      selector:= 0;
      repeat
        selector:= selector + 1;
      until (cumfrac[selector] >= ((10*(i-1)+j)/(10*Tsites)));
      site:= site + 1;
      x[i]^[j]:= 0;
      y[i]^[j]:= 0;
      z[i]^[j]:= 0;
      ptype[i]^[j]:= selector;
      agg_rad[i]^[j]:= prad[selector];
      agg_mass[i]^[j]:= exp(ln(agg_rad[i]^[j])*3);
      agg_numb[i]^[j]:= site;
      agg_rgyr[i]^[j]:= 0;
      agg_sites[i]^[j]:= 1;
      for k:= 1 to ntypes do begin
        if (k = selector) then agg_frac[i]^[j,k]:= 1 else agg_frac[i]^[j,k]:= 0;
      end;
    end;
  end;
  CursorTo(0,11);
  for k:= 1 to ntypes do begin
    counter:= 0;
    for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
      for j:= 1 to 10 do begin
        if ptype[i]^[j] = k then counter:= counter+1;
      end;
    end;
    writeln('Particle type ',k,' = ',counter);
  end;
  numb_agg:= Tsites*10;
  numb_par:= Tsites*10;
  find_max_kernel(max_kernel,sum_kernel);
  tstep:= 1/sum_kernel;
  time_sim:= 0;
  assign(outputfile,'cca.m');
  assign(outputsize,'dis.m');
  rewrite(outputfile);
  rewrite(outputsize);
  writeln(outputfile,'RM=[');
{  writeln(outputsize,'distribution=[');}
{ writeln(outputsize,'     0','     1','     2','     4','     8','    16','    32',
                     '    64','   128','   256','   512','  1024','  2048','  4096',
                     '  8192',' 16384',' 32768',' 65536',' massMean',' numbMean');}
  {These are the lower ends of the size fractions}

{***** Main aggregation loop  **********************************************}
  repeat {aggregation event}
    repeat {select the aggregates}
      if (chosen=false) then begin
        repeat {select potential aggregates}
          agg_select[1]:= random(numb_par)+1;
          i1:= (agg_select[1]+9) div 10;
          j1:= (agg_select[1]+9) - i1*10 + 1;
        until agg_rad[i1]^[j1] > -1;
        for k:= 1 to ntypes do begin
          agg_frac1[k]:=agg_frac[i1]^[j1,k];
        end;
        if (compact=true) then chosen:=true;
      end;
      repeat
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        agg_select[2]:= random(numb_par)+1;
        i2:= (agg_select[2]+9) div 10;
        j2:= (agg_select[2]+9) - i2*10 + 1;
      until (agg_rad[i2]^[j2] > -1) and (agg_select[2] <> agg_select[1]);
      for k:= 1 to ntypes do begin
        agg_frac2[k]:=agg_frac[i2]^[j2,k];
      end;

      {reaction kernel}
      agg_stickp:=meanstickp(agg_frac1,agg_frac2,stickmat)
                  *kernel(agg_rad[i1]^[j1],agg_mass[i1]^[j1],agg_rad[i2]^[j2],agg_mass[i2]^[j2])
                  /max_kernel;
      CursorTo(0,5);
      writeln(' ');
    until random < agg_stickp;
    escape_distance:= (agg_rad[i1]^[j1] + agg_rad[i2]^[j2])*escape_factor;
    choose_pos:=true;
    find_all(site,sites[1],sites[2],agg_select[1],agg_select[2]);

    max_prad:= 0;
    for k:= 1 to ntypes do begin
      if ((agg_frac1[k]>0) and (prad[k]>max_prad)) then max_prad:=prad[k];
      if ((agg_frac2[k]>0) and (prad[k]>max_prad)) then max_prad:=prad[k];
    end;

    repeat {manipulation of aggregates}
      if choose_pos = true then begin
        CursorTo(0,5);
        write('|');
        choose_start(agg_rad[i1]^[j1],agg_rad[i2]^[j2],r,theta,phi,max_prad);
        x1_2:= r*cos(theta)*sin(phi);
        y1_2:= r*sin(theta)*sin(phi);
        z1_2:= r*cos(phi);
        choose_direction(dxp,dyp,dzp);
        dx:=dxp;
        dy:=dyp;
        dz:=dzp;
        exp_factor:=1;
        escaped:= false;
      end;
      repeat {movement of aggregates}
        find_common(x1_2+dx,y1_2+dy,z1_2+dz,agg_select[1],agg_select[2],
                    sites[1],sites[2],agg_rad[i1]^[j1],agg_rad[i2]^[j2],
                    common[1],common[2],max_prad);
        CursorTo(0,7);
        writeln(common[1]:5,' ',common[2]:5);
        writeln(sites[1]:5,' ',sites[2]:5);
        repeat {checking adjacence loop}
          CursorTo(0,5);
          write('/');
          if (random<(exp_factor*step/mfp)) then choose_direction(dxp,dyp,dzp);
          dx:=dxp;
          dy:=dyp;
          dz:=dzp;
          expand(dx,dy,dz,exp_factor);
          check_adjacent(adjacent,stuck,common[1],common[2],x1_2+dx,y1_2+dy,z1_2+dz,
                         stickmat,overlapped);
        until overlapped = false;
        if stuck = false then update_position(x1_2,dx,y1_2,dy,z1_2,dz);
        CursorTo(0,5);
        write('-');
      until (adjacent = false) or (stuck = true);
      choose_pos:= false;
      if adjacent = false then begin
        CursorTo(0,5);
        write('\');
        exp_factor:= (distance(x1_2,y1_2,z1_2) - agg_rad[i1]^[j1]
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                     - agg_rad[i2]^[j2] - 2*max_prad - 10*step)/2;
        if (exp_factor<1) then exp_factor:= 1;

escaped:= check_escaped(agg_rad[i1]^[j1], agg_rad[i2]^[j2], x1_2, y1_2, z1_2, max_prad,
escape_distance);

        if escaped = true then choose_pos:= true;
      end;
    until stuck = true;

    {update aggregate information}
    combine(sites[1],sites[2],x1_2,y1_2,z1_2);
    agg_sites[i1]^[j1]:= sites[1] + sites[2];
    agg_mass[i1]^[j1]:= agg_mass[i1]^[j1] + agg_mass[i2]^[j2];
    agg_rad[i1]^[j1]:= radius_ext(agg_sites[i1]^[j1]);
    agg_rad[i2]^[j2]:= -2;  {so that aggregate cannot be chosen again}
    agg_rgyr[i1]^[j1]:= radius_gyr(agg_sites[i1]^[j1]);
    for k:= 1 to ntypes do begin
      agg_frac[i1]^[j1,k]:= fraction(agg_sites[i1]^[j1],k);
    end;
    put_aggregate(agg_select[1],agg_select[2]);
    numb_agg:= numb_agg-1;
    time_sim:= time_sim + tstep;
    find_max_kernel(max_kernel,sum_kernel);
    tstep:= 1/sum_kernel;
    time(time_2);
    {aggregate information updated}

    {output intermediate results}
    CursorTo(0,1);
    writeln(numb_agg,' aggregates remaining.');
    writeln(' ');
    writeln('  Mass',agg_mass[i1]^[j1]:8:1,',   ',agg_rgyr[i1]^[j1]:6:1,
            ' r gyr.   ',time_2-time_init:8:4,' hours.  ',time_sim:7:5);
    writeln(outputfile,agg_rgyr[i1]^[j1]:6:1,' ',agg_rad[i1]^[j1]:6:1,' ',agg_mass[i1]^[j1]:6:1);
    {size distribution loop}
    if abs(frac(ln(numb_agg)/ln(2)))<0.000001 then begin
      eval_avg(mavg_mass,navg_mass,numb_agg);
      writeln(outputsize,'time',1e5*time_sim:6:0,' = [');
      for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
        for j:= 1 to 10 do begin
          if agg_rad[i]^[j] > -1 then begin
            writeln(outputsize,agg_rgyr[i]^[j],' ',agg_mass[i]^[j]);
          end;
        end;
      end;
      writeln(outputsize,'];');
    end;
    if (numb_agg<1) then begin
      compact:= true;
      mfp:= 1e12;
    end;
  until numb_agg = final_numb_agg;

{*********  dispose of dynamic variables  **********************************}
finish:
  writeln;
  writeln;
  writeln('The End. Releasing memory.');
  time(time_final);
  writeln;
  writeln('Simulation complete.');
  writeln;
  writeln('Execution time:  ',time_final-time_init:6:3,' hours.');
  writeln(outputfile,'];');
  writeln(outputfile,' ');
  writeln(outputfile,'Execution_time= ',time_final-time_init:6:3,';');
  close(outputfile);
  close(outputsize);
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  assign(outputfile,'ddcf.inp');
  rewrite(outputfile);
  for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
    for j:= 1 to 10 do begin
      writeln(outputfile,x[i]^[j],' ',y[i]^[j],' ',z[i]^[j],' ',ptype[i]^[j]);
    end;
  end;
  close(outputfile);

  for i:= 1 to Tsites do begin
    dispose(x[i]);
    dispose(y[i]);
    dispose(z[i]);
    dispose(ptype[i]);
    dispose(agg_numb[i]);
    dispose(agg_rad[i]);
    dispose(agg_mass[i]);
    dispose(agg_rgyr[i]);
    dispose(agg_frac[i]);
    dispose(agg_sites[i]);
    dispose(gx[i]);
    dispose(gy[i]);
    dispose(gz[i]);
    dispose(gptype[i]);
    dispose(hx[i]);
    dispose(hy[i]);
    dispose(hz[i]);
    dispose(hptype[i]);
  end;

end.
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Appendix B – Distance distribution function

measurement – DDCF.PAS

program ddcf;
uses wincrt, windos;

const ntypes = 1;
      Hsites = 100;
      grain  = 0.2;
      maxr   = 2000;

type  intarray   = array[1..100] of integer;
      realarray  = array[1..100] of real;
      longarray  = array[1..ntypes,1..ntypes] of longint;

{******** Global variables ************************************************}
var   gx:         array[1..Hsites] of ^realarray;
      gy:         array[1..Hsites] of ^realarray;
      gz:         array[1..Hsites] of ^realarray;

      hx:         array[1..Hsites] of ^realarray;
      hy:         array[1..Hsites] of ^realarray;
      hz:         array[1..Hsites] of ^realarray;

      x:          array[1..Hsites] of ^realarray;
      y:          array[1..Hsites] of ^realarray;
      z:          array[1..Hsites] of ^realarray;
      ptype:   array[1..Hsites] of ^intarray;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure time(var time_now:real);

var
    year:      word;
    month:     word;
    day:       word;
    dayofweek: word;
    hour:      word;
    minute:    word;
    second:    word;
    sec100:    word;

begin
  GetDate(year,month,day,dayofweek);
  GetTime(hour,minute,second,sec100);
  time_now:= dayofweek*24 + hour + minute/60 + second/3600 + sec100/360000;
end;

{**************************************************************************}
function distance(x:real; y:real; z:real):real;

begin
  distance:= sqrt(sqr(x) + sqr(y) + sqr(z));
end;

{***********************************************************************}
{                                                                          }
{   VARIABLES DECLARATION                                                  }
{                                                                          }
{***********************************************************************}
label finish;
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var   dist:      real;     {distance between two points}
      g:           array[1..maxr] of ^longarray;
      i:           word;     {Hsites loop index}
      i1:          byte;     {Hsites loop index}
      i2:          byte;     {Hsites loop index}
      inputfile: text;     {input file}
      j:           word;     {thousand site loop index}
      j1:          word;     {thousand site loop index}
      j2:          word;     {thousand site loop index}
      k:           byte;
      m:         byte;
      outputfile: text;
      r:           word;     {distance between two points}
      site1:   longint;
      site2:    longint;
      sites:     array[1..ntypes] of longint;
      time_init: real;
      time_final: real;
      type1:    byte;
      type2:   byte;

{***********************************************************************}
{                                                                          }
{       MAIN PROGRAM                                                       }
{                                                                          }
{***********************************************************************}

begin
  time(time_init);
  writeln('Allocating memory for dynamic variables');
  for i:= 1 to Hsites do begin
    new(x[i]);
    new(y[i]);
    new(z[i]);
    new(ptype[i]);
    new(gx[i]);
    new(gy[i]);
    new(gz[i]);
    new(hx[i]);
    new(hy[i]);
    new(hz[i]);
  end;
  for i:= 1 to maxr do begin
    new(g[i]);
  end;

{*********   Initialise variables and set starting particles   ************}
  {read input data on particle distribution from ddcf.inp}
  writeln('Reading data from ddcf.inp');
  assign(inputfile,'ddcf.inp');
  reset(inputfile);
  for i:= 1 to Hsites do begin
    for j:= 1 to 100 do begin
      readln(inputfile,x[i]^[j],y[i]^[j],z[i]^[j],ptype[i]^[j]);
    end;
  end;
  close(inputfile);
  for i:= 1 to maxr do begin
    for k:= 1 to ntypes do begin
      for m:= 1 to ntypes do begin
        g[i]^[k,m]:=0;
      end;
    end;
  end;

{********* Main calculation loop, juggle the memory a little **************}
  for type1:= 1 to ntypes do begin
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    sites[type1]:= 0;
    for i:= 1 to Hsites do begin
      for j:= 1 to 100 do begin
        if ptype[i]^[j] = type1 then begin
          sites[type1]:= sites[type1] + 1;
          i1:= (sites[type1]+99)  div 100;
          j1:= (sites[type1]+99) - i1*100 + 1;
          gx[i1]^[j1]:= x[i]^[j];
          gy[i1]^[j1]:= y[i]^[j];
          gz[i1]^[j1]:= z[i]^[j];
        end;
      end;
    end;
    for type2:= type1 to ntypes do begin
      sites[type2]:= 0;
      for i:= 1 to Hsites do begin
        for j:= 1 to 100 do begin
          if ptype[i]^[j] = type2 then begin
            sites[type2]:= sites[type2] + 1;
            i2:= (sites[type2]+99) div 100;
            j2:= (sites[type2]+99) - i2*100 + 1;
            hx[i2]^[j2]:= x[i]^[j];
            hy[i2]^[j2]:= y[i]^[j];
            hz[i2]^[j2]:= z[i]^[j];
          end;
        end;
      end;

      {****** Now do the distance calculations and g(r) *******************}
      writeln('Calculating g(r) for ',type1,type2);
      for site1:= 1 to sites[type1] do begin
        i1:= (site1+99) div 100;
        j1:= (site1+99) - i1*100 + 1;
        for site2:= 1 to sites[type2] do begin
          i2:= (site2+99) div 100;
          j2:= (site2+99) - i2*100 + 1;
          dist:= distance(gx[i1]^[j1]-hx[i2]^[j2],gy[i1]^[j1]-hy[i2]^[j2],
                          gz[i1]^[j1]-hz[i2]^[j2]);
          r:= trunc(dist/grain) + 1;
          if r<=maxr then begin
            g[r]^[type1,type2]:= g[r]^[type1,type2] + 1;
          end;
        end;
        writeln(' ',site1,' of ',sites[type1],' complete');
        CursorTo(1,wherey-2);
      end;
    end;
  end;

{*********  dispose of dynamic variables  **********************************}
finish:
  writeln;
  writeln('The End. Releasing memory.');
  time(time_final);
  writeln;
  writeln('Execution time:  ',time_final-time_init:6:3,' hours.');
  assign(outputfile,'ddcf.m');
  rewrite(outputfile);
  writeln(outputfile,'ddcf=[');
  for r:= 1 to maxr do begin
    for type1:= 1 to ntypes do begin
      for type2:= type1 to ntypes do begin
        write(outputfile,g[r]^[type1,type2]:10);
      end;
    end;
    writeln(outputfile,' ');
  end;
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  writeln(outputfile,'];');
  close(outputfile);
  for i:= 1 to Hsites do begin
    dispose(x[i]);
    dispose(y[i]);
    dispose(z[i]);
    dispose(ptype[i]);
    dispose(gx[i]);
    dispose(gy[i]);
    dispose(gz[i]);
    dispose(hx[i]);
    dispose(hy[i]);
    dispose(hz[i]);
  end;
  for i:= 1 to maxr do begin
    dispose(g[i]);
  end;
end.
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Appendix C – Fitting of Df, Rg and σ – X_MODEL14.PAS

program x_mod14;
{ X_model version 1.2                           }
{ Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm                 }
{ Symmetrical log-normal number Cluster Size    }
{ Distribution and cluster width penalty        }
{ Mass squared distribution                     }

{ X_model Version 1.3                           }
{ modified to correct an error in the form of   }
{ the cluster size distribution. Mean sizes     }
{ were calculated integrating vs dlnr instead   }
{ of dr                                         }

{ Version 1.4                                   }
{ Does not solve for z1 and kon                 }

uses wincrt, windos;
const n             = 3;     {number of variables being solved for}
      mi            = 500;   {maximum iterations}
      ncsf          = 200;   {number of cluster size fractions}
      cwp           = 0.0;   {cluster width penalty - not the right way to fix it!}
      hqwp          = 1.0;   {weighting factor for high q data}
      hqwn          = 1;     {number of high q points to weight heavily}
      nq           = 20;    {number of q values}
      pre           = 0.75;  {power law prefactor}
      wave         = 12;    {function evaluations per wavelength, must be even number:}
                             {if not, simpsons rule will not work properly}
      cactus        = 0.01;  {used for truncating the upper end of the size}
                             {distribution to save time}

{*************************************************************************}
function tanh(x:single):single;

  begin
    x:= (exp(x)-exp(-x))/(exp(x)+exp(-x));
  end;

{**********************************************************************}
function maxcsd(var csd):single;

var csd2 : array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csd;
   i    : word;
   max  : single;

begin;
  max:= 0;
  for i:= 1 to ncsf do begin
    if (csd2[i]>=max) then max:= csd2[i];
  end;
  CursorTo(30,7);
  write('Max csd = ',max:6:4);
  maxcsd:= max;
end;

{*************************************************************************}
procedure findRmax(var csd; var csf; var Rmax:single; Df:single);

  var csd2:   array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csd;
      csf2:   array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csf;
      k:      word;
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  begin
    for k:= ncsf downto 1 do begin
      if ((csd2[k]/maxcsd(csd2))>cactus)
      then Rmax:= 2*csf2[k];
    end;
    CursorTo(30,5);
    write('Rmax = ',Rmax:5:1);
  end;

{*************************************************************************}
procedure scale(var x:single; Df:single; Re:single; ro:single; z1:single);

  begin
     x:= (1+z1)*(exp(ln(Re/(2*ro))*Df)+1-pre); {correction for number of particles in aggregate}
  end;

{*************************************************************************}
procedure ensemblescale(var x:single; Df:single; var csd; var csf; ro:single; z1:single);

  var csd2:   array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csd;
      csf2:   array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csf;
      k:      word;
      xs:     single;

  begin
    x:= 0;
    for k:= 1 to ncsf do begin
      scale(xs,Df,csf2[k],ro,z1);
      x:= x + csd2[k]*xs;
    end;
  end;

{*************************************************************************}
procedure Re2Rgyr(Re:single; Df:single; var Rgyr:single);

  begin
    Rgyr:= Re * 1; {This needs to be corrected with the factor of Hurd + Flower}
  end;
{*************************************************************************}
procedure evalsingle(r:single; Df:single; Re:single; var cr:single; ro:single; z1:single);

  var   Rgyr:   single;
        x:      single;
        cut:    single;
        r2:     single;
        cpoint: single;
        k:      single;

  begin
    {The variable k converts the external radius into the radius of gyration}
    {So when k is used, the "size" output by the program is actually radius of gyration}

    {Exponential}
    {k taken from Lin et.al}
    {C.M.Sorensen's k is inconsistent with this}
 {  if (Df>1) then k:= sqrt(3*(Df-1)/2);
    if (Df<=1) then k:= 10;
    r2:= k*r/Re;
    if (r2<=15) then cut:= exp(-r2);
    if (r2>15)  then cut:= 0;}

    {Exponential}
    {k taken from C.M.Sorensen}
 {  k:= sqrt(Df*(Df+1)/2);
    r2:= k*r/Re;
    if (r2<=15) then cut:= exp(-r2);
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    if (r2>15)  then cut:= 0;}

    {Overlapping spheres}
{   k:= sqrt(2*Df*(Df+1)/(Df+2)/(Df+5));
    r2:= k*r/Re;
    if (r2<2) then cut:= (1-3/4*(r2)+1/16*exp(ln(r2)*3));
    if (r2>=2) then cut:= 0;}

    {SCQuIDD}
{   k:= sqrt(2*Df*(Df+3)/(Df+4)/(Df+9));
    r2:= k*r/Re;
    if (r2<2) then cut:= (1-1.75*exp(ln(r2)*2)+1.09375*exp(ln(r2)*3)
                           -0.109375*exp(ln(r2)*5)+0.005859375*exp(ln(r2)*7));
    if (r2>=2) then cut:= 0;}

    {Stretched Exponential}
{   if (r/Re<6) then cut:= exp(-0.2*exp(ln(r/Re)*2.5));
    if (r/Re>=6) then cut:= 0;}

    {Gaussian}
    {k is believed from C.M.Sorenson in Handbook of Surface and Colloid Chemistry}
    k:= sqrt(Df/4);
    r2:= k*r/Re;
    if (r2<=5) then cut:= exp(-sqr(r2));
    if (r2>5) then cut:= 0;

    {Piecewise empirical cutoff}
{   No k available right now...}
{   if (r<0.22*Re) then cut:= 1;
    if ((0.22*Re<=r) and (r<0.75*Re)) then cut:= 1.193177725-0.878080566*(r/Re);
    if ((0.75*Re<=r) and (r<2*Re)) then cut:= 0.32*exp(ln(2-r/Re)*2.3);
    if (r>=2*Re) then cut:= 0;}

    {Modified Spherical cutoff}
{   Just use the spherical value of k for now }
{   k:= sqrt(2*Df*(Df+1)/(Df+2)/(Df+5));
    cpoint:= 0.3;
    r2:= (r*k/Re-cpoint)*2/(2-cpoint);
    if (r2<cpoint) then cut:= 1;
    if (cpoint<=r2) then cut:= (1-3/4*(r2)+1/16*exp(ln(r2)*3));
    if (r/Re>=2) then cut:= 0;}

    {Modified SCQuIDD}
{   cpoint:= 0.05;
    k:= sqrt(2*Df*(Df+3)/(Df+4)/(Df+9));
    r2:= (r*k/Re-cpoint)*2/(2-cpoint);
    if (r2<cpoint)  then cut:= 1;
    if (r2>=cpoint) then cut:= (1-1.75*exp(ln(r2)*2)+1.09375*exp(ln(r2)*3)
                           -0.109375*exp(ln(r2)*5)+0.005859375*exp(ln(r2)*7));
    if (r2>=2) then cut:= 0;}

    cr:= pre*Df*(1+z1)*(exp(ln(2*ro)*(-Df)))*exp(ln(r)*(Df-1)) * cut;
    scale(x,Df,Re,ro,z1);
    cr:= cr*x;
  end;

{*************************************************************************}
procedure evalensemble(var F:single; var csd; var csf; r:single; Df:single; ro:single; z1:single);

  var csd2:    array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csd;
      csf2:    array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csf;
      k:       word;
      cr:      single;

  begin
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    F:= 0;
    for k:= 1 to ncsf do begin
      if (csf2[k]>0) then evalsingle(r,Df,csf2[k],cr,ro,z1);
      F:= F + csd2[k]*cr;
    end;
  end;

{********************************************************************************}
function simpson(h:single; Fa:single; Fc:single; Fb:single):single;

  begin
    simpson:= h/3*(Fa+4*Fc+Fb);
  end;

{********************************************************************************}
procedure integrate(var S3:single; var csd; var csf; ro:single; Rmax:single;
                        Df:single;      q:single;         z1:single);

  var
       neval:    longint;
       cycles:   longint;
       h:        single;
       a:        single;
       b:        single;
       c:        single;
       d:        single;
       Fa:       single;
       Fb:       single;
       Fc:       single;
       Fd:       single;
       k:        longint;
       csd2:     array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csd;
       csf2:     array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csf;

  begin
    cycles:= trunc((q*Rmax)/(2*Pi));
    neval:= 2*wave + wave*cycles;
    S3 := 0;
    a  := 2*ro;
    b  := Rmax;
    h  := (b-a)/(neval-1);
    evalensemble(Fa,csd2,csf2,a,Df,ro,z1);
    Fa:= Fa*sin(q*a)/(q*a);
    S3:= Fa;
    for k:= 1 to ((neval-2)div 2) do begin
      CursorTo(52,1);
      write('-');
      b:= a + (2*(k-1)+1)*h;
      c:= a + 2*k*h;
      evalensemble(Fb,csd2,csf2,b,Df,ro,z1);
      Fb:= Fb*sin(q*b)/(q*b);
      evalensemble(Fc,csd2,csf2,c,Df,ro,z1);
      Fc:= Fc*sin(q*c)/(q*c);
      S3:= S3 + 4*Fb + 2*Fc;
    end;
    d:= a + (neval-1)*h;
    evalensemble(Fd,csd2,csf2,d,Df,ro,z1);
    Fd:= Fd*sin(q*d)/(q*d);
    S3:= S3 + Fd;
    S3:= S3*h/3;
  end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure time(var time_now:single);

  var
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      year:      word;
      month:     word;
      day:       word;
      dayofweek: word;
      hour:      word;
      minute:    word;
      second:    word;
      sec100:    word;

  begin
    GetDate(year,month,day,dayofweek);
    GetTime(hour,minute,second,sec100);
    time_now:= day*24*60 + hour*60 + minute + second/60 + sec100/6000;
  end;

{**************************************************************************}
procedure initcsf(var csf; var q);

  var k:       word;
      dcsf:    single;
      csf2:    array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csf;
      q2:      array[1..nq] of single absolute q;

  begin
    dcsf:=  (1/q2[1]-1/q2[nq])/(ncsf-1);
    csf2[1]:= 1/q2[1];
    for k:= 2 to ncsf do begin
      csf2[k]:= csf2[1]-(k-1)*dcsf;
    end;
    CursorTo(30,7);
    writeln('Max csf = ',csf2[1]:6:1);
    CursorTo(30,8);
    writeln('Min csf = ',csf2[ncsf]:6:1);
  end;

{*************************************************************************}
procedure evalcsd(Re:single; var csf; a:single; Df:single; var csd; ro:single;
                             z1:single);

{ Zero order log normal size distribution as given in Sorensen et.al. 1995 }

  var csf2:   array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csf;
      csd2:    array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csd;
      k:       word;
      sum:     single;
      max:     single;
      min:     single;
      mink:    word;
      dummy: single;
      x:       single;

  begin
    sum:= 0;
    max:= 0;
    min:= 1e12;
    for k:= 1 to ncsf do begin
      if ( -sqr(ln(csf2[k]/Re))/(2*sqr(ln(a)))  > (-30) )
        then csd2[k]:= exp(-sqr(ln(csf2[k]/Re))/(2*sqr(ln(a))))
        else csd2[k]:=0;
      if (csd2[k]>max) then max:= csd2[k];
      if (abs(Re-csf2[k])<min) then begin
        min:= abs(Re-csf2[k]);
        mink:= k;
      end;
    end;
    if (max=0) then begin
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      csd2[mink]:= 1;
      max:= 1;
    end;
    for k:= 1 to ncsf do begin
{     if ((csd2[k]/max)<0.001) then csd2[k]:= 0; {This may speed things up but introduces potential errors}
{     scale(x,Df,csf2[k],ro,z1);
      csd2[k]:= csd2[k] * x;}  {Don't need to convert to mass distribution}
      sum:= sum+csd2[k];
    end;
    for k:= 1 to ncsf do begin
      csd2[k]:= csd2[k]/sum;
    end;

  end;

{*************************************************************************}
procedure structure(var S:single; q:single; ro:single; Re:single; Df:single;
                       z1:single; var csd; var csf; Rmax:single);

  var S1:      single;
      S2:      single;
      S3:      single;
      x:       single;
      csd2:    array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csd;
      csf2:    array[1..ncsf] of single absolute csf;

  begin
    ensemblescale(x,Df,csd2,csf2,ro,z1);
    S1:= x*1;
    S2:= x*z1*sin(2*q*ro)/(2*q*ro); {Mass weighting here is possibly not quite right?}
    integrate(S3,csd2,csf2,ro,Rmax,Df,q,z1);
    S:=  S1 + S2 + S3;
  end;

{**********************************************************************}
procedure objective(var F:single; var individual; var q2; var I2; ro:single);

  var gen:    array[1..n] of single absolute individual;
      sc:     single;
      Df:     single;
      Re:     single;
      a:      single;
      z1:     single;
      kon:    single;
      q:      array[1..nq] of single absolute q2;
      Intens: array[1..nq] of single absolute I2;
      csf:    array[1..ncsf] of single;
      csd:    array[1..ncsf] of single;
      Rmax:   single;
      S:      array[1..nq] of single;
      k:      word;
      F2:     single;
      step:   single;

  begin
    CursorTo(30,9);
    write('  ');

    F  := 0;

    Df := gen[1];
    Re := abs(gen[2]);
    a  := abs(gen[3])+1;
{   z1 := gen[4];
    kon:= gen[5];}
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    z1:= 2.0;
    kon:= 1.0;

    CursorTo(16,5);
    writeln(Df:8:2);
    CursorTo(16,6);
    writeln(Re:8:2);
    CursorTo(16,7);
    writeln(a:8:2);
    CursorTo(16,8);
    writeln(z1:8:2);
    CursorTo(16,9);
    writeln(kon:8:2);

    initcsf(csf,q);
    evalcsd(Re,csf,a,Df,csd,ro,z1);
    findRmax(csd,csf,Rmax,Df);

    if (Df>3) then F:= F + 10000*(Df-3);
    if (Df<1) then F:= F + 10000*(1-Df);
{   if (Re>1/q[1]) then F:= F + 10000*(Re*q[1]);}
    if (Re<ro) then F:= F + 10000*(ro/Re);
    if (z1<1) then F:= F + 10000*(1-z1);
    if (z1>5) then F:= F + 10000*(z1-5);
    if (kon<0) then F:= F + 10000*(-kon);
    if (a<1) then F:= F + 10000*(1-a);

    CursorTo(30,0);
    write('Structure calculation');
    CursorTo(52,1);
    write('--');
    CursorTo(52,2);
    write(nq);
    for k:= 1 to nq do begin
      structure(S[k], q[k], ro, Re, Df, z1, csd, csf, Rmax);
      CursorTo(52,0);
      write(k);
    end;
    CursorTo(52,0);
    write('  ');

    for k:= nq downto (nq-hqwn) do begin
      S[k]:= S[k]/S[1]*kon;
      F:= F + hqwp*(sqr(ln(abs(S[k]))-ln(abs(Intens[k])))); {abs is not the right way to fix it!}
    end;
    for k:= (nq-hqwn-1) downto 1 do begin
      S[k]:= S[k]/S[1]*kon;
      F:= F + (sqr(ln(abs(S[k]))-ln(abs(Intens[k])))); {abs is not the right way to fix it!}
    end;

  end;

{**********************************************************************}
procedure sort(var F; var k);

var F2 : array[1..n+1] of single absolute F;
    F3 : array[1..n+1] of single;
    k2 : array[1..n+1] of word absolute k;
    i  : word;
    j  : word;
    min: single;
    pos: word;

begin;
  for i:= 1 to n+1 do begin
    k2[i]:= 0;
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  end;
  for i:= 1 to n+1 do begin
    min:= 1e30;
    for j:= 1 to n+1 do begin
      if ((F2[j]<min) and (k2[j]=0)) then begin
        min:= F2[j];
        pos:= j;
      end;
    end;
    k2[pos]:= i;
  end;
  for i:= 1 to n+1 do begin
    F3[i]:= F2[i];
  end;
  for i:= 1 to n+1 do begin
    F2[k2[i]]:= F3[i];
  end;
end;

{**********************************************************************}
function maxG(var G):single;

var G2 : array[1..n] of single absolute G;
    i  : word;
    max: single;

begin;
  max:= 0;
  for i:= 1 to n do begin
    if (abs(G2[i])>=max) then max:= abs(G2[i]);
  end;
  maxG:= max;
end;

{**********************************************************************}
function maxy(var y):single;

var y2 : array[1..n,1..n] of single absolute y;
    i  : word;
    j  : word;
    max: single;

begin;
  max:= 0;
  for i:= 1 to n do begin
    for j:= 1 to n do begin
      if (abs(y2[i,j])>=max) then max:= abs(y2[i,j]);
    end;
  end;
  maxy:= max;
end;

{**********************************************************************}
{                                                                      }
{      M A I N       P R O G R A M                                     }
{                                                                      }
{**********************************************************************}

var x:        array[1..n,1..n+1] of single;
    x2:       array[1..n,1..n+1] of single;
    y:        array[1..n,1..n] of single;
    xnow:     array[1..n] of single;
    xin:      array[1..n] of single;
    F:        array[1..n+1] of single;
    G:        array[1..n] of single;
    k:        array[1..n+1] of word;
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    xbar:     array[1..n] of single;
    xr:       array[1..n] of single;
    xk:       array[1..n] of single;
    xe:       array[1..n] of single;
    xt:       array[1..n] of single;
    xc:       array[1..n] of single;
    q:        array[1..nq] of single;
    Intens:   array[1..nq] of single;
    i:        word;
    j:        word;
    m:        single;
    fevals:   word;
    tolx:     single;
    tolF:     single;
    maxeval:  word;
    delta:    single;
    zdelta:   single;
    alpha:    single;
    beta:     single;
    gamma:    single;
    Fr:       single;
    Fk:       single;
    Fe:       single;
    Ft:       single;
    Fc:       single;
    ro:       single;
    time1:    single;
    time2:    single;
    Df:       single;
    Re:       single;
    a :       single;
    b :       single;
    z1:       single;
    csd:      array[1..ncsf] of single;
    csf:      array[1..ncsf] of single;
    Rmax:     single;
    S3:       array[1..nq] of single;
    kon:      single;

label         finish;

begin

  alpha:= 1;            {optimisation algorithm constant}
  beta := 0.5;          {optimisation algorithm constant}
  gamma:= 2;            {optimisation algorithm constant}
  maxeval  := n*mi;     {maximum nunmber of function evaluations}
  delta    := 0.05;     {step size}
  zdelta   := 0.00025;  {step size for zero values}
  tolx     := 0.005;
  tolF     := 0.005;
  time(time1);

  CursorTo(0,0);
  write('Enter primary particle radius: ');
  readln(ro);
  CursorTo(0,0);
  write('                                       ');
  time(time1);
  assign(input,'x_data.inp');
  reset(input);
  for i:= 1 to nq do begin
    readln(input,q[i],Intens[i]);
  end;
  for i:= nq downto 1 do begin
    Intens[i]:= Intens[i]/Intens[1];
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  end;
  close(input);
  xin[1]:= 1.8;         {Df}
  xin[2]:= 100;         {Re}
  xin[3]:= 0.1;         {a-1}
{ xin[4]:= 2.0;         {z1}       {Starting guess}
{ xin[5]:= 1;           {kon}
  z1:= 2.0;
  kon:= 1.0;

  objective(F[1],xin,q,Intens,ro);
  for i:= 1 to n do begin;
    for j:= 1 to n+1 do begin
      x[i,j]:= xin[i];
    end;
  end;
  for i:= 1 to n do begin
    if (x[i,i+1]<>0) then x[i,i+1]:= x[i,i+1]*delta
    else x[i,i+1]:= zdelta;
    for j:= 1 to n do begin
      xnow[j]:= x[j,i+1];
    end;
    objective(F[i+1],xnow,q,Intens,ro);
  end;
  sort(F,k);
  for j:= 1 to n+1 do begin
    for i:= 1 to n do begin
      x2[i,k[j]]:= x[i,j];
    end;
  end;
  for j:= 1 to n+1 do begin
    for i:= 1 to n do begin
      x[i,j]:= x2[i,j];
    end;
  end;
  fevals:= n+1;
  CursorTo(5,0);
  writeln('function evaluations');
  CursorTo(5,1);
  writeln('minutes');
  CursorTo(0,0);
  writeln(fevals);
  time(time2);
  CursorTo(0,1);
  writeln((time2-time1):4:1);

  while (fevals<maxeval) do begin

    for i:= 1 to n do begin;
      G[i]:= F[i+1]-F[i];
      for j:= 1 to n do begin;
        y[j,i]:= x[j,i+1]-x[j,i];
      end;
    end;
    if ((maxG(G)<tolF) and (maxy(y)<tolx)) then goto Finish;

    for i:= 1 to n do begin
      xbar[i]:= 0;
      for j:= 1 to n do begin
        xbar[i]:= xbar[i] + x[i,j]/n;
      end;
      xr[i]:= (1+alpha)*xbar[i] - alpha*x[i,n+1];
    end;

    objective(Fr,xr,q,Intens,ro);
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    fevals:= fevals + 1;
    CursorTo(0,0);
    writeln(fevals);
    time(time2);
    CursorTo(0,1);
    writeln((time2-time1):4:1);

    for i:= 1 to n do begin
      xk[i]:= xr[i];
    end;
    Fk:= Fr;
{ Reflect }
    if (Fr<F[n]) then begin
      if (Fr<F[1]) then begin
        for i:= 1 to n do begin
          xe[i]:= gamma*xr[i] + (1-gamma)*xbar[i];
        end;
        objective(Fe,xe,q,Intens,ro);
        fevals:= fevals + 1;
        CursorTo(0,0);
        writeln(fevals);
        time(time2);
        CursorTo(0,1);
        writeln((time2-time1):4:1);

        if (Fe<F[1]) then begin
          Fk:= Fe;
          for i:= 1 to n do begin
            xk[i]:= xe[i];
          end;
{ Expand }
        end;
      end;
    end;
    if (Fr>=F[n]) then begin
      for i:= 1 to n do begin
        xt[i]:= x[i,n+1];
      end;
      Ft:= F[n+1];
      if (Fr<Ft) then begin
        Ft:= Fr;
        for i:= 1 to n do begin
          xt[i]:= xr[i];
        end;
      end;
      for i:= 1 to n do begin
        xc[i]:= beta*xt[i] + (1-beta)*xbar[i];
      end;
      objective(Fc,xc,q,Intens,ro);
      fevals:= fevals + 1;
      CursorTo(0,0);
      writeln(fevals);
      time(time2);
      CursorTo(0,1);
      writeln((time2-time1):4:1);

      if (Fc<F[n]) then begin
        Fk:= Fc;
        for i:= 1 to n do begin
          xk[i]:= xc[i];
        end;
{ Contract }
      end;
      if (Fc>=F[n]) then begin
        for j:= 2 to n do begin
          for i:= 1 to n do begin
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            x[i,j]:= (x[i,1]+x[i,j])/2;
            xnow[i]:= x[i,j];
          end;
          objective(F[j],xnow,q,Intens,ro);
        end;
        fevals:= fevals + n-1;
        CursorTo(0,0);
        writeln(fevals);
        time(time2);
        CursorTo(0,1);
        writeln((time2-time1):4:1);

        for i:= 1 to n do begin
          xk[i]:= (x[i,1]+x[i,n+1])/2;
        end;
        objective(Fk,xk,q,Intens,ro);
        fevals:= fevals+1;
        CursorTo(0,0);
        writeln(fevals);
        time(time2);
        CursorTo(0,1);
        writeln((time2-time1):4:1);

{ Shrink }
      end;
    end;
    for i:= 1 to n do begin
      x[i,n+1]:= xk[i];
    end;
    F[n+1]:= Fk;
    sort(F,k);
{for i:= 1 to n+1 do begin
  writeln(F[i],' ',k[i]);
end;
readln(dummy);}
    for j:= 1 to n+1 do begin
      for i:= 1 to n do begin
        x2[i,k[j]]:= x[i,j];
      end;
    end;
    for j:= 1 to n+1 do begin
      for i:= 1 to n do begin
        x[i,j]:= x2[i,j];
      end;
    end;
    CursorTo(0,5);
    Df:= x[1,1];
    Re:= x[2,1];
    a := abs(x[3,1])+1;

{   z1:= x[4,1];
    kon:= x[5,1];}
    z1:= 2.0;
    kon:= 1.0;

    writeln('Df = ',Df:8:2);
    writeln('Re = ',Re:8:2);
    writeln('a  = ',a:8:2);
    writeln('z1 = ',z1:8:2);
    writeln('kon= ',kon:8:2);
  end;
  CursorTo(6,1);
  writeln('Warning: maximum iterations reached');
Finish:
  CursorTo(0,3);
  writeln('Solution is:');
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  CursorTo(0,5);
  Df:= x[1,1];
  Re:= x[2,1];
  a := abs(x[3,1])+1;
{ z1:= x[4,1];
  kon:=x[5,1];}
  z1:= 2.0;
  kon:= 1.0;

  writeln('Df = ',Df:8:2);
  writeln('Re = ',Re:8:2);
  writeln('a  = ',a:8:2);
  writeln('z1 = ',z1:8:2);
  writeln('kon= ',kon:8:2);

  initcsf(csf,q);
  evalcsd(Re,csf,a,Df,csd,ro,z1);
  findRmax(csd,csf,Rmax,Df);
  assign(output,'result.m');
  rewrite(output);
  writeln(output,'x=[');
  for i:= 1 to nq do begin
    structure(S3[i], q[i], ro, Re, Df, z1, csd, csf, Rmax);
  end;
  for i:= nq downto 1 do begin
    S3[i]:= S3[i]/S3[1]*kon;
    writeln(output,q[i],' ',Intens[i],' ',S3[i]);
  end;
  writeln(output,'];');
  writeln;
  writeln('Df=[',Df,'];');
  writeln;
  writeln('csigma = ',a,';');
  writeln;
  writeln('Re = ',Re,';');
  writeln;
  writeln(output,'csdc=[');
  for i:= 1 to ncsf do begin
    writeln(output,csf[i],' ',csd[i]);
  end;
  writeln(output,'];');
  close(output);

end.
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Appendix D – Derivation of the overlapping spheres

structure factor

This appendix goes through the mathematics of modelling the pair distance distribution

function (or partial function) and the transform to the structure factor or partial structure

factor. The approach is the same for modelling with any polynomial form for the cutoff

function, including the SCQuIDD and SCQuIDD / Overlapping Spheres intermediate

forms.

The overlapping spheres cutoff function is:
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The pair distance distribution function is then modelled with the overlapping spheres

cutoff, fractal medium range scaling and delta functions representing self correlation

and nearest neighbours correlation.
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The structure factor then comes from the scattering transform of this distribution

function:
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Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1980) have a solution for integrals of a product of a power law,

exponential and sine function which can be used to solve this problem. They write:
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where x, µ, ζ, δ can be complex numbers and γ is the incomplete gamma function. The

expression is true for [real(µ) > -1].

In our case x becomes the distance r, ζ is zero, d becomes q and µ incorporates the

fractal dimension Df. Our expression for the structure factor is now:
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expanding it yields:
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The next problem in getting a computationally useful form for the structure factor is the

evaluation of the incomplete gamma function. Luke (1969) gives the expansion for the

incomplete gamma function in terms of the confluent hypergeometric series:
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and the confluent hypergeometric series is of course [Luke 1969]:
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And so by extension we have for any polynomial cutoff function a structure factor than

can be expressed in terms of the confluent hypergeometric function. The solutions are

not pretty to write down but are mathematically simple and rapid to evaluate with a

computer to arbitrary precision. The approach can be easily modified to include a

second coordination shell 2z if required.
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Appendix E - Nomenclature

Table 22 - Nomenclature

1z average first shell coordination number

1zi,j partial mean first shell coordination number of particle type j with respect to

particle type i.

2z average second shell coordination number

a0 arithmetic mean primary particle diameter

Ai scattered amplitude function for particles of type i

ci,j partial distance distribution function for particles of type j from a particle of

type i

Cs constants used in Lin et. al. (1990) to parameterise the structure factor

Df mass (or number) fractal dimension

Dw a weighting dimension (the dimension of the measure of interest)

h the distance distribution cutoff function

i 1−

I scattered intensity function

ke power law prefactor for the aggregate mass / external radius scaling relation

kg power law prefactor for the aggregate mass / radius of gyration scaling

relation

Kij reaction kernel of aggregates with masses i, j

M total mass of the aggregate
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mi mass of primary particle of type i

N number of particles of all types in the aggregate

Ni number of particles of type i in the aggregate

N0 modal size of the log normal distribution

q scattering momentum transfer

qc critical q denoting the transition from fractal to Porod scattering

R an arbitrary measure of the linear extent of an aggregate

r0 radius of the primary particle (monodisperse), arithmetic mean particle

radius (polydisperse)

rDw,Df Dw weighted Df space filling mean primary particle radius

Re radius of the smallest sphere enclosing the aggregate

Rg radius of gyration of the aggregate

ri radius of primary particle type i

S structure factor

Sij partial structure factor for particles of type j with respect to particles of type

i

V bulk volume of the aggregate

V0 volume of a primary particle

Vi volume of primary particle type i

x scattering size parameter

z aggregation power law kinetics mass scaling exponent
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Γ the gamma function

β power law prefactor for the distance distribution shells form of the fractal

mass scaling relationship

χi concentration of particle type i within the fractal structure, has values

between 0 and 1

ε error term for the fractal scaling of the total distance distribution function

εi error term for the fractal scaling of distance distribution functions of type ij

γ the incomplete gamma function

ϕ solid fraction of the aggregate

ρ aggregate internal density decay function

σ log normal distribution width parameter

σeff arithmetic standard deviation in primary particle radius

τ power law distribution mass scaling exponent

ξ a fractal correlation length related to the aggregate size
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Appendix F – Derivation of the time step for DLCA

The purpose of this appendix is to elucidate the derivation of the time stepping

technique used in the DLCA simulation in this work.

Consider a population of n aggregates in suspension. The rate of aggregates with mass i

reacting with aggregates of mass j is given by the kinetic kernel:

where ci and cj are the number concentrations and Kij is the aggregation kernel element

for the two sizes under consideration.

The total rate of all aggregation events occurring is the sum of probabilities for all

possible aggregation events:

which can be rewritten as a sum over individual aggregates instead of mass classes:

Since p is the rate of aggregation in time, 1/p is rate of time per aggregation event.

Therefore, each time an aggregation event is simulated, the simulation time must

advance by:
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Appendix G – Example calculation of the fractal

concentration using the fractal mean particle size

Consider that we want to find the fractal concentration χl for the large species in the

case DLCA1200bi.

We know that the fractal dimension is 1.78 and the number concentration of the large

species is 1/28. Both the fractal dimension, aggregate size, and the concentrations of

different particle species are relatively easy to measure in applied situations. For the

simulations DLCA1200bi, the average radius of gyration is 51.0.

In order to calculate the fractal concentration χl, we need to calculate the number of

large particles that would be required to construct an aggregate with the same radius of

gyration. This number Nl is:

Nl = kg ( Rg / r0 )
1.78

= kg ( 51.0 / 3 )1.78

= 155 kg

Now we need to determine the number of large particles nl that are actually present in

the polydisperse aggregate. We know the fraction of large particles so the task is to

determine the total number of particles in the polydisperse aggregate. The number

weighted fractal mean particle size will allow us to calculate this. The r0,1.78 is:

r0,1.78 = ((27/28 × 10 + 1/28 × 30) / (27/28 × 11.78 + 1/28 × 31.78))1/(0-1.78)

= 1.12

The number of particles in the aggregate is then given by:

N = kg ( Rg / r0 )
1.78

= kg ( 51.0 / 1.12 )1.78

= 892 kg
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The number of large particles nl is 892 kg × 1/28 = 31.8 kg.

Therefore the fractal concentration χl is:

χl = nl / Nl

= 31.8 kg / 155 kg

= 0.205


